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Abstract 
The accelerating arrival of the Internet of Things (IoT) era creates a rapidly growing demand 
for printed electronic. As a low-cost and green substrate, cellulose paper has become the most 
attractive choice for the printing of sustainable and disposable electronics. However, 
manufacture of high quality circuits with high conductivity on cellulose paper remains a 
challenge due to the substrate’s high porosity and roughness. In this thesis, a method for facile 
fabrication of hybrid copper-fiber highly conductive features on low-cost cellulose paper with 
strong adhesion and enhanced bending durability is introduced. With three-dimensional 
electroless deposition (ELD) of copper, the as-fabricated circuits show ultra-low sheet 
resistance down to 0.00544 Ω/sq. Taking advantages of the porous structure of paper, together 
with the precise control of the inkjet droplets, highly conductive vertical interconnected 
accesses (VIAs) are fabricated for multilayered devices without physically drilling holes or 
depositing additional dielectric material. To further utilize the unique porous structure of 
cellulose paper, a scalable fabrication method for flexible, binder-free and all-solid-state 
supercapacitors is proposed based on the low-cost chemical engraving technique, to construct 
CuxO nanostructure in-situ on the three-dimensional metallized cellulose fiber structures. 
Benefitting from both the “2D Materials on 3D Structures” design and the binder-free nature 
of the fabricated electrodes, substantial improvements to electrical conductivity, aerial 
capacitance, and electrochemical performance of the resulting supercapacitors (SCs) are 
achieved, fulfilling the increasing demand of highly customized power systems in the IoT and 
wearable electronics industries. The above-mentioned work all use inkjet printing for materials 
deposition. However, as a solvent-based printing technique, inkjet printer has strict 
requirement of ink properties and suffer from inevitable nozzle clogging. To address these 
challenges, a fabrication method based on solvent-free laser printing technique is proposed, 
pushing the manufacture of printed electronics towards an environmentally benign and more 
cost-efficient manor. Lastly, a one-step react-on-demand (RoD) method for fabricating flexible 
circuits with ultra-low sheet resistance, enhanced safety and durability is proposed. With the 
special functionalized substrate, a real-time synthesize of the 3D metal-polymer (3DMP) 
conductive structure is triggered on demand. The as-fabricated silver traces show an ultralow 
sheet resistance down to 4 mΩ/sq. 
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Chapter 1 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Printed Electronics 
1.1.1 Background 
Traditionally, lithographic methods, such as e-beam, photolithography and ion-beam 
lithography, have been the primary technologies used for fabricating wearable and flexible 
devices.[1-3] Unfortunately, the attractive advantages of these techniques come at an 
extremely high financial cost. The requirement for expensive chemicals, clean-room facilities, 
harsh experimental condition and labor-intensive processes, make these lithographic 
techniques costly, so are the as-produced products. With the accelerating arrival of the Internet 
of Things era, trillions of low-cost/single-use disposable devices are being demanded each year, 
such as radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags,[4] smart labels,[5, 6] displays,[7, 8] solar 
cells[9] and portable sensors.[10-13] In these situations, inexpensive printing techniques can 
significantly lower the fabrication costs while producing devices at large scale with desired 
precision and accuracy.[14] Although printing technology was introduced centuries ago, it has 
only recently captured the imagination and attention of researchers in the development of 
printing devices.[2] Advances in materials science towards the development of novel ink 
formulations and the evolution of new printing technologies coupled with these new advances, 
have been the primary driving force for the growing recent interest in this field.  
The concept of the contemporary printed electronics, including conductors, semiconductors, 
and insulators that use inks, was first proposed in the early 1990s. The goal back then was to 
use conductive ink to fabricate wires. By 1997, Bell Labs made a transistor using screen 
printing for the first time. [15] In 1998, University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) showed 
an inkjet-printed logo with polymer light-emitting devices (PLEDs). [16] Over the last decade, 
there has been an increased interest generated in printed electronics. Printed electronics are 
more advantageous than conventional processes due to greater environmental benefit, 
reduction of material loss, higher productivity and large-scale customization [17]. Printed 
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electronics are currently moving from the laboratory towards the commercial market, with a 
predicted market size of over 30 billion US dollars in 2015 and 96 billion US dollars in 2020 
[18]. The current state of the market suggests that techniques involving production and 
enhancement of printed electronics are becoming promising trends. With recent advances in 
printing techniques and materials science, various flexible and/or stretchable electronics 
devices have been printed with the pairing of various functional inks such as metal nanoparticle 
conductive inks, [19, 20] carbon-based inks,[21-23] liquid metals,[24] semi-conductive 
inks,[25-27] conductive polymer inks,[28] and insulated inks.[29, 30] However, delamination 
and/or peeling-off is always a concern because the functional materials are typically deposited 
on the top of substrates only. The possibility of failure under repeated mechanical loading 
limits its applications in areas where reliability and stability are demanded. In addition, 
unsatisfactory conductivity of the printed materials, that is far below that of the bulk material, 
is another major problem. Extensive research and development are required to overcome these 
technical hurdles to advance the material printing technology to the state of the art 
manufacturing process. Popular printing methods such as inkjet printing, screen printing, 
gravure printing, transfer printing and other newly developed printing technologies are now 
being applied to fabricate electronics. Each printing technology has its own advantages and 
disadvantages, and also requires different ink parameters for optimum printing quality. 
Therefore, it is of great important to get familiar with the features of these printing techniques 
to push the boundary of the fabrication of printed electronics. The printing techniques can be 
categorized into two types: digital and non-digital. Based on the comparison made by Fukuda 
et. al., the features of various printing methods is summarized in Table 1.[31] In this chapter, 
the most recent research progress about the fabrication of printed electronics based on digital 
printing process will be discussed in detail. The literature review will focus on the fabrication 
of the most fundamental element in electronics devices – conductive traces. The advantages 
and disadvantages of different fabrication strategies will be discussion in the following sections.  
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Table 1. Comparison of the features of different printing methods. 
Type Printing Method 
Ink viscosity 
[mN/m] 
Line width 
[µm] 
Line thickness 
[µm] 
Speed 
[m/min] 
Digital 
Process 
Inkjet 1–100 30–50 0.1–1 1–500 
E-jet 1–104 1 0.001–0.1 <1 
Direct Writing 103–106 10–1000 50–100 Slow 
Aerosol Jet 1–104 <1 0.001–0.1 Slow 
Laser Printing - 30-50 8-20 500-1000 
Non-
Digital 
Process 
Offset 100–105 10 1–10 1000 
Gravure 100–103 10–50 0.1–1 1000 
Flexo 50-500 45-100 <1 500 
Screen 500-100000 30-50 5-100 50-150 
Gravure-offset 5000-50000 5-20 5-100 50-150 
Reverse-offset 1-5 1-10 0.05-1 1-10 
Transfer Printing - 0.1 1 Slow 
Nanoimprint - 0.01 0.1 Slow 
 
1.1.2 Fabrications of Printed Electronics based on Digital Printing 
Process 
Digital printing refers to methods of printing from a digital-based image directly to a variety 
of media, without the need of preparing masks or templates. [1] Traditionally, digital printing 
has a higher cost per page than more traditional offset printing methods, but this price is usually 
offset by avoiding the cost of all the technical steps required to make printing plates. When it 
comes to printed electronics and the Internet of Things, where customized RFID tags, circuits, 
and devices are highly demanded, digital printing process shows its unique advantages such as 
on-demand production, short turnaround time, and even a modification to the device during 
production. [2] These features will also significantly benefit researchers in this area as well as 
the research & development (R&D) process for the industry. Currently, inkjet printing is the 
dominant printing techniques used for the fabrication of printed electronics, due to its low-cost, 
compact in size and ease of modification. 
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1.1.2.1 Inkjet Printing 
1.1.2.1.1 Mechanism 
Inkjet printing is a type of digital printing method that reproduces digital images by advancing 
ink droplets onto paper, plastic, etc. The concept of inkjet printing originated in the 20th 
century and was widely developed in the early 1950s. Ink-jet printers that can copy computer-
generated digital images were developed in the late 1970s by three leading companies in this 
area: Epson, Hewlett-Packard (HP) and Canon. Currently, there are two main technologies for 
contemporary inkjet printers: continuous (CIJ) and drop-on-demand (DOD).[32] The original 
continuous jet printers used electrostatic plates to deflect drops to the paper or to a reservoir 
for recycling as shown in Figure 1(a). [33] The CIJ printers have largely been superseded by 
those printers with DOD systems which are more cost-efficient, reliable and easy to maintain 
than CIJ systems. There are two types of DOD systems popular on the market—thermal DOD 
and piezoelectric DOD. In a thermal DOD system, the print cartridge consists of a series of 
tiny chambers which are constructed by photolithography, each containing a heater, as shown 
in Figure 1(b). In order to eject droplets from each chamber, a current pulse passes through the 
heating element, causing rapid evaporation of the ink in the chamber and formation of air 
bubbles, which results in a large pressure increase to push the droplets onto the paper. The 
surface tension of the ink as well as the shrinkage of the steam bubbles will bring more ink 
into the chamber through the narrow channel connected to the ink reservoir to complete the 
refilling process. To make a thermal DOD system functional properly, the ink must have 
volatile components to form bubbles; otherwise, droplets cannot be jetted.  Piezoelectric DOD 
systems use a piezoelectric material in an ink-filled chamber behind each nozzle instead of a 
heating element, as illustrated in Figure 1(c). When a voltage is applied, the piezoelectric 
material changes shape, creating a pressure pulse in the fluid chamber that forces the ink 
droplets out of the nozzle. Because no volatile components are required, piezoelectric inkjet 
printer allows a wider variety of inks. However, the manufacturing costs are higher due to the 
use of piezoelectric materials.[34]  
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Figure 1-1. Printing mechanism of (a) continuous inkjet system, (b) thermal drop-on-
demand inkjet systems and (c) piezo drop-on-demand systems. [33, 35, 36] [Copy with 
permission] 
1.1.2.1.2 Fabrication Strategies  
Inkjet printing can be presented as an advantageous and the most popular method of fabricating 
printed electronics because of low-capitalization of equipment, high materials efficiency, 
elimination of photolithography and non-contact processing [37]. Many inkjet-printed devices 
have been achieved by researchers in recent years, such as microfluidic analytical devices, [38, 
39] heterostructures, [40] radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags,[41, 42]  energy storage 
systems, [43-45] and thin film transistors. [46, 47] Among all these printed devices, the most 
fundamental and essential part is conductive traces. In most cased, the conductivity of the 
printed traces largely affects the overall performance of the printed devices. Thus, I focused 
on the fabrication of highly conductive circuits/traces in my PhD work. Based on different 
kinds of inks used in the inkjet printing systems, we can categorize the fabrication strategies 
into four types, as summarized by Chen et. al. which is shown in Figure 2.[48] 
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Figure 1-2. Various inkjet printing based fabrication strategies for conductive traces. 
[48] [Copy with permission] 
Direct Printing of Conductive Materials 
The most straightforward way is to directly print conductive inks onto the substrate. The inks 
can be metal nanoparticle inks, conductive polymer inks, carbon-based conductive inks and 
liquid metals. Currently, the most commonly used inks are metal nanoparticulate inks, which 
are metal nanoparticle suspensions with colloidal stabilizers to prevent particle aggregation or 
nozzle clogging. Currently, silver nanoparticles are the most commonly used inks for the 
manufacture of printed conductive tracks because of their high conductivity and low oxidation 
rate. Alternatively, copper has attracted widespread attention in recent years for the printing of 
conductive circuits due to its relatively low price and high electrical conductivity. [49] 
However, copper nanoparticles get oxidized easily, so they are often protected by noble metal 
anti-oxidant shells. Printed patterns from NP inks typically have higher resistivity and require 
sintering processes at elevated temperatures (usually ~30-60 mins, 100oC – 200oC) to remove 
some non-conductive organic components and stabilizers to enhance conductivity. Due to the 
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thermoplastic nature of plastic flexible substrates such as PET, the high sintering temperature 
limits the application of such fabrication methods. To reduce the ink sintering temperature, 
researchers have tried to exploit other sintering processes such as microwaves, laser curing, 
plasma processing and chemical sintering.[50-52] Although these alternative methods have 
yielded fruitful results, thermal post-treatment is still extensively used in printing commercial 
conductive inks because of its wide availability and easy accessibility. [48] 
Printing Metal Precursor 
Metal precursor inks are highly concentrated metal salts dissolved in organic solvents or 
aqueous solutions. After printing onto the substrate, the salt decomposes into conductive traces 
under heat, ultraviolet light or chemical treatment. The most commonly used salts are organic 
silver complexes that can be easily converted to silver thin films by thermal treatment with an 
electrical conductivity close to that of bulk silver.[53-57] In order to reduce the ink sintering 
temperature, various methods have been proposed to prepare a silver salt complex solution to 
achieve a low sintering temperature below 110oC.  However, these metal-organic complexes 
take several synthetic steps to prepare, making it less attractive time. To solve this challenge, 
efforts have been taken to simply the synthesize process. For example, Chen et al. have 
simplified the preparation steps by mixing silver ammonia solution with diethanolamine to 
form a clear aqueous solution, which remains transparent for weeks under proper storage 
(Figure 1-3 (a)).[58] After heating at a moderate temperature (<100oC), the printed 
micropattern can easily be transformed into a highly conductive silver film with strong 
adhesion to the substrate. Another example is the work from J. A. Lewis’s group. A transparent 
“reactive silver ink”, which was stable at room temperature for months, was prepared by 
simplified process. Upon annealing at 90 °C, the printed electrodes using the reactive silver 
ink exhibited an electrical conductivity equivalent to that of bulk silver.[53] Besides thermal 
treatment, photo-curing processes have also been developed to fabricate conductive metal thin 
film patterns at room temperature. For example, Bromberg et al. adopted plasma process to 
convert inkjet-printed silver nitrate traces into highly conductive silver tracks.[59] Valeton et 
al. developed a UV curable metal precursor ink and demonstrated the rapid formation of highly 
conductive silver pattern at room temperature.[60] More recently, intensive pulsed light 
sintering (IPL) system have also been developed based on the high-power xenon pulsed light. 
Printed metal precursor inks were treated by the IPL system for only a few seconds to convert 
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the printed pattern to highly conductive traces, providing safer and faster solution for the 
sintering of metal precursor ink or other inks on thermal sensitive substrate.[61-63] 
 
Figure 1-3. (a) A typical sample prepared by silver complex inks. (b) RFID antenna 
with metallic joints printed on paper using reactive ink printing method. (c) High 
resolution circuit board printed on paper by inkjet printing of catalyst and electroless 
copper deposition. [60, 64, 65] [Copy with permission] 
Reactive Inkjet Printing 
In order to prepare conductive circuits at room temperature, micro-reaction inkjet printing 
systems have recently been demonstrated. Based on the multi-cartridge design of an inkjet 
printer, metal ion inks and the corresponding reducing agent were filled into different 
cartridges and were jetted through two different channels. [55]  When these two types of inks 
meet on the substrate, highly conductive metal traces will form after the redox reaction. This 
was first demonstrated by Bidoki et al. in 2007 through printing ascorbic acid and silver nitrate 
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solution sequentially on papers to produce several antenna and planer capacitor patterns, as 
shown in Figure 1-3(b).[65] Similarly, Kao et al. printed aqueous formaldehyde solutions and 
silver ammonium solution through two different nozzles to perform the silver mirror reaction 
to achieve highly conductive silver metal traces on plastic surfaces.[66] Although these 
reaction systems are feasible, however, accurate drop landing position and fast drop 
coalescence or mixing are required in the printing process.[48] Meanwhile, special 
maintenance must be taken to such systems due to the highly reactive inks. 
Electroless Deposition Based Catalyst Printing 
The above-mentioned fabrication strategies all rely on the content in the inks as a source of 
conductive materials. One of the critical issues is that the conductive materials in the inks are 
very limited, setting a cap for the conductivity of the printed patterns. To solve this problem, 
one promising solution is to use the electroless deposition (ELD) technique. ELD is an auto-
catalytic technique used to deposit metals(copper, nickel, etc.) on various substrate such as 
paper, plastic, aluminum oxide, and even yarns (Figure 1-3(c)).[64, 67-69] The mechanism of 
ELD was thoroughly studied these years, making it a convincing technique for making metal 
coating and high resolution patterns.[70, 71] Abundant metal ions in the ELD bath can create 
patterns with dense surface, which in turn results in good conductivity close to that of the bulk 
materials. This absolute advantage drives researchers to involve this technique in the 
fabrication of flexible electronics.  For example, ELD of Cu occurs by an autocatalytic redox 
reaction, where Cu is deposited onto a catalyst-activated surface, without the assistance of an 
external power source. Among all the activation catalysts, palladium (Pd) provides the best 
catalytic effect and thus is frequently used in electroless plating.[72] To fabricate metal 
conductive tracks, palladium (Pd) colloid or other Pd ion contacting inks are first inkjet printed 
on substrates following with a subsequent copper electroless plating.  Due to the limited 
resources and high price of Pd, silver ion-based catalyst is found to be a good alternative for 
the catalyst of electroless copper plating. For example, a particle-free silver nitrate ink was 
printed on polyethylene terephthalate (PET) or polyimide (PI) films as an activating agent for 
copper plating.[73-75] Printed samples were electroless plated to produce a highly conductive 
copper pattern. Other catalyst inks, such as polydopamine, can also be used to make copper 
tracks or other metallization features.[76] By replacing the electroless plating solution, this 
approach can also be applied to form conductive patterns of nickel, silver, or even gold.[77-
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79] Challenges of the ELD based fabrication strategy remain on how to modify/coat the surface 
of the substrate to capture the catalyst and deposited metal efficiently. If the substrate were not 
properly treated, the deposited metal would easily get peeled off from the substrate due to poor 
adhesion. In addition, during the ELD process, metal not only grow vertically, but also grow 
horizontally. The horizontal growth will significant lower the resolution of the printed patterns 
and cause short circuit in the device. Thus, it is of great importance to develop ELD formulas 
to limit the horizontal growth while enhance the vertical growth speed to shorten the deposition 
time.  
1.1.2.2 Other Emerging Non-Contact Digital Printing Techniques 
1.1.2.2.1 Laser Printing 
Traditional laser printing is an electrostatic digital printing process. It produces high-quality 
text and graphics by repeatedly delivering laser beams on negatively charged cylinders called 
"drums" to define differentially charged images.[80] The drum then selectively collects the 
charged powdery ink (toner) and transfers the image to a sheet of paper, which is then heated 
to fuse the toner with substrate, as presented in Figure 1-4.  
 
Figure 1-4. Working mechanism of electrostatic laser printing. [Copy with permission] 
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Laser printing is advantageous as there are no required solvents and so it unnecessary to worry 
about the solubility of the metal and toner powders. Unlike inkjet printing, laser-printing uses 
dry toner powder, so there is no constraint on viscosity and surface tension. Since the 
introduction of the laser printer, they have become more affordable, allowing them to become 
viable options in both printed electronics and personal use. In the area of printed electronics, 
few work has been reported based on the mechanism of office use laser printer, due to the strict 
requirement of toner composition. As one of the objectives “developing low-cost solvent-free 
printing method for the fabrication of printed electronics” of my PhD work, I have make efforts 
to develop laser printing-based fabrication strategies. Details of this work are presented in 
Chapter 6.  
Another laser-based printing techniques called laser-induced forward transfer (LIFT) has been 
recently developed. [81-83] In a LIFT system, high energy laser is used to propels materials 
onto the substrate from the material tray as shown in Figure 1-5. LIFT can operate under 
atmospheric conditions, and is compatible with low laser fluences, allows the printing of 
organic and inorganic materials as well as biological elements and the printing can take place 
from liquid or solid phases. The resolution is defined by the size of laser spot; thus, a LIFT can 
achieve very high resolution down to a few microns.[83] However, such system is very 
expensive, and they are not commercially available on the market. In addition, it is almost 
impossible to use LIFT system for mass production.  
 
Figure 1-5. Scheme of LIFT process in solid phase. [82] [Copy with permission] 
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1.1.2.2.2 Electrohydrodynamic-Jet Printing  
Electrohydrodynamic-jet printing, known as E-Jet printing, has emerged as a high-resolution 
alternative to other forms of non-contact digital solution-based fabrication approaches, such as 
ink-jet printing.[84, 85] Electrohydrodynamic jet (E-jet) printing uses an electric field to 
induce fluid flows from micro capillary nozzles to create devices in the micro/nano-scale range. 
It pulls the liquid inks out of the nozzle rather than pushing inks out, as illustrated in Figure 1-
6.[86] The diameter of an E-Jet Printed droplet ranges from several hundreds of nanometers 
up to a few microns, which is ∼1/10 in diameter or 1/1000 in volume smaller than that 
produced by conventional inkjet printers.[87] Depending on the application and the setting of 
the printer, E-Jet printer can either produce discrete droplets or continuous lines. Rogers et al. 
proposed and demonstrated such a system in 2007 and showed the ability of the system to 
produce conductive features down to sub-micrometer resolution.[84]. Based on the same 
mechanism, a further industrialized system called super inkjet (SIJ) technology was developed 
later by National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST) in Japan. 
The SIJ system can fabricate 2D and even 3D feature with high resolution (sub-micron size) 
on all kinds of substrates. Needless to say, such systems come at a price, a price that several 
orders higher than regular inkjet printer. Limited by its working mechanism, the printing speed 
of such systems is very slow, as shown in Table 1. 
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Figure 1-6. Schematic of a standard E-jet printer.[86] [Copy with permission] 
 
1.1.2.2.3 Aerosol Jet 
Metal aerosol jet printer is a mask-less non-contact printing system developed by the US 
company Optomec.[88] In contrast to inkjet systems, metal-containing inks are not printed 
directly. Instead, an aerosol is generated and delivered to the special designed print head, where 
the viscosity of the ink can be adjusted. In the deposition head, the aerosol flow is focused by 
the second sheath air flow and deposited onto the surface of the substrate by the nozzle, as 
shown in Figure 1-7.  
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Figure 1-7. Working principle of the aerosol deposition head.[88] [Copy with 
permission] 
Specially designed deposition head is a key part of the printer. In the printhead, the aerosol is 
surrounded by a stream of air, avoiding contact with nozzle. Since the aerosol flow is focused 
by laminar airflow, the width of the deposition line is only a fraction of the width of the nozzle 
diameter, resulting in much higher printing resolution. In addition, the distance between the tip 
and the surface can vary by 2 to 3 mm with no noticeable change in line width, so the technique 
is suitable for uneven surfaces.[89, 90] Aerosol jet system has been reported as a printing 
method for layers for flexible electronics such as flexible displays,[91] thin-film transistors,[92] 
energy storage systems,[93]23 and biological sensors.[94, 95] However, in comparison to 
regular inkjet printing system, the number of scientific publications is much less. Compared 
with regular inkjet printing systems, aerosol jet allows the deposition of thinner layers with 
much higher resolution. In addition, the aerosol jet printer allows much broader range of ink 
viscosity and larger particle sizes and loadings in the ink. However, such system is also very 
expensive, and due to the single nozzle design, the printing speed is much slower than that of 
an inkjet printer. 
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1.1.3 Conclusion 
Fruitful achievements have been achieved using non-contact digital printing process, 
especially the inkjet printing. However, there are still many limitations when working with 
inkjet printing, such as the requirement of control over ink viscosity and surface tension 
parameters in the printer design [96-98]. Droplet viscosity must be low enough so that channels 
can be refilled quickly while surface tension must be high enough, but pressure must stay low, 
so that ink stays within the nozzle without dripping [99]. In order to minimize clogging, heavy 
dilution, high solubility, low volatility and acceptable surface-interaction must be optimized, 
allowing for proper drop formation, accuracy and continuous film formation [100]. When 
working with nanoparticles in a laboratory, nozzle clogging is a common issue as nanoparticles 
will accumulate at the opening of the nozzle [101]. Liquid printing is negatively impacted by 
the “coffee-stain” effect due to differential evaporation of a solvent resulting in dual-peaked 
height profiles of the droplet. This effect is influenced by a joint effect evaporation rate 
difference and contact line with solvent composition also making an impact [102]. Other 
emerging non-contact digital fabrication techniques, such as e-jet, aerojet and LIFT, show 
promising results for the enhancement of printing resolution, however, none of them is capable 
of doing mass production of printed electronics. In addition, such techniques are in the 
development stage, the equipment is extremely expensive, making them still far away from 
industrial applications.   
1.2. Handwriting Electronics 
1.2.1. Background 
Printed electronics is transforming the electronics industry by replacing expensive electronic 
components, devices and even systems fabricated with traditional manufacturing methods. 
Various printing techniques have been demonstrated to fabricate flexible electronics, such as 
screen printing, [103-105] inkjet printing, [25, 106-108] gravure offset printing, [109-111] 
flexo printing, [112, 113] and even laser printing. [114-116] More recently, the emerging 3D 
printing technology just added one more dimension to printed electronics, thus facilitating 
achievement of functional printed 3D electronics. [117-119] However, these techniques are 
usually inaccessible to general users, due to the inevitable enrollment of special expensive 
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equipment, intractable troubleshooting process, harsh requirement of the ink and need for 
professional skills.  
As an alternative technique, targeted at point-of-care applications and end-users with no 
professional skills, direct pen writing of flexible electronics is gaining popularity for its low-
cost, simplicity, ultrahigh portability and ease of use. Various types of writing tools, such as 
ball pen, [120-122] pencil,[123-125] marker pen, [126, 127] brush pen, [128-130] and fountain 
pen, [131, 132] have been recently adopted to directly write electronics on various substrates. 
Direct writing is a simple, cost-effective, and fast way to deposition functional materials onto 
various substrate to form all kinds of flexible/stretchable devices for emerging applications 
such as electric circuits, [120, 126] flexible sensors, [133-135] energy storage devices and radio 
frequency (RF) devices. [121, 136, 137] Moreover, hybrid fabrication methods, which take the 
simplicity and cost efficiency of handwriting electronics and high resolution and scalability 
from printing techniques, were demonstrated by researchers, including the 
electrohydrodynamic direct writing and micro-plasma-based direct writing. [87, 138] 
In this chapter, the most recent research progress about handwriting electronics and their 
applications will be discussed. I will first introduce all kinds of popular writing techniques that 
has been used for the fabrication of handwriting electronics in section 1.2.2 and ended with a 
conclusion to summarize the challenges we are facing and the future perspectives of this area 
in section 1.2.3.  
1.2.2. Fabrication Method for Handwriting Electronics 
Since the invention of the first writing tool, writing has become one of the most essential things 
in people’s daily life and has greatly boosted the development of human civilization. Now in 
the 21st century, with the rapid development of materials science and nanotechnology, writing 
tools not only can be used to write down the culture, but also can be used to fabricate electronics. 
The writing techniques can be categorized into four types: brush/marker pen, pencil, fountain 
pen and ball pen. Each pen-based writing method has its own advantages and disadvantages. 
The performance of handwriting electronics devices is greatly affected by the conductivity, 
microstructure, mechanical properties of the written traces; while the properties of written 
traces are dominated by the writing methods (ink flow rate, width, uniformity, etc.). Therefore, 
a proper writing method should be chosen based on the required properties of electronics and 
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their applications. In this section, the writing techniques are classified into four types: 
brush/marker pen, pencil, ball pen and fountain pen. The advantages and disadvantages of each 
methods are reviewed and summarized in detail in the following sections. 
1.2.2.1. Brush/Marker Pen 
Brush pen is a writing instrument geared toward East-Asian calligraphy. [139] It was invented 
before Christ in China and has been used as the main writing device in eastern countries for 
over thousands of years since then. It usually consists of a pen nib that mimics the brush-like 
quality of the ink brush with either brush strands as in a normal ink brush or a soft or hard 
felt/foam tip which is popular in modern societies and is called “marker pen”. For a traditional 
brush pen, before each writing, the brush pen is immersed in an ink container to draw ink into 
the tip by capillary force, and then the ink is delivered onto a substrate to form continuous 
pattern by hand writing. In modern societies, such tradition brush pens are seldom used in daily 
life, but still keep their popularity in calligraphy and artwork painting. Alternatively, based on 
the principle of ancient brush pen, new types of cartridges-based brush pen equipped with a 
soft or hard felt/form tip remain popular in our daily life, and they are usually called “marker”.  
In terms of the fabrication of electronics, brush pen has the capability of writing functional 
materials on both rigid (wood, plastic, glass, etc.) substrates and soft (paper, polyethylene 
terephthalate (PET), polyimide (PI), etc.) substrate. Prior to writing, non-porous substrates are 
often treated with plasma or ultraviolet (UV)/ozone to improve the wettability or coated with 
an ink absorption layer to make the surface become writable. [140-142] During writing, there 
is a shear stress applied on the solution existing between the two boundaries, the solution–
substrate and the solution– brush interfaces ( Figure 1-8(a)). [129] The electrical properties of 
the written traces are related to repeated writing cycles, ink properties, writing speed, and 
substrate temperature, among which, the writing speed is a dominate parameter to control the 
uniformity of the traces and ink volume per specific area. A high writing speed will induce a 
discontinuous trace while a low writing speed will result in a non-uniform trace (Figure 1-8 
(a2)). Furthermore, the number of writing cycles needs to be optimized since it determines the 
amount of conductive materials on specific area and thus has a significant impact on the 
electrical performance.[143] In addition, it is also necessary to control and adjust the solution 
viscosity and evaporation rate to precisely control the width and thickness of the writing pattern. 
(Figure 1-8 (a3)).[144-146]  
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Figure 1-8. (a) Typical fabraction process (a1) using a brush pen and the SEM images 
of (a2)surface and (a3) cross-section of the as-fabricated device. (b) Handwriting of 
gallium-based liquid metal ink with brush pen and (c) its surface morphology under 
SEM. (d)(e) Handwritten functional circuits on human skin with busheh pen using 
liquid metal.[129, 135, 147] [Copy with permission] 
Brush pen is compactable with various inks. For example, Liu's team wrote a gallium-based 
liquid metal ink on a variety of substrates using a brush at room temperature (Figures 1-8 
(b),(c)). [130] When exposed to the atmosphere, the geometry of the liquid metal pattern can 
be well maintained by the passivation contribution of the oxide scale that forms instantaneously 
on the liquid metal surface, even on human skin (Figures 1-8 (d)(e)). [135, 147] In addition, 
the width of the conductive traces is also affected by the tip size of the brush and the writing 
pressure applied. The bristles have a negligible effect on the roughness of the writing pattern. 
For example, smooth brushes made of nylon fibrils have been used to make smooth films with 
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relatively low roughness (2.26 nm).[144] The amount of ink on the brush and how the ink is 
delivered may affect the performance of the electronic device. However, the effect can be 
minimized by repeating the writing. Brush writing has proven to be a promising method of 
making electronics with the cost-effective, simple, fast, features and the benefits of high-
volume production compatible with roll-to-roll systems. However, in brush writing, it is often 
necessary to customize the mask to precisely control the geometry of the design on the 
substrate and improve the resolution. Moreover, the precise control of the pattern thickness 
and width remains a challenge. 
1.2.2.2. Ball Pen 
A ball pen is a pen that jets ink on a metal pen at its point, as shown in Figure 1-9 (a). 
Commonly used metal is steel, brass or tungsten carbide. It was conceived and evolved into a 
cleaner and more reliable alternative to brush pens and fountain pens, and it is now the most-
used writing instrument in the world. Therefore, it affects the art and graphic design, resulting 
in an art type. During writing process, the ballpoint on the tip is rotated to make the ink to flow 
out of the ink filling cartridge so that traces are formed on the substrate, as illustrated in Figure 
1-9 (b). [148] Ball pen uses a quick-drying ink from the newspaper printing industry to meet 
the need to eliminate spatter and smear that often occur with pencils and pens. In addition, ball 
pens are disposable, reusable and durable, giving consumers superior user experience in 
writing, and are therefore simple, practical and suitable for everyday use. Thanks to these 
excellent properties, portable writing electronic devices fabricated using ubiquitous ball pens 
have become increasingly attractive. [120, 149, 150] 
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Figure 1-9. (a) Optical image of a regular ball pen and zoomed-in pictures showing the 
details of the tip. (b) Typical strucutrue of a ball pen’s tip and its working mechanism. 
(c)(d) Functional circuits fabricated by handwriting silver conductive inks on paper 
using a modified ball pen.[120, 148] [Copy with permission] 
Lewis Group demonstrated the idea of making electronic components with ball pens for the 
first time in 2011, in which a ubiquitous roller ball pen was remodeled and filled with 
conductive silver ink and used to write patterns directly on Xerox paper. [120] Their writing 
approach, which was named as “pen-on-paper”, was proved to be simple and high efficient, 
allowing the fabrication of electronic devices with 3D structures in a low-cost, fast and user-
configurable manner (Figure 1-9 (c) (d)). Following their work, the academic interest in pen-
written electronics has greatly increased as more and more research groups report the expanded 
application and the improved performance of handwriting electronic. [151-153] Different from 
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the pencil, which is only capable of writing carbon-related materials with fixed compositions 
and relatively low electrical conductivity, ball pens are compatible with a wide range of 
functional inks, including conductive silver/copper inks, [120, 132, 154] liquid metals, [128, 
149] enzyme inks and organic semiconductor crystals. [134, 155] However, directly writing of 
electronics using ball pen is also facing some challenges. For example, for writing 
nanoparticle-based inks (silver/copper nanoparticles) an extra time-consuming sintering step 
is necessary to make the written trace conductive or to enhance its conductivity. The demand 
for high temperatures (120oC to 160oC) in this process further complicates the whole 
fabrication process, making it inaccessible to end users and restricting their wide application 
and compatibility with temperature sensitive substrates such as polyethylene terephthalate 
(PET) and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) substrates. In addition, the nanomaterials 
evolved in these conductive inks make the cost of the ink significant higher than that of the 
regular ink and impose safety concerns as nanoparticles are capable of penetrating human skin. 
Even though various conductive traces working as electrodes or interconnects have been 
successfully written on different substrates using ball pen, more complicated electronic 
components have not been achieved yet. 
1.2.2.3. Fountain Pen 
A fountain pen is a nib pen that contains an internal reservoir of liquid ink. A typical fountain 
pen normally consists of four sections, including the nib as the contact point with the substrate, 
a round barrel on the writing end to hold the nib and feed, the feed under the nib to control the 
ink flow from the reservoir to the nib, and a self-filling soft rubber sac to reserve ink internally, 
as shown in Figure 1-10 (a). In writing, the pen draws ink from the inkwell through the ink fed 
to the pen tip and deposits the ink on the paper by gravity and capillary action. 
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Figure 1-10. (a) Typical structure and working mechanism of a regular fountain pen. 
(b) Functional carbon-based circuits written using fountain pen and its resistance 
change under different numbers of folding cycles. (c)(d)(e) Conductive polyprrole 
arrays written on paper using foutain pens by reactive handwriting method.[156, 157] 
[Copy with permission] 
Similar to the pen-based writing electronics approach, the fountain pen-based writing process 
is also based on the nature of solution processing technology, involving all kinds of functional 
materials. [156, 157] For example, light emitting diode (LED) circuits and chemical sensors 
that use carbon nanotubes as inks are successfully written on different surfaces. They retain 
their electrical function even after several prunes and indentations under water (Figure 1-11 
(b)). [156] In another example, by writing electronic components with a fountain pen, a series 
of general purpose real-time gas sensors were fabricated for the detection of ammonia, heat 
and near-infrared radiation. Moreover, the electronics types can be further expanded by the so-
called “reactive handwriting” electronics fabrication process. For example, conductive 
polypyrrole arrays were written on paper using FeCl3 as polymerization agent, creating 
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conductive traces with enhanced durability and robust conductivity when bent (Figures 1-11 
(c)-(e)). [157] Surface enhanced Raman scatterings (SERS) arrays on paper substrates were 
also achieved with a fountain pen loaded with noble metal nanoparticles by Polavarapu’s group. 
[132] The as fabricated sensor arrays were capable of detecting toxic parasiticide molecules 
on sample substrate with concentration of 20 ppb in a 10 μL sample volume, demonstrating a 
promising future for handwritten sensors. The choice of conductive ink for direct writing of 
electronic devices using fountain pen is wider because of the limited evaporation rate of the 
ink and does not have a significant impact on the inks coming out of the nib tip. Therefore, a 
broad range of functional inks, such as metal nanoparticle inks, metal precursor inks, and 
carbon-based inks have been used to fabrication electronics using fountain pen.  
Fountain pen with self-supplied conductive inks provides a simple, portable and inexpensive 
technique for direct writing of electronics. However, this kind of pen also has many drawbacks 
such as discontinuity, unexpected instability and spattering during writing caused by writing 
mechanism, resulting in great loss of resolution and the uniformity of the written pattern. 
Meanwhile, similar to the electronics written with ball pen, the written traces usually need 
time-consuming post treatment process for a better conductivity. The above-mentioned 
disadvantages greatly reduce the popularity of fountain pen in the area of handwriting 
electronics and cloud the future perspective of such tool as a fabricating tool for flexible 
electronics. 
1.2.2.4. Pencil 
Pencil is a type of writing instrument made up of a narrow, solid core of paint in the center 
with a protective shell to prevent it from being damaged or leaving dirt on the user's hand, as 
shown in Figure 1-11 (a). [158]Different from the above-mentioned writing tools which rely 
on liquid or gel inks, pencil creates marks on substrates by physical abrasion (Figures 1-11 (b), 
(c)). [158] The first pencil was invented in England in the 16th century after the graphite was 
widely used to mark. Most pencil cores are made of graphite mixed with clay binder, leaving 
gray or black marks that can be easily erased. Graphite pencils are used for writing and drawing 
and produce durable markings which are highly resistant to moisture, most chemicals, UV 
radiation and natural aging.  Attribute to the excellent electrical conductivity of graphite, 
commercially available pencils  and home-made pencils have recently been used to fabricate 
flexible electronics. [159, 160] There are many different types of pencils on the market, 
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categorized by its hardness (H) and blackness (B). Pencils with greater “H” value (like 2H, 3H) 
have higher percentage of clay and binder in the core, making it more brittle and harder; while 
pencils with great “B” value (like 3B, 4B) have higher percentage of graphite (>70%) in the 
core, causing a darker written trace. Normally, traces written with higher “B” value show better 
conductivity due to the higher percentage of graphite and good conductivity of graphite. In 
addition, traces written by harder (larger H value) pencils are more electrically sensitive to 
substrate deformation. Therefore, based on these properties, different types of pencils are 
chosen for different applications.  
For example, trace written with an HB pencil has been used as the anode and cathode of a 
paper-based fuel cell, and as the resistor element in fabricating resistor-capacitor filters. [161, 
162] Pencils with higher H value have been employed to write sensors based on the resistance 
change, such as piezo-resistive sensors, [163] strain gauges and chemi-resistors. [164] Pencil 
with higher B value have been employed to write electronics with good conductivity, such as 
UV sensors and photodetectors written by 4B pencil (Figure 1-11 (d)),[165, 166] and carbon 
electrodes for paper-based electrochemical devices fabricated using 3B pencils.[167, 168] Pure 
graphite rods with higher electrical conductivity have also been utilized to write electronics on 
paper for better performance of the devices.[169]  
Due to the fixed hardness and graphite content ratio of the commercially available pencil, the 
types and performance of sensors and written devices are greatly limited. Thus, home-made 
pencils with customized core composition have been developed and used to write electronics. 
[133, 170] For instance, Swage ’s group developed a rapid strategy to fabricate carbon-based 
chemi-resistive sensors through writing with a home-made “pencil” which was produced by 
loading carbon-based nanomaterials, such as graphite, single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) 
or multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWNTs)), and special active agents for chemical detection 
into a die and subsequently compressing the mixed powder into the shape of conventional 
pencil, as shown in Figure 1-11 (e),(f). [171] As another example, Dossi et al. created 
customized pencils doped with electrode modifiers and with electrochemical deposition of Ag 
and AgCl for the production of stable and durable real-time biochemical sensors. [172, 173] 
Compared to commercial pencils, the customized pencils have more flexibility in the 
composition of the core, allowing the integration of other functional materials for written 
devices with tunable properties.  
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Figure 1-11. (a) Typical structure and working principle of a pencile. SEM images of (b) 
the core of pencile and (c) the surface morphology of the trace written with pencil. (d) 
Functional UV snesor written by 4B pencil. (e) Fabrcations process of a pencil with 
customized core compostion. (f) Handwritten sensors using pencil with different core 
composition. [160, 165, 171] [Copy with permission] 
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Writing electronics using pencils has been proved to be a low-cost and solvent-free technique 
for the fabrication of carbon-based electronics via repeated rubbing pencil lead onto substrates 
to form thin conductive graphite films. However, enough friction force is needed in the writing 
process in order to rub off the materials from the pencil core. This makes a rough surface of 
substrates is necessary for sufficient writing with a pencil and it is very difficult for a pencil to 
write on smooth surface, such as glass and plastic. Meanwhile, the harsh experimental 
environment needed for the fabrication of customized pencil core also makes this technique 
less attractive for both researcher and end-users.  
1.2.3. Conclusion 
Direct writing of flexible electronics is gaining popularity due to its low cost, simplicity, high 
portability and ease of use. Despite the reduced resolution and accuracy, pen writes are less 
demanding on the properties of inks and can be easily manipulated without professional skills. 
This combination of basic hand-held tools and modern electronic devices represents a 
significant step forward that enables DIY and desktop manufacturing of wearable electronics, 
biomedical sensing/diagnostic systems, and new generation of power storage systems. Circuit 
prototypes can be quickly made on site without the need for advanced equipment, providing 
great convenience for end-users and resource-limited areas. Traditional writing instruments, 
such as ball-point pens, pencils, pens, brush pens and marker pens, have been ingeniously 
modified as practical apparatus for achieving writing electronics. Most of the work focused on 
the direct writing of conductive inks, including metal nanoparticles inks, carbon-based inks, 
conductive polymer inks and liquid metals, among which, metal nanoparticle inks hold the 
advantage of relative high conductivity but are subjected to high cost (compared to metal salt) 
due to the professional equipment and strict synthesis process needed during the production. 
Such metallic inks are associated with a critical limitation of demand for post-treatment such 
as heating, laser annealing, hot pressing and plasma to form patterns with good conductivity.  
It is worth of notice that although the direct pen writing process proves to be rapid, simple and 
portable, it is still a bit far away from an ideally easy, safe and cost-effective method for 
fabricating electronics. The required conditions like high temperature, long time, and vacuum 
atmosphere are essentially required for many specific applications. The other evident challenge 
for handwriting electronics refers to the present shortage of accessibility with complicated 
electronic components and devices, and even integrated circuits, which are of crucial 
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importance to electronics industry. Targeted at end-users with no professional skills and point-
of-care applications, safety becomes one of the most important concern for hand writing 
electronics. The written circuits are expected to be handled and touched randomly by our 
fingers. If not properly treated, those exposed, unsealed nanoparticles will stick on the skin no 
matter of what. Metallic inks usually contain large numbers of nanoparticles smaller than 50 
nm, at this scale, these nanoparticles get great chances to go through skins and finally circulate 
in the body. Many reports have recently addressed the protentional toxicity of metal 
nanoparticle to human body, thus it is urgent to develop new techniques to enhance the safety 
of this emerging technology. In addition, it is suggested that more fundamental work is urgently 
needed to focus on developing new ink materials and new fabrication strategies to reduce time 
and energy consumption in post-treatment processes, and enhance the safety, to further perfect 
the direct writing paradigm. Meanwhile, the combination with printing technology with 
enhanced productivity, namely the pen-analogue writing technique, is worthy of investments 
and efforts to further transform the pen-based writing electronics into wide-spread 
manufacturing.  
1.3. Challenges 
Printed electronics has experienced enormous breakthrough during last decade, however, most 
of the existing printing techniques are based on wet methods. Usually, solution processable 
and electrically active materials, such as metal nanoparticles or conductive polymers, are 
formulated into different inks for printed electronics. Metal nanoparticles like Ag nanoparticles 
have been widely studied as promising functional materials for conductive inks, enabling the 
printing of conductive patterns on flexible substrates. However, for conductive inks composed 
of small metal nanoparticles, large amounts of stabling, capping and modified agent are 
required to prevent the nanoparticles from aggregation, precipitation and oxidization, resulting 
in a low solid loading and high impurity content, and consequently, causing a high resistance 
of the printed patterns. Though many efficient sintering methods such as selective laser 
sintering, pulsed light sintering, plasma and microwave flash sintering have been well 
developed recently to anneal the pattern and yield an improved conductivity up to 60% of bulk 
materials, the resistance of these printed conductive traces are still high due to the thin (<1 µm) 
conductive layer, making the printed electrodes hard to fulfill the requirements of the 
electronics industry. In addition, the preparation of high-quality ink is usually complicated and 
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costly. In terms of ink formulation, it often has strict requirements of viscosity and surface 
tension. The printing quality can be easily affected by the intrinsic limitation, like pinhole 
formation, and the adhesion of the ink to the substrate is also a common challenge for all wet 
processing techniques.  
As an alternative to those printing techniques, direct pen writing of flexible electronics is 
gaining popularity for its low-cost, simplicity, ultrahigh portability and ease of use. 
Handwriting electronics face similar challenges with printed electronics, since they both use 
similar ideas to fabrication electronics. The difference is that handwriting electronics target at 
end-users who have no access to those professional sintering equipment, adding new barrier 
for the applications of such emerging technology. Thought self-sintering of silver nanoparticles 
was demonstrated recently by triggering the self-assemble and/or coalescence of nanoparticles 
at room temperature. [174-176] However, the conductivity of such self-sintered traces is still 
in the low-end range with sheet resistance in the level of several hundreds of mΩ/sq and 
resistivity 2-3 times higher than bulk materials. In addition, the use of nanomaterials-based 
inks imposes safety concerns. The written circuits are expected to be handled and touched by 
users during normal use, providing good chances for those exposed and unsealed nanoparticles 
to adhere to the skin. Metallic inks usually contain large numbers of nanoparticles smaller than 
50 nm; at this scale, these nanoparticles can permeate skin and enter the bloodstream, which 
may have unknown damage to human’s body. [177-181] In brief, though direct pen writing 
process has proven to be rapid, simple and portable, there are still ways to go before it is an 
ideal easy, safe and cost-effective method for fabricating electronics, considering all the 
aforementioned challenges and limitations. 
1.4. Objectives 
Conductive traces are the most fundamental element in all kinds of electronics devices, and in 
most cases, will largely affect the overall performance of final products. Therefore, the ultimate 
objective of this thesis is to develop new technologies for the fabrication of conductive traces 
that are capable of improving the performance, while at the same time lowering the 
manufacturing cost of the printed/handwriting electronics. To accomplish this, new fabrication 
strategies will be proposed and investigated to address some of the challenges in this area. The 
specific objectives include: 
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• Development of low-cost fabrication strategies for printed electronics on paper. 
• Development of special engineered coating for adhesion enhancement and substrate 
protection.  
• Fabrication of single and multilayer circuits on paper. 
• Fabrication of electronics devices on paper. 
• Development of solvent-free printing method to fabricate printed electronics. 
• Development of a low-cost fabrication strategy for handwriting electronics with 
enhanced performance and safety.      
1.5. Thesis Outline 
As already seen, Chapter 1 consists of background information relevant to the thesis work and 
the overall project objectives. In Chapter 2, a strategy to easily fabricate hybrid copper-fiber 
highly conductive features on low-cost cellulose paper with strong adhesion and enhanced 
bending durability will be introduced, including the development of functional coating for fast 
surface modification of cellulose paper via an in-situ cross-linking mechanism between 
pyridine and epoxy groups. Chapter 3 will introduce the fabrication of high performance, 
multilayered paper-based circuits which contain highly conductive vertical interconnected 
accesses (VIAs) without physically drilling holes or depositing additional dielectric material. 
Chapter 4 will introduce the development of a scalable fabrication strategy for high-
performance, binder-free, all-solid-state supercapacitors using conventional cellulose paper 
and an inkjet printer. The idea of “engraving 2D materials on 3D structures” will be proposed 
and discussed in detail in this chapter. Chapter 5 will highlight the development of a solvent-
free digital printing method for the fabrication of highly conductive circuits, which eliminates 
those critical disadvantages faced in solvent-based printing techniques. In Chapter 6, a one-
step react-on-demand (RoD) method for fabricating flexible circuits with ultra-low sheet 
resistance, enhanced safety and durability using a regular marker pen will be discussed in detail. 
In addition, a special functionalized coating and a three-dimensional metal-polymer conductive 
structure will be introduced in this chapter. Finally, Chapter 7 provides conclusions and 
summary of all the results reported within the thesis, along with recommendations for future 
work.   
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Chapter 2 
2. Fabrication Strategy of Hybrid Copper–Fiber Conductive 
Features for Low-Cost High-Performance Paper-Based 
Electronics 
2.1 Introduction 
Printed electronics (PE) technology, which harnesses the existing manufacturing capabilities 
of the graphic industry to produce circuitries cheaply and quickly, has garnered remarkable 
attention in the last decade.[50, 182, 183] This vibrant new technology is transforming the 
electronics industry by replacing traditional costly methods of fabricating electronic 
components, devices or even systems. Increasingly, printed thin-film transistors,[184-186] 
conductors,[187, 188] inductors and capacitors are being integrating with electronics devices 
to develop novel systems,[189-191] such as thin-film energy harvesting/storage system, smart 
labels, radio frequency identification (RFID) tags and memory devices.[192-195] A world full 
of flexible, wearable, even stretchable devices developed by printing technology is foreseeable 
in the near future. Many demonstrations of paper electronics have been made recently; however, 
many examples involve the use of plastic-covered paper substrates, photopaper lamination of 
a plastic film (electronics paper tickets), gluing of electronics components, or silicon chips 
onto a paper substrate.[196, 197] These substrates have better chemical and physical properties 
than regular cellulose paper, but are generally more than 10 times as expensive. Fabricating 
highly conductive circuit on cellulose paper is challenging; cellulose paper typically has high 
roughness, and cellulose fiber forms a highly porous structure that tends to absorb functional 
materials (e.g. metal nanomaterials, carbon nanotubes) instead of leaving them on the surface. 
This prevents conductive materials inside the ink from contacting each other, making it 
impossible to form a highly conductive layer even after sintering, which leads to relative low 
performance in paper-based electronics.[120, 198] Meanwhile, the capillary effect of the paper 
also causes a significant loss of resolution when printing with solvent-based ink. Furthermore, 
the thickness of the conductor is crucial to many electronics applications. For the same 
conductor, a thicker layer means a smaller sheet resistance, and thus the thickness usually 
determines the maximum current the circuits can handle. In the electronics industry, a standard 
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printed circuit board with a 35 μm thick copper layer is adopted for most devices. IoT requires 
a large number of RF devices to communicate with each other and harvest wireless energy for 
power. Typically, if the working frequency is higher than 1 MHz, then we need to consider the 
skin effect, i.e. the antenna conductor has to reach a certain thickness for optimum 
performance.[199] For example, a copper antenna operating at 13.56 MHz has a skin effect 
depth of 17.7 μm which means the thickness of the printed antenna has to be at least ~17.7 μm 
for best performance.[200] However, direct printing of conductive materials via a roll-to-roll 
compatible digital printing process cannot reach this level,[182] which greatly limits its 
application in both RF devices and regular printed circuits. All these obstacles cause traditional 
paper-based electronics to suffer in performance and resolution. Thus, it is important to find a 
solution to these issues to fully utilize the low-cost, environmental-friendly properties of 
cellulose paper. 
Electroless metal deposition (ELD), which relies on an autocatalytic redox reaction to deposit 
various metals on a catalyst-preloaded substrate,[72] offers a low-cost yet convincing solution 
to the thickness issue. Printed circuits fabricated using ELD have been demonstrated on various 
substrates such as PET, PI, photopaper, and even yarns.[64, 201-203] The thickness of the 
deposited metal layer can be finely tuned by the deposition time, but new challenges 
concerning adhesion and diffusion appear when thickness is increased. Untreated flexible 
substrates struggle with capturing catalyst moieties due to lack of binding sites, and simple 
physical absorption cannot prevent peeling of the deposited metal, especially if the thickness 
of the deposited metal exceeds 5 μm. For cellulose paper, the loosely deposited metal particles 
tend to migrate out of the printed edge, resulting in a severe loss of resolution. As deposition 
time increases to achieve a thicker metal layer, more and more traces in the circuit will form 
connections with one another and become short circuited. Surface modification techniques 
such as UV-oxygen plasma,[204] surface silanization,[205, 206] polyelectrolyte multilayer 
(PEM),[207, 208] and polymer grafting have been reported to enhance the adhesion between 
the electroless deposited metal layer and substrate.[209] However, most of them are still far 
away from scalable cost-effective application, due to their complex and/or environmentally 
unfriendly process, harsh experimental conditions, and/or the difficulty of scaling up. Thus, 
there is a need to develop a simple, low-cost, and effective surface modification method for 
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cellulose paper to achieve fabrication of high resolution thick copper (>20 um) paper-based 
electronics with strong metal-paper bonding.  
In this paper, a simple, cost-effective one-step dip-coating method is developed based on the 
thermal-initiated crosslinking of epoxy and pyridine rings for surface modification of cellulose 
paper. Inkjet printing and silver-ion-catalyzed ELD were employed to metalize the surface 
selectively. Due to abundant pyridine ligands on the surface, the modified paper shows a strong 
and reliable ability to bond with deposited copper during ELD. Despite the strong bonding 
between the deposited metal and coated polymer, the unique porous structure of paper allows 
its cellulose fibers to act as physical anchors, producing a copper-fiber conductive structure. 
Such reinforced structure not only prevents the delamination of copper film, but also enhance 
its bending durability. Through this method, highly conductive copper layers with sheet 
resistances as low as 0.00544 Ω/sq can be achieved on cellulose paper without visible loss of 
resolution. Thanks to its unique copper-fiber structure, the change in resistance after 10000 
bending cycles is kept within 13% of the original value. To demonstrate the promising 
applications of the proposed method, a battery-free functional lightening circuit and a RFID 
antenna were fabricated and tested. The as-fabricated narrow band paper antenna exhibits a 
return loss of -30db at its working frequency, demonstrating its potential use in low energy 
consumption RF devices.  
2.2 Experiment Details 
Materials 
Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, Mw ~40,000), Poly(4-vinyl pyridine) (P4VP, Mw ~60,000), 
anhydrous glycerol (C3H5(OH)3,99%), 1,4-dioxane (99.8%), 2-propanol, silver nitrate (99%), 
ethanol (anhydrous, denatured), copper sulfate pentahydrate (CuSO4·5H2O, 98%), 
formaldehyde (36.5-38% in water), sodium hydroxide (97%), potassium sodium tartrate 
tetrahydrate(C4O6H4KNa·4H2O, 99%), ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid disodium salt 
dihydrate (EDTA·2Na, 98%), 2,2’-dipyridyl (98%), and potassium ferrocyanide (II) trihydrate 
(K4Fe(CN)6·3H2O, 98.5-102.0%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. SU-8 was provided 
by Kayaku Micro Chem. All chemicals were used as received without further purification. 
Cellulose paper substrate was provided by Xerox.  
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Preparation of Coating Solution 
2.5 g of Poly (4-vinyl pyridine) and 100 mg of polyvinylpyrrolidone were dissolved in 50 mL 
ethanol, and 2 grams of SU-8 was dissolved in 1,4-dioxane to obtain 40 mg/ml solution. The 
two solutions were then mixed at 1:1 volume ratio to obtain a transparent solution. The final 
solution contains 25 mg/mL P4VP, 1 mg/Ml PVP and 25 mg/mL SU-8.  
Surface Modification of Cellulose Paper 
Untreated cellulose paper was directly immersed into the coating solution for 5 seconds. The 
paper was then slowly drawn out of the solution and dried in air at room temperature for 5 
minutes. Lastly, the coated paper was placed into an oven at 135oC for 20 minutes for in-situ 
cross-linking of SU-8 and P4VP molecules.  
Preparation of Catalyst Ink for Inkjet Printing 
A glycerol–water solution was prepared by mixing anhydrous glycerol and distilled water at a 
volume ratio of 3:2. Silver nitrate was then added, followed by mixing in a VWR mixer for 4 
minutes to form a 60mg/mL silver slat solution. The prepared ink was degassed in a vacuum 
chamber at 2 psi for 1 hour to remove dissolved gases and bubbles. The viscosity and surface 
tension of the final ink were 11.5 cp and 53.5 mN/m, respectively. These values fall within the 
optimum operating range for the Dimatix DMP-2800 printer. A 0.2 μm nylon syringe filter 
was used to remove undesired particles from the ink. 
Inkjet Printing  
The ink was filled into a cartridge mounted on a 10 pL piezo-electric drop-on-demand (DOD) 
inkjet printhead. Printing parameters were set as following: drop space, 30 μm; meniscus 
vacuum, 3.5 inch of H2O; print head temperature, 25 oC; print head angle: 4.2o; jetting voltage 
25.1 V. Printing was conducted at room temperature.  
Electroless Deposition of Copper 
An electroless copper plating bath consisting of CuSO4·5H2O (14 g/L), NaOH (12 g/L), 
potassium sodium tartrate (16 g/L), EDTA·2Na (20 g/L), HCHO (26 mL/L), 2,2’-dipyridyl (20 
mg/L), and potassium ferrocyanide (10 mg/L) was prepared according to literature. Modified 
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cellulose papers with printed silver nitrate patterns were immersed into the bath for different 
periods of time.  
Characterization 
FT-IR analysis was performed using a FT-IR NICOLET 6700 (Thermo Scientific Co.). FE-
SEM images were taken by a LEO (Zeiss) 1530 field-emission scanning electron microscope 
(FE-SEM). The viscosity of the ink was measured with a Gilmont GV-2100 Falling Ball 
Viscometer using a 316-stainless steel measuring ball. Sheet resistances were measured by a 
four-point probe station Lucas Labs S-302-4 (probe SP4) connected to a Keithley 2750 
multimeter. Height information was generated using a Dimension V atomic force microscope 
(AFM). X-ray diffraction analysis was done using a Rigaku Ultima-IV XRD goniometer.  
2.3 Results and Discussion 
Poly (4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP) has been used for surface modification purposes to uptake silver 
ions due to its strong chelating ability with transitional metal ions.[210, 211] As a reactive 
monomer, 4-vinylpyridine was used to modify substrate via in-situ polymerization triggered 
by UV and/or plasma. Such cross-linked molecules form covalent bonds with the pretreated 
substrate, achieving good adhesion. However, a low film production rate and high equipment 
demands make this method not cost-effective and unsuitable for coating cellulose paper. P4VP 
molecules can be directly coated onto the substrate by physical absorption, but the poor 
adhesion will result in serious delamination of the electroless deposited metal.[212] The 
reaction mechanism between epoxy and pyridine groups has been well studied in recent years, 
and P4VP molecules have been shown to be also capable of crosslinking with epoxy.[213, 214] 
Meanwhile, the highly reactive epoxy groups can form strong bonds with cellulose fiber due 
to the many hydroxyl groups along its surface. Thus, in this work, SU-8 and Poly (4-
vinylpyridine) (P4VP) were adopted as the main components of the coating compound. Figure 
2-1 shows the fabrication process of making high performance circuits on cellulose paper. 
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Figure 2-1. Fabrication process of a copper-fiber conductive structure on cellulose 
paper. (a) Cellulose paper with hydroxy groups on the surface. (b) Coated cellulose 
fibers with abundant pyridine groups. (c) Inkjet printing of silver ion loaded inks. 
Silver ions are captured by pyridine groups along fibers. (d) Copper-fiber structure 
forms after ELCD process. 
The coating solution was prepared by dissolving P4VP and SU-8 in a mixture of 1,4-doxane 
and 2-propanol. A small amount of polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) was also added to the coating 
solution to enhance its ability to capture silver nanoparticle in the initial step of the electroless 
copper deposition (ELCD) process. The coating was then applied to cellulose paper via the 
dip-coating method and cured in air at 130oC, inducing covalent bonding between cellulose 
paper and SU-8 and forming a thin layer of functional coating. Meanwhile, SU-8 forms 
covalent bonds with the pyridine groups of P4VP, leaving abundant pyridine ligands along the 
fiber to capture catalyst metal ions during the subsequent step (Figure 2-1(b)). Aside from 
serving as a bridging agent between P4VP and the fiber surface, SU-8 also helps to protect the 
paper during an extended ELCD process. Due to the ring-opening reaction of epoxide groups, 
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the dominant bonding type will be carbon-oxygen bonds. Such bonds are highly resistant to 
alkali solutions, allowing the proposed coating to withstand the highly alkaline ELCD solution 
(12 pH). In the following step, silver ions were loaded to selected areas of the coated paper by 
inkjet printing of silver nitrate ink (Figure 2-1(c)). When the ink hits the substrate, the lone 
electron pair in the nitrogen atom of the pyridine ligands will attach to the silver ions to form 
strong coordination bonds. Such chemical bonding is much stronger than simple physical 
absorption and helps keep the absorbed silver ions adhered to the surface. The sample was then 
put into an ELCD bath to induce copper growth. Due to the porous structure of cellulose paper, 
the ink will penetrate to a certain depth, forming a 3D catalyst-loaded area. This special feature 
allows the copper to grow in a three-dimensional manner, generating copper at a much faster 
rate than traditional surface-only reactions. Lastly, a highly conductive copper-fiber structure 
is generated (Figure 2-1(d)). The fibers not only enhance the flexibility of the circuits, but also 
act as anchors to firmly hold onto the deposited copper, preventing any delamination and/or 
peeling of the metal.  
 
Figure 2-2. (a) FT-IR spectra of uncoated cellulose paper, coated paper and coated 
paper after thermal treatment from top to bottom with marked characteristic peaks; 
(b) Optical image of 3-hour electroless copper plating on uncoated cellulose paper; (c) 
Optical image of 3-hour electroless copper plating on coated and cross-linked cellulose 
paper. Both samples share the exact same fabrication process. 
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Figure 2-2(a) shows the FT-IR spectra of uncoated cellulose paper, coated paper before thermal 
treatment, and coated paper after thermal treatment. By comparing these spectra with the 
standard infrared transmittance spectra, we can determine the interaction between different 
functional groups on the substrate and coating. Bands at 821, 1415, 1553, 1600 cm-1 
corresponding to pyridine groups are present only on the spectra of coated papers, implying 
the successfully introduction of P4VP in the composite coating layer.[213] The peaks at 915 
and 1245 cm-1 correspond to the stretching vibration bands of epoxide groups in SU-8, and the 
peaks at 1443 and 1292 cm-1 match the stretching frequency of C-N-C and N-C, respectively, 
which belong to the pyrrolidone groups in PVP.[215, 216] These peaks prove the presence of 
PVP and SU-8 on the coated paper. After thermal treatment, the stretching vibration band of 
epoxide groups at 1245 and 915 cm-1 are weakened greatly, which suggests the occurrence of 
the crosslinking reaction. Meanwhile, two new peaks appear at 1640 and 1658 cm-1, which can 
be ascribed to the newly-formed carbonyls of pyridone and the unconjugated carbon double 
bonds.[213] In addition, the peaks for pyridine groups at 1415 and 1600 cm-1 show a slight 
decrease in strength while the other two pyridine peaks at 821 and 1553 cm-1 remain the same. 
This indicates that only a small amount of pyridine ligands reacts with epoxide groups during 
the thermal treatment process, and so many available pyridine groups remain along the fibers 
to uptake silver ions in the following fabrication step. Figure 2-2 also shows a comparison of 
3-hour ELCD results on uncoated (Figure 2-2(b)) and coated (Figure 2-2(c)) cellulose paper. 
Both samples were prepared in the exact same way except for the coating. The uncoated paper 
(Figure 2-2(b)) suffers serious loss of resolution during the ELCD process due to the lack of 
strong bonding between silver ions/nanoparticles and the substrate. Highly water-soluble silver 
nitrate will migrate around when the sample is submerged in the ELCD bath. Although silver 
nanoparticles will form at the very early stage of ELCD and the unique porous structure of 
paper will help trap them to some extent, physical absorption is not sufficient to fully prevent 
diffusion. In cases where extended ELCD is required to lower resistances, the severely diffused 
copper will cover the whole area of the substrate, leaving no printed feature on it. Conversely, 
Figure 2-2(c) shows the results of coated paper after 3 hours of ELCD, from which we can see 
negligible diffusion and clear conductive copper traces with clean edges. 
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Figure 2-3. SEM images of surface morphologies of electroless deposited copper 
samples with different plating times of (a) 0 second; (b) 15 seconds; (c) 15 minutes; (d) 
0.5 hour; (e) 1h; (f) 2h; (g) 3h; (h) 4h; (I) 5h. At the top right corner of each image is a 
zoomed-in picture of each sample. 
The surface morphology during the ELCD process was investigated with field emission 
scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM). FE-SEM images of samples with ELCD time 
ranging from 0 to 5 hours are shown in Figure 2-3, illustrating the formation of the copper-
fiber structure. At the top-right corner of each picture is a zoomed-in area of the same sample. 
Figure 2-3(a) shows the surface of the coated cellulose paper after loading of silver ions via 
inkjet printing, revealing a porous structure formed by irregularly arranged cellulose fibers. In 
the zoomed-in picture, some nanoparticles several nanometers in diameter can be observed 
along each fiber; these nanoparticles are silver nanoparticles generated from a small fraction 
of the printed silver nitrate undergoing self-decomposition in light. 15 seconds after ELCD, 
many particles with diameters ranging from several to several hundreds of nanometers have 
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formed on the surface of each fiber (Figure 2-3(b)). Figure 2-3(c) shows the surface after 15 
minutes ELCD; most parts of the cellulose fiber have been uniformly covered by nanoparticles, 
but the porosity of the substrate remains mostly unchanged. Figure 2-3(d)-(f) are FE-SEM 
images of the samples after 0.5h, 1h and 2h ELCD, respectively. During this period, copper 
grains of larger sizes are generated at higher density, while gaps between the fibers are 
gradually filled in by the newly grown copper. After 2 hours (Figure 2-3(f)), the coated 
cellulose fibers have been covered by a significant amount of copper and the porosity of the 
substrate has greatly decreased, but all fibers remain visible. After 3 hours (Figure 2-3(g)), 
cellulose fibers with clear edges are barely seen, since most gaps have been filled in by 
deposited copper, indicating formation of the copper-fiber structure. Most of the copper growth 
will occur on the surface from this point on. Figure 2-3(g)-(i), corresponding to surface 
morphologies of 3h, 4h and 5h ELCD samples, respectively, show how the surface becomes 
increasingly smooth as more copper is deposited. By the end of 5h (Figure 2-3(i)), there are no 
cellulose fibers that can be clearly seen on the surface, as all gaps have been completely filled 
in by deposited metal. The surface exhibits a slightly rippled morphology due to the underlying 
fiber structure. Some tiny pits are observed on the surface of the 5h sample, which may be 
attributed to hydrogen bubbles rising from the inner layer to the surface during electroless 
copper plating. 
 
Figure 2-4. AFM three-dimentional images of surface morphologies of samples with 
different copper deposition time of (a) 0s; (b) 2 hours; and (c) 5 hours.  
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Figure 2-5. (a) FE-SEM cross-sectional image of sample with 300 minutes plating time, 
showing a copper-fiber hybrid structure with thickness of around 90 µm. The darker 
area represents cellulose fibers and areas with grey color represent deposited. (b) 
Graph showing the change of sheet resistance and its equivalent thickness in samples 
with different plating times ranging from 0 to 300 minutes. The lowest sheet resistance 
of 0.00544 Ω/sq was achieved after 300 minutes copper plating. copper. 
 
To achieve a better visualization of the surface morphology, an atomic force microscope (AFM) 
was used to characterize the aforementioned samples. Figure 2-4 shows 3D images generated 
based on height information acquired from the AFM in tapping mode. Figure 2-4(a) presents 
the 3D surface of a sample prior to ELCD, in a 50 μm × 50 μm window. Cellulose fibers can 
be clearly seen in the image, with many gaps in between. Figure 2-4(b) and (c) show samples 
after 2h and 5h of plating, respectively. The gaps are gradually filled in with copper as plating 
progresses, and after 5 hours, the average surface roughness is reduced from 14.5 μm Ra (2h 
sample) to 3.3 μm Ra (5h sample). A rippled surface morphology consistent with the FE-SEM 
images is observed. The surface roughness of the sample prior to ELCD was not calculated 
because many gaps had a depth greater than 8 μm, which exceeds the maximum vertical 
displacement of the AFM tip. Figure 2-5(a) shows a cross-sectional image of the sample after 
5h of plating, showing presence of copper growth underneath the surface, to a depth of around 
90 μm. This indicates that with our current printing parameters, ink droplets can penetrate 
about 90 μm below the surface and activate a three-dimensional catalyst-loaded volume for 
ELCD. In theory, the penetration depth can also be fine-tuned by adjusting the printing 
parameters. For example, a jetting waveform can be used to control the volume and velocity 
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of a single droplet, factors which have a dramatic influence on the depth of ink penetration. 
From the cross-sectional image, we can also see that most of the gaps have been filled in with 
copper at the catalyst-loaded area. On top of the surface, a thin layer of copper with a thickness 
of around 2 μm can be observed, covering all of the deposited area. The cross-sectional image 
further confirms the formation of a copper-fiber structure. 
The change of sheet resistance with plating time was investigated using a four-probe method. 
The measurement was conducted every 15 minutes during a 5-hour copper plating experiment. 
Due to the unique porous structure of the cellulose paper, the thickness of the deposited copper 
is impossible to measure directly, as all samples have the same ink penetration depth. Thus, in 
order to quantify the amount of copper per unit area, we matched the measured sheet resistance 
with the equivalent amount of bulk copper of a specific thickness (Figure 2-5(b)). After 15 
minutes of plating, the sample becomes conductive with a very high sheet resistance of ~2.15 
× 104 Ω/sq, corresponding to the thin and loose copper layer shown in Figure 2-3(c). The sheet 
resistance quickly decreases during the first hour of ELCD, which is attributed to the growth 
and connection of copper grains. As the copper grains grows larger during the first hour, they 
progressively form more contacts with other grains and increase sheet conductivity, until 
finally, a dense and uniform copper layer is formed along each fiber (Figure 2-3(e)). The 
sample exhibits the fastest growing rate in equivalent thickness from 2.5 h to 3.5 h, which may 
be attributed to the rapid formation of copper-fiber conductive structure and the three-
dimensional copper plating mechanism shown in Figure 2-3(f)-(h). In the following 1.5 h, the 
equivalent thickness growth rate decreases as most gaps have been already filled with copper 
and thus copper growth mainly occurs on the surface. After 5 h of electroless plating, samples 
present a fairly low sheet resistance of ~0.00544 Ω/sq, which is the same as bulk copper with 
a thickness of ~30 μm. This value is difficult to achieve with any other printing method and 
fulfills most thickness requirements of the printed circuit board industry. Thanks to the novel 
three-dimensional catalyst-loaded structure, we can also achieve a much higher average 
deposition rate (~6 μm/h) than in our previous ELCD papers.[73, 116, 217] 
Traditionally, if a piece of electroless plated copper is thicker than 10 μm, then the coated 
copper tends to delaminate or bubble up from the substrate due to the lack of interlock between 
the top copper layer and the substrate. In this work, the functional coating and the cellulose 
fiber itself act as chemical and physical anchors for the deposited copper to achieve strong 
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adhesion, preventing any delamination or peeling of the copper. An ASTM standard tape test 
was conducted to evaluate copper adhesion in the previously prepared samples.[218] During 
the test, deposited copper conformally adhered to the surface during all iterations except the 
first, when an extremely small amount of surface particles was removed. The sheet resistance 
also remained unchanged throughout several iterations, demonstrating excellent adhesion 
according to the ASTM D3359 standard. 
 
Figure 2-6 (a) The resistance changes of copper-fiber conductive traces with different 
copper plating time of 1 hour, 2.5 hours and 5 hours as a function of time. (b) X-ray 
diffraction spectra of substrate before copper plating, freshly deposited copper traces 
and copper traces stored in air for 180 days. 
The porous structure of cellulose paper greatly enhances its deposition rate, adhesion and 
flexibility; however, the drawback of such a structure is that it could be more easily oxidized 
in air. Hence, the relationship between resistance and storing time was investigated. Figure 2-
6(a) shows the resistance change of samples with 1h, 2.5h and 5h electroless plating time over 
a period of 90 days. All samples were left out in open air in a room without any temperature 
or humidity control. The resistance of all samples increases at a nearly constant rate (about 
~0.15% per day) for the first 30 days before plateauing afterwards. The sample with the longest 
deposition time (5h) exhibits the smallest increase in resistance after 90 days (3.5%), which 
may be attributed to its lower porosity and the generation of a thin copper top layer due to the 
extended ELCD. The other two samples show slightly higher increases, with the maximum 
resistance increase of ~6.5% seen in the 1h ELCD sample. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was 
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conducted to study the crystalline structure of the resultant copper layer, as well as the surface 
metal composition of fresh samples compared to samples stored for 90 days. Figure 2-6(b) 
presents the XRD patterns of the coated paper substrate, freshly made copper, and copper 
stored in air for 90 days. Both freshly prepared samples showed peaks at 43.46o, 50.43o and 
74.25 o that could be assigned to Cu crystal plane (111), (200) and (220), respectively (JCPDS 
Data 04-836). For the sample stored in air for 90 days, several new weak peaks appeared in the 
spectrum. Peaks at 23.8o and 36.4o correspond to the (021) plane of Cu(OH)2 crystal (JCPDS 
Data 80-0656) and (111) plane of Cu2O (JCPDS Data 05-0667) crystal, respectively. The other 
three very weak peaks at 35.5o, 38.7o and 61.5o can be assigned to the (11-1), (111) and (11-3) 
planes of CuO (JCPDS Data 48-1548), respectively, indicating a very small amount of CuO 
present on the surface. From the XRD results, we can conclude that oxidation from extended 
storage in open air generates mostly Cu2O and Cu(OH)2. Furthermore, most oxidation takes 
place in the first 30 days and has limited influence on the resistance of the samples (<10%). It 
is also worth mentioning that the circuits could be easily protected from oxidization using 
either conformal coatings or electroless nickel plating for longer shelf life. 
 
 
Figure 2-7(a) Optical images of a copper electrode array in flat state with initial length 
of L0 (a1) and bent states with length of L (a2) and maximum bend radii with Lmin 
(a3). The change of electrical resistance in electrodes with 1 hour, 2.5 hours and 5 hours 
copper plating time as a function of (b) bend rate (L0/L) and (c) bend cycles. 
To investigate the mechanical flexibility of the fabricated features, a linear array of five copper 
traces (length = 5 cm, width = 2 mm) spaced 1.5 mm apart was fabricated on cellulose paper 
using the proposed method. The electrode-patterned cellulose paper was actuated between flat 
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and bent states at a bending rate of 3 cm/s using a custom-made stretching stage coupled to a 
computer-controlled step motor. A Kethley multimeter was connected to the two terminals of 
the stretching stage in a four-probe sensing mode to measure the resistance of the sample. 
Figure 2-7(a) shows the tested sample at different bending states. L0 is the initial distance of 
the two terminals; we divide this value by the actual terminal distance L to calculate the “bend 
rate” of the sample, i.e. Figure 2-7(a3) shows a specimen with a bend rate of 50% (Lmin = 2.5 
cm, L0 = 5 cm). Figure 2-7(b) shows the average change in resistance under different bending 
ratios, ranging from 0% to 50%. When the bending ratio is less than 30%, the resistance is 
unaffected, and even when the bending ratio exceeds 30%, there is just a slight increase in 
resistance (maximum increase of <0.5%). These results demonstrate the excellent flexibility 
of the sample. We also measured the resistance change of samples with different electroless 
plating times as a function of bend cycles (Figure 2-7(c)), where for each cycle, the sample 
was actuated from a bending ratio of 0% to 50% at a rate of 3 cm/s. All samples exhibit a slight 
but rapid increase in their electrical resistances during the first 2000 cycles, which thereafter 
continues to increase but at a slower rate. The crack on the surface copper could explain the 
initial rapid increase in the resistance, and thus samples with a thinner copper top layer (shorter 
ELCD time) exhibit smaller increases in resistance. Overall, however, all samples exhibit good 
bending durability after 10000 cycles, with a total resistance increase of 13%, 14% and 17% 
over original values for the 1h, 2.5h and 5h samples, respectively. Compared to traditional 
surface-only conductive features, the bending durability is greatly enhanced by the copper-
fiber conductive structure. Figure 2-8(a1),(a2) shows how an LED light powered by our 
copper-cellulose conductive traces remains operational under both normal and bent states.  
To demonstrate the versatility of the proposed technique in real world applications, we 
produced a battery-free flexible LED lighting array and a RFID antenna on cellulose paper. 
For the first example, a circuit with a receiving coil operating at 150 kHz was designed and 
fabricated using the proposed method to harvest energy from RF. Nine LEDs with different 
colors (red, orange, yellow) were then mounted onto the circuit by 3M z-axis conductive tape 
(Figure 2-8(b)). As a battery-free device, these LEDs will light up using energy harvested from 
the receiving coil. The fabricated device is flexible and lightweight and can be attached to 
various surfaces. For example, the device was attached to a glass bottle and placed into a 150-
kHz 3D electromagnetic field (EMF) generated by a custom-made device. All LEDs lit up and 
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remained fully lit when the device was moved or bent, as shown in Figure 2-8(c). It is worth 
mentioning that the LEDs shown could be interchanged with other electronic components, such 
as sensors, displays or actuators, to form a variety of low-cost battery-free devices and open 
up new possible applications. 
 
Figure 2-8. (a) Optical images of an LED powered by the copper-fiber electrode array 
operating as intended in (a1) normal flat state and (a2) bend state. (b) Optical image of 
the battery-free lighting device containing a 3 × 3 LED array on cellulose paper and (c) 
havesting RF energy in a bend state to light up all LEDs. (d) Optical image of a bow-tie 
type RFID antenna with an SMA adaptor attached to its terminal for testing. (e) Return 
Loss of the RFID antenna as a function of frequency. 
The era of Internet of Things (IoT) is just around the corner, and soon, millions of passive RF 
devices will be fabricated yearly. With such a large number of interconnected RF devices, the 
possible interference between devices and its implications on personal privacy have become a 
grave concern. One promising solution is to use ultra-narrow band antennas with low return 
loss to better utilize the limited bandwidth and keep information secure.[219, 220] To achieve 
this goal, conductors with low resistance and relatively large thickness are desired; however, 
it is difficult to fulfill all these requirements with current printed electronics techniques. Thus, 
in the second example, we designed and fabricated a paper-based RFID antenna based on the 
popular bow-tie design, to demonstrate the advantages of the proposed method. Figure 2-8(d) 
shows an image of the antenna with an SMA adaptor. The reflection coefficient of this antenna 
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was measured using an Agilent Network Analyzer and the result is presented in Figure 2-8(e). 
Return loss quantifies how well energy of a selected frequency can be coupled from the 
transceiver to the antenna; the lower the value, the better the antenna.[221] The measured 
center frequency is 780 MHz with a return loss of ~-30 db, which is significant lower than any 
result achieved by an additive printing process. The antenna also exhibits an ultra-narrow 
working bandwidth of ~15 MHz (775 MHz – 790 MHz, <-15 db), making it very suitable for 
low-cost, energy-saving and interference-sensitive applications. 
 
2.4 Conclusion 
In summary, the proposed method offers a low-cost, simple and scalable fabrication route to 
produce high-quality, flexible printed electronics. The proposed coating formula is composed 
of reactive adhesive and desired polymer ligands, which can not only form cross-linked 
functional polymer networks but also strong bonds with cellulose fiber. This produces a highly 
adhesive, alkaline-resistant layer for effective uptake of catalyst moieties and bonding with 
deposited copper. Benefiting from the porous structure of cellulose paper, the electroless 
deposition of copper occurs in a three-dimensional manner, forming a unique copper-fiber 
conductive structure with enhanced conductivity, bending durability and adhesion. Copper 
layers with an equivalent bulk thickness of up to 30 μm can be easily achieved with the 
proposed method, removing many barriers for the additive manufacturing of flexible printed 
circuits. The fabrication strategy described above is quite general and can be extended to other 
substrates with little effort. We therefore envision that the proposed technique can be 
implemented for large-scale production of high-quality, low-cost, paper-based electronics, and 
can be adapted to meet new requirements as set by the emerging industry.  
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Chapter 3 
3. Building Multilayered Circuits with Drill-less VIA on Paper 
3.1 Introduction 
Emerging applications for electronics have created an unprecedented demand for systems 
which are flexible, lightweight, environmental friendly, and even stretchable. Due to their 
ability to exploit existing manufacturing equipment, printed electronics (PE) have garnered 
remarkable attention in recent years. [50, 183, 222-225] Recent breakthroughs in material 
sciences have transformed the electronics industry by allowing simple and complex electronics 
to be fabricated in a much more cost-efficient manner using existing equipment from the 
graphics and printing industries. In addition, many new applications have become possible, 
including flexible/stretchable circuits, [64, 116, 188, 226, 227] thin-film transistors, [228] 
smart labels, [229, 230] thin-film energy harvesting/storage systems, [74, 231] flexible printed 
memory devices, [193, 232]  wearable sensors, [233] conformal coils and antenna arrays. [234, 
235] With the rapidly growing market of PE technology, we can foresee a world that is full of 
flexible, wearable, lightweight and stretchable devices in the near future. Modern consumer 
printed devices are striving for smaller size, increased functionality and lower energy 
consumption, which impose critical demand for double and/or multilayer printed circuits. 
Multilayered printed circuits allow electrically conductive wires to pass over and under the 
others wires and allow for more functionality, more compact design and more freedom in the 
placement of electronics components. In many cases, a double-sided structure is a must. For 
example, in devices which require coils/antennas to harvest and transmit energy or signals (E.g. 
smart labels with NFC, RFID, etc.), there must be wires to go across the coils/antennas to 
connect coils or antennas to the main circuits of the device. One of the most challenging jobs 
in making these multilayered circuits lies in the fabrication of highly conductive through holes. 
These vertical interconnect access (VIA) connections perform the task of transmitting 
electrical current from one side of the circuit board to the other. In the traditional PCB industry, 
VIAs are fabricated by laser or mechanical drilling in the buildup of dielectric layers, followed 
by a metallization process to bridge this gap using electro or electroless plating. Due to the 
importance of these connections, VIAs have been the focus of intense study with manufacturers 
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competing to maximise adhesion and conductivity of the wires whilst minimising the void 
depth. These techniques have seen great advancement over the past few decades, resulting in 
the ability to fabricate PCBs with high quality VIAs. [236, 237] However, this maturely 
developed technology involves complicated processing steps, many chemicals, specialized 
equipment and workers, and is not compatible with the current printed electronics technology, 
which is based on the existing graphic printing industry and features low-cost production of 
highly customized devices. Multilayered printed electronics have been attempted by many 
researchers as well as the printing industry, either by manually drilling/punching holes on the 
substrate followed by the printing of conductive materials around the holes; or by 
printing/laminating dielectric materials or substrates to cover the conductive traces but leaving 
small uncovered area which are then then followed by printing another conductive layer around 
it.[107, 238-242] The most critical issue with these additive approaches of VIA fabrication is 
the presence of slanted walls on the edges of drilled holes or printed dielectric structures. This 
non-uniform distribution of ink results in poor and inconsistent conductivity at the top of the 
VIAs. [243, 244] Meanwhile, the dielectric-conductive additive printing approach is not 
applicable for the low-cost cellulose paper, mainly because such substrate contains a porous 
structure which will draw printed materials inside. This wicking of dielectric material makes 
it nigh impossible to form quality, well-defined VIAs on similar nature-fiber based substrates. 
Though some of the above mentioned additive approaches are currently adopted by the printing 
industry, the extra cutting, drilling, laminating, gluing, and printing add significant processing 
cost to multilayered devices, making the multilayered area several times more expensive to 
produce than the rest of the device. Thus, developing a new solution for the low-cost 
fabrication of multilayered PE is badly needed. 
Paper is ubiquitous in modern society and is compatible perfectly with all types and ages of 
printing technology. This positioning provides a unique opportunity to make paper-based 
electronics seamlessly integrated into any paper-containing product, book, package, label, 
disposable medical device, biodegradable sensor, and microfluidic device and more with little-
to-no change in infrastructure.[197, 245, 246] As a fiber-based substrate, cellulose paper offers 
many properties that are totally different from those of polymer based plastic substrates used 
in the conventional PCB industry. As mentioned above, these properties make the fabrication 
of reliably conductive circuits on cellulose paper rather challenging. The rough and porous 
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nature of the substrate allows the ink to penetrate into it, instead of leaving them on the surface, 
and thus prevent the printed conductive materials (e.g. carbon nanotube, metal nanomaterials, 
conductive polymers) inside the ink from contacting with each other, making it impossible to 
form a highly conductive layer even after sintering, which greatly limits the performance and 
application of paper-based electronics. Meanwhile, the capillary effect of cellulose paper also 
results in loss of resolution when printing with solvent-based low viscosity inks. However, if 
properly utilized, these drawbacks of cellulose paper can be turned into advantages for making 
high performance flexible multilayered circuits. 
To address the caveats of traditional manufacturing methods, we present a simple and cost-
effective method in this paper the means to fabricate high performance, high resolution, and 
multilayered paper-based circuits which contain highly conductive VIAs without the need of 
physically drilling holes or depositing additional dielectric materials. A facile, one-step dip-
coating method based on the thermal-initiated crosslinking of epoxy and pyridine rings was 
developed to convert the porous surface of cellulose paper to a functional substrate. Silver-ion-
catalyzed electroless deposition (ELD) and inkjet printing were employed for selective 
metallization of the substrate. Due to the now-abundant pyridine groups on the modified 
surface, the substrate is capable of forming strong, reliable bonds with the electroless deposited 
copper. Meanwhile, the unique porous structure of paper allows its cellulose fibers to act as 
strong physical anchors, producing a highly conductive reinforced copper-fiber hybrid 
structure. This unique structure not only enhances its durability when bending, but also 
eliminates the delamination of copper. In addition, different metallization depths can be 
controlled easily by taking advantage of the precise drop-spacing control of the average inkjet 
printing system.[247] By exploiting this controllability, printing on both sides of the substrate 
allows the formation of highly conductive, copper fiber-reinforced interconnects (VIAs), 
without the need for drilling/punching holes in the substrate.  
Through the proposed method, a flexible, high performance, double layer circuit with drill-less 
VIAs was successfully fabricated for the first time. The as-fabricated circuits on cellulose paper 
show ultra-low sheet resistance of 4.8 mΩ/sq (single layer) and 2.6 mΩ/sq (drill-less VIA), 
which is more than 10 times better than current commercialized product (~50 mΩ/sq). To prove 
the usefulness of this concept, we fabricated a functional, double-layer and battery-free lighting 
device on regular cellulose paper capable of harvesting radio frequency (RF) energy to power 
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a 3 by 3 LED array. This proof of concept demonstrates the promising potential of this 
technology for application in all sorts of paper-based electronics.  
3.2 Experiment Details 
Materials 
Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, Mw ~40,000), ethanol (anhydrous, denatured), 1,4-dioxane 
(99.8%), Poly(4-vinyl pyridine) (P4VP, Mw ~60,000), formaldehyde (36.5-38% in water), 
anhydrous glycerol (C3H5(OH)3,99%), 2-propanol, silver nitrate (99%), copper sulfate 
pentahydrate (CuSO4·5H2O, 98%), 2,2’-dipyridyl (98%), sodium hydroxide (97%), 
potassium sodium tartrate tetrahydrate(C4O6H4KNa·4H2O, 99%), 
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid disodium salt dihydrate (EDTA·2Na, 98%),  and potassium 
ferrocyanide (II) trihydrate (K4Fe(CN)6·3H2O, 98.5-102.0%) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich. SU-8 was provided by Kayaku Micro Chem. All chemicals were used as received 
without further purification. Cellulose paper substrate was provided by Xerox.  
Preparation of Coating Solution 
polyvinylpyrrolidone (100mg) and Poly (4-vinyl pyridine) (2.5g) were dissolved in ethanol 
(50mL), and SU-8 (2.5g) was dissolved in 1,4-dioxane to obtain 50 mg/ml transparent solution. 
The two solutions were then mixed at 1:1 volume ratio to obtain a transparent solution. The 
final solution contains 25 mg/mL P4VP, 1 mg/mL PVP and 25 mg/mL SU-8.  
Surface Modification of Cellulose Paper 
Untreated cellulose paper was directly immersed into the coating solution for 10 seconds. The 
paper was then slowly drawn out of the solution in a constant speed and dried in air at room 
temperature for 8 minutes. Lastly, the coated paper was placed into an oven at 135oC for 20 
minutes for in-situ cross-linking of P4VP and SU-8molecules. After the cross-linking process, 
the modified substrates were collected and stored in a dry and dark environment. 
Preparation of Catalyst Ink for Inkjet Printing 
A glycerol–water solution was prepared by mixing anhydrous glycerol and distilled water at a 
volume ratio of 3:2. Silver nitrate was then added, followed by mixing in a VWR mixer for 3 
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minutes to form a 60mg/mL silver slat solution. The prepared ink was degassed in a vacuum 
chamber at 2 psi for 1 hour to remove dissolved gases and bubbles. The viscosity and surface 
tension of the final ink were 11.5 cp and 51.2 mN/m, respectively. These values fall within the 
optimum operating range for the Dimatix DMP-2800 printer. A 0.2 μm nylon syringe filter 
was used to remove undesired particles from the ink before the ink was fed into the cartridge. 
Inkjet Printing  
The ink was filled into a cartridge mounted on a 10 pL piezo-electric drop-on-demand (DOD) 
inkjet printhead with 16 nozzles operating at the same time. The drop spacing was set to 5 μm 
to 45 μm for different groups and a specific print head angle was assigned for each different 
drop spacing for uniform droplets overlapping in both directions. The other printing parameters 
were kept the same for all groups and were set as following: meniscus vacuum, 3.5 inch of 
H2O; print head temperature, 25 oC;; jetting voltage 25.1 V. Printing was conducted at room 
temperature.  
Electroless Deposition of Copper 
An electroless copper plating bath consisting of CuSO4·5H2O (14 g/L), NaOH (12 g/L), 
potassium sodium tartrate (16 g/L), EDTA·2Na (20 g/L), HCHO (26 mL/L), 2,2’-dipyridyl (20 
mg/L), and potassium ferrocyanide (10 mg/L) was prepared according to literature. Modified 
cellulose papers with printed silver nitrate patterns were immersed into the bath for different 
periods of time. The temperature was kept at 35 oC for high speed deposition of copper. 
Characterization 
FT-IR analysis was performed using a FT-IR NICOLET 6700 (Thermo Scientific Co.). FE-
SEM images were taken by a LEO (Zeiss) 1540 field-emission scanning electron microscope 
(FE-SEM). The viscosity of the ink was measured with a fully automatic HAAKE Viscotester 
262. Surface tension of the ink was measured by VETUS BZY-3B fully automatic tensiometer. 
Sheet resistances were measured by a four-point probe station Lucas Labs S-302-4 (probe SP4) 
connected to a Keithley 2750 multimeter. X-ray diffraction analysis was done using a Rigaku 
Ultima-IV XRD goniometer. Bending test was conducted using a customized bending stage 
controlled by Anheim Automation DPD75601 motor controller. 
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3.3 Results and Discussion 
4-vinylpyridine, a reactive monomer, was used to modify substrate via in-situ polymerization, 
triggered by plasma or UV to uptake silver ions thanks to its strong chelating ability with 
transitional metal ions.[211, 248] The monomer cross-links with the pretreated substrate and 
other monomers via covalent bonds, achieving a strong bond between the two. Due to the low 
film production rate and intense demands on equipment, this approach was deemed not cost-
effective and unsuitable for coating high-porosity cellulose paper. Another straight forward 
method is directly coating poly(4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP) molecules onto the substrate by 
physical absorption, but the poor adhesion will result in significant loss of resolution during 
the electroless deposition of metal.[249] The reaction mechanism between pyridine and epoxy 
groups has been well studied in recent years, showing P4VP molecules to be able to crosslink 
with epoxy groups.[250, 251] In addition, the highly reactive epoxy groups can form strong 
covalent bonds with cellulose fibers due to the abundant hydroxyl groups present on its surface. 
According to the above-mentioned mechanisms, for the purpose of this work, Poly (4-
vinylpyridine) (P4VP) and SU-8 were adopted as the main components of the coating 
compound.  
Figure 3-1 shows the fabrication process of making high performance double-layer circuits 
with drill-less VIAs on cellulose paper. The zoomed-in areas under each fabrication step show 
the micro-structure of the sample at different stages. The coating solution was prepared by 
dissolving SU-8 and P4VP in a 1:1 mixture of 1,4-dioxiane and 2-propanol. A small amount 
of polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) was added to the solution to enhance its wettability and ability 
to capture silver nanoparticles in the initial electroless deposition (ELD) step. The untreated 
cellulose paper has many hydroxyl groups on the surface, which was expected to react with 
the coated polymer in the following step. After dip coating, the substrate was then baked in an 
oven for 15 minutes at 130 oC. This was done to initiate the covalent bonding between SU-8, 
P4VP and the cellulose paper, forming a thin layer of functional coating alongside each 
cellulose fiber, as illustrated in Figure 3-1. A small number of pyridine ligands crosslinked 
with epoxy groups in SU-8, leaving the rest of them along the fiber available to capture silver 
ions in the following inkjet printing step. When the ink hits the treated substrate, the lone 
electron pair in the nitrogen atom of the unoccupied pyridine ligands will attach to the silver 
ions to form strong coordination bonds, which are much stronger than that formed by simple 
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physical absorption. Such chemical bonding keeps the absorbed silver ions adhere to the 
surface and promotes the adhesion of deposited copper generated in the following ELD step.  
 
 
Figure 3-1. Schematic diagram of the low-cost fabrication process of the single/double 
layer flexible circuits on cellulose paper. 
 
Thanks to the fiber-based porous structure of the cellulose paper, the ink will penetrate to a 
certain depth, forming a 3D catalyst-loaded area. This unique feature allows the copper to grow 
in a three-dimensional manner, generating copper at a much faster rate than traditional surface-
only reactions. The result of this reaction is the formation of a highly conductive copper-fiber 
structure, as illustrated in Figure 3-1. The fibers not only enhance the flexibility of the circuits, 
but also serve as anchors to which the copper can hold, preventing any unwanted delamination 
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and/or peeling of the metal. In addition to this increased flexibility, the penetration depth of 
the ink can be simply controlled by adjusting the ink volume per unit area. By printing on both 
sides of the substrate with specific settings, double-layered circuits with highly conductive 
drill-less interconnects can be fabricated with ease. 
 
Figure 3-2. FT-IR spectra of uncoated cellulose paper, paper with un-crosslinked 
coating, paper with crosslinked coating before and after 3 hours alkaline solution 
treatment. 
Cellulose paper is not alkali-resistant, as long-term immersion in alkaline solution will weaken 
the paper making it fragile and prone to tearing. Thus, aside from serving as a catalyst ion 
trapping layer, another important function of the coating is to protect the paper in the ELD bath, 
which is a highly alkaline solution with a pH of ~12.[72, 217] Attributed to the ring-opening 
reaction of the epoxide groups, the dominant bonding type will be carbon-oxygen bonds. Such 
bonds are highly resistant to alkali solutions, which conveniently allow the proposed coating 
to withstand the long ELD process. Figure 3-2 shows the FT-IR spectra at various stages of 
production beginning with uncoated cellulose paper at the top and finishing with the 
crosslinked paper immersed in pH ~12 NaOH for 3 hours at the bottom. By comparing these 
spectra with the standard infrared transmittance spectra, we can gain some insight as to what 
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happens on the surface at each stage. The peaks at 821, 1415, 1553, 1600 cm-1, which 
correspond to pyridine groups, and the peaks seen at 443 and 1292 cm-1, which match the 
stretching frequency characteristic of pyrrolidone groups (C-N-C and N-C) in PVP, are present 
only on the spectra of coated papers, implying the successful introduction of the composite 
coating layer.[215, 249, 252] The observed peaks at 1245, 915 cm-1 and 1415, 1600 cm-1, 
corresponding to the stretching vibration of epoxide groups in SU-8 and pyridine groups in 
P4VP respectively, appear weakened post-thermal treatment, which suggests that cross-linking 
between epoxide and pyridine groups have occurred. After the thermal treatment, two new 
peaks appear at 1640 and 1658 cm-1. These can be ascribed to the newly-formed carbonyls of 
pyridone and the unconjugated carbon double bonds.[250, 251] Despite these changes, the FT-
IR spectrum shows strong pyridine peaks at 1415, 1600, 821 and 1553 cm-1, proving that only 
a small number of pyridine ligands actually reacted with the epoxide groups during the 
crosslinking, implying that there are still many pyridine groups exposed along each fiber. The 
elimination of copper diffusion during the ELD process supports the notion that a sufficient 
number of functional pyridine groups were available on the surface. Figure 3-2 also presents 
the FT-IR spectrum (bottom) of the cured composite layers treated by NaOH (pH=~12) 
solution for 3 hours. The spectrum of the treated paper is very similar to that of the sample 
tested prior to alkaline exposure, suggesting that the initial coating layer is intact and well 
maintained. This, along with the paper’s normal physical appearance, demonstrates the 
alkaline-resistant property expected of the coating. 
 
Figure 3-3. The relationship between ink volume per unit area and the jetting peak 
voltage/droplets spacing (left); The microscopic sketch of the printed area of the coated 
cellulose paper. 
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For fiber-based substrate, the porous surface promotes printing ink penetration. The ink 
penetration in cellulose paper has been well-studied by the conventional graphic printing 
industry, and there are several theoretical models which describe this phenomenon very 
well.[236] These models usually consist of four discrete layers of media, corresponding to the 
extent of interaction between ink and substrate: air, ink, ink penetrated paper and virgin paper 
(see Figure 3-3). The penetration depth is highly dependent on the properties of both the chosen 
paper and the ink. For example, inks which contain no particle (pigments, conductive metal 
nanoparticles, etc.), can be considered to have a thickness of zero, meaning that the “ink” layer 
(Z1 in Figure 3-3) is negligible. The penetration depth (Z2; Figure 3-3) of the ink, in the same 
porous substrate, is mainly determined by i) the physical properties of the ink (e.g. surface 
tension, density, viscosity) and ii) the volume of ink per unit area. In this work, the ink 
properties are fixed for optimum performance with the printer with a viscosity of 11.5 cp and 
surface tension of 51.2 mN/m. The penetration depth in our experiment was therefore 
predominantly controlled by the ink volume per unit area. 
There are two common methods by which one can control the ink volume per unit area for a 
piezo inkjet system. The first, is to control the peak voltage of the jetting waveform. A higher 
peak jetting voltage will create a larger droplet, as shown in Figure 3-3. However, according 
to our investigation, this increment is limited to an increase in single droplet volume less than 
20%. Beyond this volume, the boosted jetting voltages can result in satellite droplets, lowering 
the print quality and compromising circuit quality. The second way, is to control the distance 
between each droplet (drop spacing, DS). The smaller the DS, the greater the ink volume per 
unit area will be (see Figure 3-3 for illustration). Adjusting the DS between each droplet allows 
for the efficient and precise control of ink volume. For example, with two different DS setting 
of 5 µm and 50 µm, we can extract an ink volume per unit area difference of 1000%. For these 
reasons, we chose to adopt the DS control method for ink volume management.  
With the ink and experiment settings used in this work, a single droplet will form a round 
wetting area on the coated substrate with a diameter of ~ 55 µm. To form a continuous and 
uniform wetted area, the maximum DS needs to be smaller than the diameter of the droplet. 
Based on this, we used five different DS settings (5 µm, 15 µm, 25 µm, 35 µm, 45 µm) to 
investigate the metallization depth after ELD process. The metallization depth, the variable 
which will allow the formation of VIA connections, was characterized by imaging cross-
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sections of samples using a SEM in back-scattered mode. Each sample was cut with a one-time 
sharp knife with the metalized layer facing down (one-layer circuit). The results are shown in 
Figure 3-4.  
 
Figure 3-4. (a) SEM image of the coated substrate without copper deposition; SEM 
images of cross-section of electroless deposited copper samples with different drop 
spacing of (b) 45 µm; (c) 35 µm; (d) 25 µm; (e) 15 µm; (f) 5 µm; (g) 25 µm double side 
printed and (h) 5 µm double side printed. (i) Surface morphology of (f). 
Figure 3-4(a) shows the cross-section of the coated cellulose paper, revealing a porous structure 
formed by irregularly arranged cellulose fibers. Randomly orientated cellulose fibers of 
varying diameters can be seen in this image. The paper substrate used in this work came with 
a standard thickness of ~ 150 µm, however, the picture shows an average substrate thickness 
of ~ 135 µm. This change was consistent between samples and was thus likely caused by the 
cutting process used to prepare samples. Upon further investigation, it was determined that as 
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the knife was run across the paper, the porous substrate was compressed, resulting the observed 
thinner cross-section. Samples shown in Figures 3-4(b-f) were printed on a single side with 
varying DS setting ranging from 5 µm to 45 µm; the setting used is indicated at the top-right 
corner of each image. All other experimental settings and conditions, including jetting 
waveform and appropriate variables of the ELD process, were kept constant between trials. 
The metallized portion of each sample is highlighted with red dashed box. For the DS-45 (drop 
spacing = 45 µm) group as shown in Figure 3-4(b), a metallized layer depth of ~ 15 µm is 
observed. Interestingly, a clear boundary between copper and paper can be seen. One possible 
explanation for this is that due to the relatively large drop spacing, the ink volume per unit area 
is similarly low, penetrating the surface only slightly prior to drying. It is therefore logical to 
conclude that in the following ELD processes, copper growth primarily takes place on the 
topmost surface-or to be more precise the topmost part of the first layer-of cellulose fibers. 
When the drop spacing is reduced to 35 µm, as shown in Figure 3-4(c), the DS-35 group 
distinctly penetrates the copper-fiber layer to a depth of ~ 20 µm.  Unlike the DS-45 group, 
there is no clear boundary between the deposited metal and the substrate. We suspect that 
increased ink volume per unit area created a deeper penetration depth, allowing the deposition 
of copper to take place not only on the surface, but also inside the substrate. This three-
dimensional ELD of copper resulted in the first observed copper-fiber hybrid structure. As the 
drop spacing was reduced, deeper ink penetration was achieved. Figures 3-4(d-f) shows the 
cross-sections of DS-25, DS-15 and DS-5 groups, respectively, wherein metallized copper-
fiber layers of thickness ~28 µm, ~40 µm and ~62 µm can be observed. Interestingly, despite 
a 900% increase in ink volume per unit area from DS-45 to DS-5, we did not observe a 
consecutive nine-fold increase in penetration depth. On the contrary, the smallest drop spacing 
setting only yielded a deeper penetration of four times that of the largest drop spacing. This 
peculiarity is attributed to the fast rate of evaporation of the ink’s solvent. Due to the large area 
on the surface, the solvent which carries the ink likely evaporated completely before the ink 
could travel any deeper.  
The main purpose behind investigating which factors best influence the depth of ink 
penetration, was to determine if it is possible to reliably fabricate quality VIA connections 
linking two sides of a substrate without the need of drilling or punching holes. Through 
manipulation of the drop space setting on a conventional inkjet printer, we were able to 
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consistently reproduce several depths of metallization. Combined with double-sided printing, 
control of this single variable allowed us to fabricate double-layered circuits and fully 
metallized copper-fiber VIAs without any short-circuits. The cross-section of a double-side 
printed sample with drop spacing of 25 µm is presented in Figure 3-4(g). The sample shows 
double-sided metallized layers on the top and the bottom with an insulated un-metallized 
substrate of ~85 µm in between. Similar to the single-sided DS-25 group (Figure 3-4(d)), the 
double-sided DS-25 group (Figure 3-4(g)) produced a metallized copper-fiber layer with a 
thickness of ~28 µm on the top; this contrasts with the much thicker layer observed on the 
bottom (~41 µm). Through careful examination, the variance was determined to be caused by 
the cutting process used. Every double-printed sample imaged under SEM had the same 
irregularity: the metallized layer on the surface facing up during the cutting process was always 
thicker than that on the surface facing down. Figure 3-4(h) presents a fully metallized VIA, 
printed using a DS-5 (drop spacing = 5 µm) setting on both sides, showing a clear copper-fiber 
hybrid structure and the presence of copper growth underneath the surface. After 2 hours of 
ELD, all samples showed very similar surface morphology (see Figure 3-4(i)). The metallized 
cellulose fibers and copper-filled gaps between each fiber can clearly be seen, revealing the 
expected copper-fiber hybrid structure from another perspective. Typically, if electroless 
plated copper is deposited in thicknesses greater than 10 μm, the copper tends to bubble up or 
delaminate from the substrate due to the lack of interlock between the top copper layer and the 
substrate. In this work, the coated cellulose fibers act as a chemical as well as physical anchors 
for the deposited copper to achieve strong adhesion, preventing any this delamination or 
peeling of the copper. The ASTM standard tape test was utilised to evaluate copper adhesion 
of the as-fabricated samples.[218] During the tape test, deposited copper of all samples, printed 
using different drop spacing settings, conformally adhered to the substrate during all but the 
first iteration, wherein a small number of surface particles were removed. The sheet resistance 
also remained undetectable throughout several iterations, demonstrating excellent adhesion 
according to the ASTM D3359 standard. 
The change in sheet resistance (mΩ/sq) versus ELD plating duration was investigated using 
the four-probe method for various increments of ink drop-spacing. A measurement of each 
samples’ resistance was collected at 15-minute intervals during the 3-hour ELD process. The 
results are shown in Figure 3-5(a).  
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Figure 3-5. Graph showing (a) the change of sheet resistance versus time of samples 
printed with different drop spacing ranging from 5 µm to 45 µm; (b) the change of 
sheet resistance/penetration depth as a function of drop spacing. 
According to these results, it can be generalised that decreased spacing between subsequent 
ink drops result in corresponding decreases in sheet resistance, following a full three-hour ELD 
process. Smaller drop spacing allows deeper penetration of the ink into the paper. This increase 
in catalyst-loaded volume increases the amount of deposited copper per unit area, in turn 
yielding better conductivity. After just 15 minutes of plating, all samples become conductive 
with a relatively high sheet resistance ranging from 0.9 x 102 Ω/sq to 3 x 102 Ω/sq – 
corresponding to the thin and loose copper layer on top of each fiber. The sheet resistance 
dramatically drops to the range of 10-2 Ω/sq (minimum: 2 x 10-2 Ω/sq, Double DS-5; maximum: 
6.2 x 10-2 Ω/sq, DS-45) during the first 45 minutes of ELD, which can be attributed to the 
growth and connection of newly generated copper seeds. Once initiated, these seeds quickly 
grow larger and progressively form contacts with other copper seeds. As these gaps between 
copper deposits bridge, the sheet resistance steadily declines until a dense and uniform copper 
layer is formed along each fiber (see Figure 3-4 (i)). By the end of the three-hour ELD process, 
the three-dimensional copper-fiber conductive structure is generated, exhibiting an ultra-low 
sheet resistance of 2.5 x 10-3 Ω/sq for the Double DS-5 group (VIAs) and 9.8 x 10-3 Ω/sq for 
the DS-5 group. It is worth noting that these resistance values are 20 times less than even those 
of commercially printed electronics currently available on the market. To illustrate how drop 
spacing affects sheet resistance and penetration depth, we plotted the final sheet resistance and 
penetration depth of samples, after undergoing 3 hours of ELD (see Figure 3-5(b)). This graph 
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reveals the robust linear relationship between drop spacing and penetration depth/sheet 
resistance, providing a strong theoretical reference for future circuit design. 
 
Figure 3-6. (a) Photograph of the as-prepared copper electrode array setup on a 
custom-made bend testing stage. The change in electrical resistance of electrodes, 
printed with drop spacing 5 µm to 45 µm, as a function of (b) bend rate; (c) bend cycles 
and (d) storing time. The “5 µm double” refers to a sample, having been printed on 
both sides, using drop spacing of 5 µm.  
To investigate the bending durability of the fabricated features, a linear array of six copper 
traces (length = 7.5 cm, width = 2 mm) spaced 1.5 mm apart was fabricated on cellulose paper 
using different drop spacing settings ranging from 5 µm to 45 µm, including a double printed 
VIA array with 5 µm drop spacing. Each sample was electroless copper plated for 3 hours, 
washed and then dried using the same procedure. The electrode-patterned sample was then 
attached to a customized stretching stage, coupled to a computer-controlled step motor. This 
was then actuated between flat and bent states at a rate of 3 cm/s, as shown in Figure 3-6(a). 
To measure resistance, a Keithley multimeter was connected to the two terminals of the 
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stretching stage in a four-probe sensing setup to measure the resistance of the sample. To 
calculate the “bend rate” of the sample, the actual distance changing between terminals (ΔL), 
which varied as they moved closer to each other, was divided by the original distance 
separating the two terminals (L0). For instance, if the minimum distance between the two 
terminals is Lmin = 3 cm, and the initial distance (flat state) is L0 = 6 cm, then we have a 
maximum bend rate of ΔL/L0 % = 50%. Figure 3-6(b) shows the average change in resistance 
under different bend rates, ranging from 0% to a maximum of 50%. When the bend rate is less 
than 15%, the resistance is almost unaffected for all six groups of samples. For bend rates up 
to 30%, DS-25, DS-15, DS-5 and Double-DS-5 groups experience a negligible increase in 
resistance (<0.5%). Beyond a 30% bend rate, these four groups show near-linear increases to 
resistance. In comparison, the groups with DS-45 and DS-35 show similar linear changes in 
resistance when the bend rate surpasses 15%.  
In summary, the larger the space between ink drops, the greater the observed increase in 
resistance when bent. The greatest increase in resistance can be observed at the maximum bend 
rate (50%) of the group printed with the largest spacing between drops (~1.1%; DS-45). The 
double-sided DS-5 group presents the smallest increase in resistance, reaching a mere ~ 0.2% 
at maximum bend rate. At maximum bending rate, small cracks appeared on the surface of the 
deposited copper, which suggests that they are the primary cause of conductivity loss. This 
notion is supported by the fact that samples printed with smaller drop spacing have a thicker 
copper-fiber metallization layer, which compensates the for the loss in conductivity from the 
surface. It is thus reasonable to generalise that decreases in drop spacing results in smaller 
losses to conductivity when bent. 
To test the longevity of these electrodes, we investigated how the resistance of various DS 
groups change as a function of bend cycles (Figure 3-6(c)). For each cycle, samples were 
actuated from a bend rate of 0% to 50%, at a speed of 4 cm/s. DS-45 and DS-35 groups 
exhibited a rapid increase to their electrical resistances during the first 2000 cycles, but then 
adopted the linear increases characteristic of the other four groups. These four groups showed 
steady increases to their electrical resistances during the 10000-bend cycle test. As postulated 
prior, cracking on the copper surface could explain the initial rapid increase in resistance, 
explaining why samples with a thicker metallization layer (smaller drop spacing) exhibit 
smaller increases in resistance over the duration of bend cycles. Despite these occurrence, all 
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samples exhibit good bending durability after 10000 cycles, with total resistance increasing 
8.5%, 9.2%, 10.8%, 12.4%, 15.3% and 17.6% over original values for the Double-DS-5, DS-
5, DS-15, DS-25, DS-35 and DS-45 samples respectively. Compared to traditional surface-
only conductive features, we can see that the bending durability is greatly enhanced by the 
copper-fiber conductive structure. 
The unique, fiber-based, porous structure of cellulose paper greatly enhances the electroless 
deposition rate of copper, which contributes to the added adhesion and bending durability. It 
was anticipated that such a structure would have drawbacks, particularly to that of oxidation. 
Paper has the ability to hold moisture and this, coupled with the increased surface area of the 
copper bound to the fibers, makes for prime oxidation conditions. To understand the extent to 
which this affected the copper’s ability to conduct, the relationship between the resistance and 
storing time was investigated. Figure 3-6(d) shows the resistance change of DS-45, DS-35, 
DS-25, DS-15, DS-5 and Double-DS-5 groups over a period of 90 days. All groups of samples 
were left out in open air in the lab without any temperature or humidity control to simulate 
common conditions. The temperature and humidity of the room are set to 23 oC and 45% 
respectively. The resistance of all groups increased quickly during the first 30 days, after which 
they levelled off significantly. Contrary to the results obtained during the bending test, the 
samples printed with larger drop spacing showed smaller resistance increases after 90 days 
than did those with smaller drop spaces (DS-45, ~3.7%; DS-35, 4.1%; DS-25, 5.2%; DS-15, 
6.6%;). This is thought to be caused by the surface area variations, of which the samples 
bearing larger drop spaces have less due to their decreased penetration into the fibrous substrate. 
As would be predicted by this explanation, the double-sided DS-5 group does not fall into this 
regular patter. The increase in resistance of this group after 90 days is 4.3%, which falls 
somewhere between that of DS-35 and DS-25. Although we were unable to determine the exact 
cause of this phenomenon, a possible explanation is that the double-layered fully metallized 
structure was able to offer some protection against the elements, preventing it from getting 
completely oxidized.  
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Figure 3-7. X-ray diffraction spectra of coated substrate before and after copper 
plating. Comparison of DS-45 and DS-15 between freshly deposited copper traces and 
those stored in open air for 90 days. 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) was conducted to study the crystalline structure of the resultant copper 
layer, as well as to investigate the changes in composition which take place over the 90 days 
of storage. Interestingly, the obtained XRD spectrums showed relatively little variation 
between the two tested groups (see Figure 3-7). Each group maintained close similarity to each 
other both prior to exposure and after. The similarity between peaks suggest that both groups-
regardless of drop spacing-react to the environment in the same manner. We selected results 
from either end of the drop settings tested, DS-45 and DS-5, to be displayed in Figure 3-7. This 
image represents the XRD patterns of the plain, coated paper substrate, two freshly made 
copper electrodes (DS-45 and DS-5), and copper electrodes exposed to air for 90 days (DS-45 
and DS-5). As mentioned previously, both freshly prepared samples showed peaks at 43.46o, 
50.43o and 74.25o, which can be attributed to Cu crystal plane (111), (200) and (220), 
respectively (JCPDS Data 04-836). For the samples which had been exposed to air for 90 days, 
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a number of new, weaker peaks appeared in the spectrum; peaks at 23.8o and 36.4o correspond 
to the (021) plane of Cu(OH)2 crystal (JCPDS Data 80-0656) and the (111) plane of Cu2O 
(JCPDS Data 05-0667) crystal, respectively. The other, very weak peaks at 61.5o, can be 
attributed to the (11-3) plane of CuO (JCPDS Data 48-1548), indicating a very small amount 
of CuO present on the surface. From these XRD results, we conclude that oxidation from 
extended storage in open air leads, for the most part, to the formation of Cu2O and Cu(OH)2. 
Furthermore, it was observed that most oxidation took place in the first 30 days of air exposure, 
with limited influence on the overall resistance of the samples (<7%). For future applications, 
the loss of conductivity during time could be greatly reduced by protecting the samples with 
either conformal coating or electroless nickel plating. 
To prove this concept and to test its viability as an alternative to traditional circuit 
manufacturing, we fabricated several prototypes which would demonstrate the various features 
of this technology. The features of particular interest included double-layer electrodes, which 
demonstrate the good conductivity of the drill-less interconnects, and the insulation of the 
circuit on both sides, proving there is little chance of unintentional short-circuiting. Figures 3-
8(a) and (b) show a circuit structure working whilst being bent; this circuit element has two 
separates conductive traces-on both sides of the substrate-with no overlapping areas and is 
connected by a drill-less interconnect (VIA) in the middle (white dashed circle; Figure 3-8(b)). 
During this test, the resistance of the drill-less VIA was nearly undetectable using a regular 
multimeter. This result demonstrates the exceptional level of conductivity that can be achieved 
using this new type of interconnect. Another circuit structure we fabricated comprised a few 
sets of electrodes on either side of the paper, each with several overlapping areas (see Figures 
3-8(c & d)). Under light, the over-lapping area can be clearly identified (Figure 3-8(c)). When 
tested using a multimeter the over-lapping area, between which is absent of copper wiring (see 
Figure 3-4(g)), demonstrated sufficient insulation showing no conductivity across circuits on 
opposing sides of the paper (Figure 3-8(d)).  
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Figure 3-8. (a) Optical images of a double layer electrode with drill-less interconnect 
(via) operating in bent state. (b) A close-up image of the electrode showing the drill-less 
interconnect in the marked area. (c) Optical image of double layer arrays with 
overlapping area. (d) Electrodes along each side of the paper show no contact and good 
insulation. (e) The front and (f) back side of the double-layer battery-free device. (g) 
The battery-free device under light showing both of its front and back side with 
interconnect and overlapped area marked out. The device harvests energy and lights up 
nine LEDs in both (h) normal flat state and (i) bent state. 
To demonstrate the versatility of the proposed technique in real world applications, we 
designed and fabricated a double-layer, battery-free LED lighting array on cellulose paper. The 
front and the back sides of the device are shown in Figures 3-8(e) and (f) respectively. On the 
front side, nine LEDs with different colours (yellow, orange and red) were mounted on to the 
circuit using 3M conductive tape. On the reverse side, a receiving coil operating at 150 kHz 
was fabricated, using the method proposed in this paper, to harvest RF energy to power the 
LEDs array. The two terminals of the coil were then connected to the front side of the device 
via two drill-less VIAs. The double-layered structure can be seen when the circuit is put under 
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light, as shown in Figure 3-8(g) (overlapping areas and drill-less interconnects are marked for 
clear illustration). As a battery-free device, these LEDs will light up using only the energy 
harvested from the receiving coil. The fabricated device is flexible, lightweight, and can be 
attached to many surfaces. When the device was placed into a 150-kHz 3D electromagnetic 
field (EMF,) generated by a custom field-generator, all nine LEDs lit up (Figure 3-8(h)), and 
remained fully lit even when the device was bent (see Figure 3-8(i)). It is worth mentioning 
that the LEDs shown in these images could be interchanged with other electronic components-
such as sensors, displays or actuators-to form a variety of low-cost, battery-free devices, 
opening up many new applications. 
3.4 Conclusion 
Unnecessary complexity and inevitable performance trade-offs have dogged the electronics 
industry for many years, preventing it from forming successful partnerships with the graphics 
and printing industries. By utilising recent developments in material sciences, we not only 
circumvented limitations thought to be insurmountable, but demonstrated a means of 
transforming them into strengths. In this research, we present a simple, cost-effective, and 
scalable method of building circuits, capable of fabricating high performance, high resolution, 
and multilayered paper-based circuits containing highly conductive VIAs, all without the need 
to physically drill holes or deposit extra dielectric materials. A facile one-step dip-coating 
method was developed, to functionalise the surface of common cellulose paper, exploiting the 
thermal-initiated crosslinking of epoxy and pyridine rings. Silver ion-catalyzed electroless 
deposition (ELD) and inkjet printing were employed for the selective metallization of the 
substrate. Benefiting from the porous structure of cellulose paper, the electroless deposition of 
copper forms in a three-dimensional manner, resulting in a unique, highly conductive copper-
fiber structure exhibiting enhanced adhesion to the paper, conductivity and bending durability. 
To control the metallization depth of the copper structures, the spacing between drops of ink 
was controlled by utilising the inkjet printer’s easy-to-control settings. Furthermore, printing 
on both sides of the paper substrate, using appropriate drop space settings, enabled the creation 
of highly conductive interconnects (VIAs) with ultra-low sheet resistance down to 2.6 mΩ/sq 
without the need for drilling or punching holes of in the substrate. Based on the proposed 
method, high performance double layer flexible circuits with drill-less VIAs were successfully 
fabricated for the first time. With minimal additional development, the described fabrication 
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strategy can be extended to other fiber-based and porous substrates, expanding its usefulness 
to countless applications. We envision that the proposed technique can be adapted for the large-
scale production of low-cost, high-quality, and ecologically sustainable multi-layered flexible 
electronics.  
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Chapter 4 
4. Paper with Power: Engraving 2D Materials on 3D 
Structures for High-Performance, Binder-Free, All-Solid-
State Supercapacitors 
4.1 Introduction 
The rapid development of technology has conceded a corresponding expansion of what “things” 
may now constitute as candidates for network connectedness. As seen in its application to 
wearable electronics—a market which has grown over 1100% in 6 years—the Internet of 
Things (IoT) has accelerated the insatiable demand for low-cost energy storage systems 
capable of seamlessly integrating with their intended applications.[253-255] Electrochemical 
capacitors, also known as supercapacitors (SCs), have been the subject of intense study due to 
their superior power density, longer cycle life, and unparalleled charge-discharge speed when 
compared to conventional batteries and traditional capacitors.[256-259] There are two types of 
supercapacitors, which are divided by the mechanism by which they store energy: 
electrochemical double-layer capacitors, and pseudocapacitors. The former is based on charge 
separation at the electrolyte/electrode interfaces, whereas the latter is based on electrochemical 
Faradaic redox reactions which take place within the active material of the electrodes.  
To achieve the high energy density desired of pseudocapacitors, several challenges must be 
surmounted. Specifically, these capacitors must maximise surface area of the electrodes, 
exhibit high electrical conductivity, and allow for rapid ion diffusion. Research has shown 
ruthenium oxides/hydroxides to exhibit the desired high pseudo-charge capacitance as an 
active electrode material, however, the high cost for such materials greatly hinders its wide 
applications.[260, 261] Other transition metal oxides, such as MnO2, CuxO, NiO, Co3O4 and 
VOx, have each been meticulously studied in hopes of providing a cheaper, equally efficient 
alternative.[262-272] Of the above-mentioned metal oxides, CuxO was considered to be 
particularly promising due to its low-cost, relatively high theoretical capacity, proven safety, 
and abundance as a natural resource. Long-term scalability of any solutions to electrochemical 
energy storage is imperative if the technology is to be implemented in industry; the use of 
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exotic and expensive materials simply cannot meet demand.[273, 274] Generally speaking, a 
supercapacitor will contain sheet-type electrodes, liquid electrolytes, and separator membranes 
as its core components. These elements are most commonly fabricated through a stacking or 
winding process. Although they are the industry standard, such traditional assembly of 
components greatly limits the capacitor’s flexibility, as well as variety of form factors. Recent 
advances in material sciences and printed electronics technology have started to overcome 
these challenges, offering a variety power sources, such as thin-film battery and all-printed 
supercapacitors. These next-generation power sources boast performance comparable to 
existing techniques, yet are foldable, bendable, and some even stretchable.[275-277] In the 
conventional fabrication process of a printed supercapacitor, the electrochemical active 
materials are directly printed onto the substrate, adhering to the current collectors by simple 
physical absorption. [278-280] Though this may simplify the fabrication process, the electrode 
materials will quickly flake off from the current collector due to the weak adhesion and great 
volume changes during charging/discharging processes. This resulting structural failure 
significantly decreases charge capacity and reduces cycle life. One solution to this issue of 
poor adhesion between electroactive and supporting particles, is to incorporate the binding 
agent; in a more traditional electrode, a polymer binder usually plays the role of integrating 
electroactive particles onto the supporting materials and/or current collectors. A caveat to 
adding these insulating and electrochemically inactive polymer binders is, it will increase the 
inner resistance of the assembly which will inevitably offset the any gained improvements to 
the supercapacitor’s performance. Furthermore, the addition of a step to the manufacturing 
process greatly increases the cost of the device, a feature that is unacceptable to many 
manufacturers; trillions of these energy storage components are demanded each year and, with 
the current growth trend seen in wearable technology and the IoT, trillions more will be needed 
at lower-than-ever prices.[253] In light of electrodes both with and without binders showing 
significant disadvantages-those with being cost-prohibitive, and those without suffering from 
morphological collapse with cycling-researchers have hunted for a third solution to this 
problem. 
By taking advantage of the immense surface area found in three-dimensional, nano-scale 
structures, researchers have been able to create supercapacitors which promise increased 
performance and decreased susceptibility to morphological changes. The added space between 
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current conductors, which is provided by the three-dimensional structure, provides 
accommodation for the added strain associated with volumes changes during the 
electrochemical reactions. This promotes diffusion of the electrolyte into the inner areas of the 
electrodes, increasing the performance of the supercapacitor.[281] One promising strategy to 
create a binder-free, nano-structured electrode has been to grow the electrochemically active 
materials directly on to the current collectors. In recent years, nano-structured copper 
oxide/hydroxide for energy storage applications has been deposited onto current collectors in 
a variety of methods including electrodeposition, hydrothermal synthesis, chemical vapor 
deposition, chemical bath deposition, as well as dry and wet oxidization.[282-286] Among 
these methods, wet oxidization is considered to be the simplest and the least expensive way to 
fabricate nano-structured copper oxide/hydroxide on current collectors-on a large scale-
without the use of harsh chemicals. However, to the best of our knowledge, this method has 
only been successfully demonstrated on bulk copper products such as copper foil, copper tape, 
and copper wire.[273, 274, 287-289] Traditionally printed copper circuits, which utilise copper 
nanomaterials, cannot survive the wet chemical oxidation (engraving) process because the 
deposited nano-sized copper particles become oxidized and lose a majority of their 
conductivity. This happens very quickly, before any nano-structured copper oxide and/or 
hydroxide can form to protect the conductive, inner contents. Furthermore, even if one was to 
successfully engrave nano-structured copper onto the current collectors, the oxidized layer 
would only exist on the surface of the copper foil or wire, which would result in very little 
electrochemically active material available to contribute to the performance of the electrodes. 
It is therefore urgent to develop a facile and effective strategy to take full advantages of both 
the emerging printed electronics technology, and low-cost wet chemical oxidation method for 
the large-scale fabrication of high-performance, binder-free nano-structured electrode with 
various form factors and flexibility.  
To address the above-mentioned challenges, we present a strategy for the scalable production 
of low-cost, high-performance, binder-free, all-solid-state flexible supercapacitors using inkjet 
printers and regular paper. Herein, we demonstrate the possibility of using low-cost, low-
temperature techniques to manufacture high-performance electrodes in a scalable manner. 
Through electroless deposition, we have created flexible circuits easily surpassing an electrical 
conductance of 0.005 Ω/sq, without the use of any exotic materials or sensitive manufacturing 
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steps. Our binder-free alternative to traditional electrodes takes advantage of the porous nature 
of cellulose fibers, engraving CuxO nanosheets in-situ to produce a complex three-dimensional 
electrode without the hassle of creating a complex, three-dimensional electrode. Due to the 
papers’ randomly orientated cellulose fibers, the engraved CuxO nanosheets bind to every 
metallised fiber creating a thick electrode, each with its own hierarchical micro-nano-structure, 
averaging roughly 90 µm in depth. Again, due to the binder-free design, the paper-based 
electrodes show very low inner resistance values (~0.3 Ω) and remarkably high area-specific 
capacitance (384.2 mF/cm2 at a scanning speed of 10 mV/s). What is perhaps most exciting, is 
that this simple low-cost method repeatedly produced supercapacitors with good cycling 
stability, achieving ~80% capacity retention after 10000 cycles with no post-production 
alterations. With the adoption of this technology, printed supercapacitors can be monolithically 
integrated into printed circuits using little more than paper for substrate. This technology adds 
a dimension of functionality that lends itself nicely to applications in wearable electronics and 
the ever-expanding IoT. As a proof-of-concept, we present in the following section an all-
solid-state, flexible array of SCs capable of powering LED lights.  
4.2 Experiment Details 
Materials 
Ethanol (anhydrous, denatured), 1,4-dioxane (C4H8O2, 99.8%), Poly(4-vinyl pyridine) (P4VP, 
Mw ~60,000), formaldehyde (HCHO, 36.5-38% in water), anhydrous glycerol 
(C3H5(OH)3,99%), 2-propanol, silver nitrate (AgNO3, 99%), copper sulfate pentahydrate 
(CuSO4·5H2O, 98%), 2,2’-dipyridyl (C10H8N2O2, 98%), sodium hydroxide (NaOH, 97%), 
potassium sodium tartrate tetrahydrate (C4O6H4KNa·4H2O, 99%), ethylenediaminetetraacetic 
acid disodium salt dihydrate (EDTA·2Na, 98%), glycerol (C3H8O3, 99%), hydrochloric acid 
(HCl, 37%), Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA, Mw ~9,000), potassium hydroxide (KOH, 90%) and 
potassium ferrocyanide (II) trihydrate (K4Fe(CN)6·3H2O, 98.5-102.0%) were purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich (now Millipore-Sigma). SU-8 was provided by Kayaku Micro Chem. All 
chemicals were used as-received without any further purification or processing. Cellulose 
paper substrate was provided by Xerox. 
Preparation of Coating Solution 
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Poly (4-vinyl pyridine) (2.5g), and SU-8 (2.5g), were dissolved into ethanol (50mL), and 1,4-
dioxane (50mL) respectively, to obtain 50 mg/ml transparent solution. The two solutions were 
then mixed at 1:1 volume ratio to obtain a transparent solution. The final solution contains 25 
mg/mL P4VP and 25 mg/mL SU-8. 
Surface Modification of Cellulose Paper 
Untreated cellulose paper was immersed into the coating solution for 10 seconds. The paper 
was then drawn out of the solution in a constant, slow, manner and allowed to dry in ambient 
room conditions for 5 minutes. Lastly, the coated paper was placed into an oven at 135oC for 
20 minutes for in-situ cross-linking of P4VP and SU-8 molecules. Once cross-linked, the 
modified substrates were collected and stored in a cool, dry, and dark environment. 
Preparation of Catalyst Ink for Inkjet Printing 
A glycerol–water solution was prepared by mixing anhydrous glycerol and distilled water at a 
V/V ratio of 3:2. Silver nitrate was then added, followed by mixing in a VWR mixer for 3 
minutes, to form a 40 mg/mL silver slat solution. The prepared ink was degassed in a vacuum 
chamber at 2 psi for 1 hour to remove dissolved gases and bubbles. The viscosity and surface 
tension of the final ink were 11.5 cp and 51.8 mN/m, respectively. These values fall within the 
optimum operating range for the Dimatix DMP-2800 Inkjet printer. A 0.2 μm nylon syringe 
filter was used to remove undesired particles from the ink prior to it being fed into the cartridge. 
Inkjet Printing  
The ink was filled into a cartridge mounted on a 10 pL piezo-electric drop-on-demand (DOD) 
inkjet printhead with 16 nozzles operating at the same time. The printer was set as following: 
drop spacing: 35 μm; meniscus vacuum: 3.5 inch of H2O; print head temperature: 25oC; jetting 
voltage 25.3 V. Printing was conducted at room temperature. 
Electroless Deposition of Copper  
An electroless copper plating bath consisting of CuSO4·5H2O (14 g/L), NaOH (12 g/L), 
potassium sodium tartrate (16 g/L), EDTA·2Na (20 g/L), HCHO (26 mL/L), 2,2’-dipyridyl (20 
mg/L), and potassium ferrocyanide (10 mg/L) was prepared. Modified cellulose-fiber paper 
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with printed silver nitrate patterns were immersed into the bath for 3 hours. The temperature 
was kept at 35oC to ensure high speed deposition of the copper. 
Chemical Engraving 
Samples from the prior electroless deposition process were rinsed thoroughly under deionized 
water for 5 minutes. After rinsing, samples were immersed in 1M HCl solution for 3 minutes, 
followed by another rinsing under deionized water for another 5 minutes. Sodium hydroxide 
was dissolved in deionized water to form a 40 mg/mL NaOH solution, which was preheated to 
60 oC in a thermostatic water bath. Next, the pre-washed samples were put into the sodium 
hydroxide solution and were kept in a sealed contained with the temperature holding at 60 oC 
for 48 hours. After that the samples were gently washed using deionized water and dried in a 
vacuum chamber for 3 hours.  
Preparation of the electrolyte and device assembly 
Five grams of PVA was dissolved in 100 mL deionized water at 80 oC and was stirred for 8 
hours until a clear, transparent solution was formed. 3.5 g KOH was dissolved into a separate 
container containing 10 mL of deionized water, which was then added to the PVA solution 
dropwise under gentle stirring. The final solution was kept stirring for another two hours until 
a homogeneous electrolyte was produced. After cooling down to room temperature, the 
electrolyte was deposited onto previously prepared planar electrodes using a pipette gun and 
was spread gently ensuring no contact was made with the surface of the electrodes. The 
samples were dried in air at room temperature for 8 hours for further testing. 
Characterization  
FE-SEM images were taken using a LEO (Zeiss) 1540 field-emission scanning electron 
microscope (FE-SEM). The viscosity of the ink was measured with a fully automatic HAAKE 
Viscotester 262. Surface tension of the ink was measured by VETUS BZY-3B fully automatic 
tensiometer. Sheet resistances were measured by a four-point probe station Lucas Labs S-302-
4 (probe SP4), connected to a Keithley 2750 multimeter. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and 
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) tests were performed on a Bio-Logic 
multichannel potentiostat 3/Z (VMP3), with various scanning rates in a potential range of 0–
0.6 V at room temperature. Galvanostatic charge/discharge and cyclic stability tests were 
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carried out using an Arbin BT 2000 testing station with a current density of 20 mA/cm2 and a 
voltage window of 0-0.6 V. All electrochemical tests were configured as a two-electrode 
system.  X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) was done using a Rigaku Ultima-IV XRD 
goniometer, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed using a Kratos AXIS 
Ultra spectrometer.  
4.3 Results and Discussion 
Fabricating highly conductive current collectors on cellulose paper is challenging. It may look 
smooth and orderly to the naked eye, but it is in fact made of a highly complex network of 
randomly orientated cellulose fibers. The porous property of these fibers enables them to 
absorb conductive inks (e.g. silver nanoparticles, copper nanoparticles) into them, instead of 
leaving them on the surface, preventing the nanomaterials inside the ink from touching with 
each other, resulting in low conductivity. Furthermore, conductive copper traces printed with 
nanomaterials are incompatible with the simple and low-cost chemical engraving method for 
synthesize of nano-structured copper oxide due to the significant conductivity loss during the 
engraving process. Other in-situ synthesis methods, mentioned previously, each suffer from 
one or more prohibitive drawbacks. Whether it is the requirement of special equipment, harsh 
chemicals, excessive energy consumption, or complicated fabrication processes, each new 
‘solution’ to this problem faces its own self-defeating limitation which makes commercial low-
cost scalable production impractical.  
To overcome these challenges, we adopt the electroless metal deposition (ELD) technique as 
a bridge to combine the printed electronics and chemical engraving together for low-cost large-
scale fabrication of 3D nano-structured electrode. The ELD technique relies on an autocatalytic 
redox reaction to deposit metals on a catalyst-preloaded substrate, offers a low-cost way to 
fabricate metallized substrate with properties closed to bulk metal. However, untreated 
cellulose paper substrate struggle with capturing catalyst ions due to lack of binding sites, 
resulting in sever resolution loss and poor adhesion between deposited metal and substrate 
during the ELD process.[64, 74] Untreated cellulose paper does not readily accept catalyst ions 
during the ELD process due to a lack of binding sites. Attempting to do so results in very poor 
ELCD resolution and subsequently leads to a failure of adhesion between the deposited metal 
and substrate.[74] Thus, one of the key step in the proposed approach is to modify the cellulose 
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paper with a special developed coating. Poly (4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP) has been used in the 
past to modify substrates, allowing them to uptake silver ions. It achieves this through its strong 
ability to chelate with transitional metal ions.[211, 290] P4VP polymers can be directly coated 
onto substrate by physical absorption, however, these coating will eventually come off during 
the long-time emersion in acrylic solution for chemical engraving. Epoxy groups have been 
observed to form strong covalent bonds with the hydroxyl groups found on cellulose paper. 
This, combined with the fact that it also cross-links with the pyridine groups found in P4VP 
molecules, makes SU-8 a great candidate for use as an intermediary between P4VP and the 
cellulose substrate. Meanwhile, the highly reactive epoxy groups can also form strong covalent 
bonds with the abundant hydroxyl groups presenting on each cellulose fiber. Thanks to these 
properties, epoxy can be used as a bridge to graft P4VP molecules onto cellulose fibers, 
achieving a strong chemical bonding with the substrate which can withstand the long time 
chemical engraving process. Thus, in this work, P4VP and SU-8 were employed as the main 
coating components for the surface modification of cellulose paper. Figure 4-1 shows the 
proposed fabrication method of making high-performance 3D CuxO nanostructured electrodes 
on regular paper.  
The coating solution was prepared by dissolving SU-8, P4VP, and a small amount of 
polyvinylpyrolidone (PVP) into a mixture of 2-propanol and 1,4-dioxane. The solution was 
then applied to the substrate by immersing the pre-cut cellulose paper in the solution for 5 
seconds. The sample was then baked in an oven at 130oC for 15 minutes to introduce covalent 
bonding between SU-8, P4VP, and the paper’s cellulose fibres. The resulting substrate will 
have abundant pyridine ligands along each fiber (Figure 4-1(b)), which are necessary to capture 
catalyst silver ions in the subsequent step. Attributed to the ring-opening reaction of epoxide 
groups, the dominant bonding type of the coating will be carbon-oxygen bonds, which are 
highly resistant to alkali solutions and allow the treated substrate to withstand the following 
ELD and chemical engraving process – both of which involve alkali solutions. Next, silver 
ions were deposited onto selected areas-planar SCs pattern in this case-through the use of inkjet 
printing (Figure 4-1(c)). When the silver nitrate contacts the primed paper substrate an electron 
pair, from the nitrogen atom in the unoccupied pyridine group, will capture the silver ions to 
form strong coordination bonds. These chemical bonds ensure a much more resistant link 
between the substrate and P4VP than that achieved through simple absorption. As mentioned 
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prior, this physical resilience is important for the deposition of copper. Such chemical bonds 
keep the printed silver ions firmly attached to the surface of each cellulose fiber, enhancing the 
adhesion between substrate and copper generated in the following ELCD process (Figure 4-
1(f)).  
 
 
Figure 4-1. Fabrication process of binder-free 3D CuxO nanostructure on cellulose 
paper. (a) Surface of cellulose paper with large amount of hydroxyl groups. (b) The 
substrate present abundant pyridine groups after surface modification. (c) Inkjet 
printing of planar supercapacitor. (d) Microstructure of the sample after chemical 
engraving. (e) Chemical engraving of the selectively metallized substrate. (f) Electroless 
copper deposition for the metallization of catalyst-activated area. (g) A single cellulose 
fiber after chemical engraving with binder-free nanostructured active materials. 
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The unique fiber-based porous structure of the cellulose paper allows the ink to penetrate 
through to a certain depth, creating a 3D catalyst-loaded area which significantly increases the 
number of available targets for copper deposition. Thanks to this phenomenon, cellulose fibers 
not only get metallized on the very top surface, but also inside the substrate, creating a 3D 
porous metallized area with a thickness of ~90 µm. Details of this process can be found in the 
experimental section. In the following chemical engraving process, the selectively metallized 
paper was immersed in NaOH solution for 48 hours, as depicted in Figure 4-1(e). Under basic 
solution conditions in the presence of oxygen, the copper metal was gradually oxidized, giving 
rise to CuXO/Cu(OH)2 arrays along the surface of each metallized cellulose fiber. After 
annealing at 130 oC, most of the copper hydroxide was converted to copper oxide, revealing 
the CuXO nanosheets produced in-situ along each metallized fiber. Figure 4-1(d) shows the 
microstructure of the sample after chemical engraving. Each fiber is covered by a layer of 
CuXO nanosheet arrays, which are shown to be black in the picture. The chemically-engraved 
fibers orientate randomly to form a porous 3D structure, greatly increasing the concentration 
of electrochemically active materials per unit area. Figure 4-1(g) gives a more detailed look of 
a single cellulose fiber after chemical engraving, with binder-free nanostructure of active 
materials. As depicted a layer of copper metal, shown in the colour orange, tightly wraps 
around the cellulose fiber (gray in colour). Vast amounts of vertically oriented CuXO 
nanosheets are present on the surface, providing a high flux of ions and fast conducting 
pathways for electrons throughout the electrodes. This also provides ample space for CuXO 
nanosheets to accommodate the strain of volume change during the charge/discharge process, 
allowing the device to remain high performance and good flexibility with longer cycling life. 
Furthermore, thanks to the facile process and the absence of special equipment, high quality 
CuXO nanosheet arrays of this kind can be fabricated at a large scale at low cost. Moreover, as 
the CuxO nanosheet arrays are grown in-situ by the direct engraving of metallized cellulose 
fibers, the printed patterns can be used immediately-without further modifications-as flexible 
electrodes for supercapacitors. The absence of polymer binder improves the conductivity and 
eliminates the concern of polymer swelling, as has been observed in some cases. This will 
enhance the structural and cycling stability as well as the electrochemical performance of the 
assembled supercapacitors.  
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Figure 4-2. (a) Optical images of samples after electroless copper deposition (up) and 
after chemical engraving (down). SEM images of (b) surface morphology (c) cross-
section of the chemical engraved sample. (d) SEM images taken using magnifications of 
2.5 K (d1), 5 K (d2), 10 K(d3) and 50 K(d4) respectively to reveal the hierarchical 
micro-nano structures of the post-engraved samples. 
Figure 4-2(a) shows the picture of the same sample after ELCD (up) and after chemical 
engraving (down). The colour of the electrodes changes from dark-yellow to black after the 
chemical engraving process, indicating the formation of copper oxide layer. Though the 
chemical engraving process introduces Cu(OH)2 on the surface, which typically presents itself 
as blue in colour, the sample appears pure black. An interesting consequence of chemical 
engraving, we hypothesise this to be caused by the nano-structured Cu(OH)2 nanosheets, which 
absorb most of the incident light making the surface appear to be black. The microstructure of 
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the engraved sample was investigated using field emission scanning electron microscopy 
(FESEM), the result of which is presented in Figure 4-2(b-d). Figure 4-2(b) shows the surface 
morphology of the sample, depicting the randomly oriented metallized cellulose fibers, with 
different diameters, forming a porous 3D microstructure. Figure 4-2(c) shows a cross-sectional 
image of the sample post-chemical engraving. The presence of copper/copper oxide 
underneath the surface can be seen to a depth of around 90 µm, indicating that the ink had 
penetrated 90 µm below the surface and generate a 3D metallized volume after ELCD.  FE-
SEM images with increasing magnification were taken to further reveal the nano-structure on 
the surface of each fibers (Figure 2d1-d4). Figures 4-2(d1)-(d4) were taken using 
magnifications of 2.5 K, 5 K, 10 K and 50 K respectively. Both the microstructure, formed by 
cellulose fibers, and nanostructure, formed by CuxO nanosheets, can be clearly seen in Figure 
4-2(d1). Figure 4-2(d2) shows the magnified area of Figure 4-2(d1), wherein dense, uniform, 
homogeneous arrays of these nanosheet arrays can be clearly identified. The nanosheet layer 
conforms to the surface of the cellulose fibers with predominantly vertical orientation. Under 
greater magnification (Figures 4-2(d3) and (d4)), we can see that the nanosheets are several 
nanometers thick and cross with each other in a variety of different angles. This has left a 
highly porous nanostructure with adequate space between each other to accommodate the 
volume change during the charge/discharge process.  It is worth mentioning that the 
concentration of NaOH in the chemical engraving solution had a significant effect on the 
surface morphology of the nanostructures. We observed that lower NaOH concentrations (<30 
mg/mL) resulted in a flower-like nanostructure, while higher NaOH concentrations (>50 
mg/mL) resulted in a coral-like nanostructure. The chemical-electrical performance of all three 
of these nanostructures were investigated, and it was found that samples displaying the 
currently presented morphology of nanosheet arrays showed far superior performance to the 
others. The required concentration of NaOH in the solution need to be controlled at ~ 40 
mg/mL for the generation nanosheet arrays shown in Figures 4-2(b-d).  
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Figure 4-3.  (a) Graph showing the change of sheet resistance and its equivalent 
conductivity with different electroless copper plating time ranging from 0 to 180 
minutes. (b) Graph showing the sheet resistance and equivalent conductivity change of 
samples with 3h electroless copper plating time over a 48h period of chemical 
engraving. 
Conductivity of the electrode is critical to the performance of the final assembled device; lower 
levels of resistance greatly reduces the power lost to inefficiency, and also minimises the drop 
in available voltage during the charging/discharging process. Maximising the conductivity of 
electrodes, where possible, will result in greater the performance of the SCs. In a regular 
printed electronics fabrication process, the electrode is produced by the direct inkjet printing 
of conductive inks. As the conductive properties are-in this case-entirely dependent on the 
ink’s scarcely applied particles, this process results in a relatively high level of resistance 
within the circuit and thus not ideal for most applications. In comparison, during the ELCD 
process adopted in this work, the source of conductive material (copper) is from the electroless 
plating bath. When the auto-catalytic reaction is triggered by the printed silver ion, copper 
begins growing on the catalyst-activated (i.e. printed) areas and will continue to do so until it 
is removed from the solution. The thickness of the deposited copper layer can be precisely 
controlled by manipulating the time in which the substrate resides in the solution. Because this 
layer thickness in turn determines the conductivity of the substrate, it is reasonable to predict 
that the conductivity of the printed electrodes can be precisely controlled by altering the time 
of their residence in the ELCD solution. The change in each sheet’s resistance as a function of 
ELCD processing time was investigated using the conventional four-probe method. The 
resistance was measured at 15-minute intervals, and the conductivity of the sample was 
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calculated according to the value of measured sheet resistance and metallization depth. This 
was used to further reveal the intrinsic electrical properties of the materials. These results are 
summarised in Figure 4-3(a). 
According to these results, the sheet resistance of the printed electrodes steadily decreases 
during the ELCD process, which corresponds to the progressive formation of connection 
between copper grains and the increased thickness of the copper layer. After 180 minutes (3 
hours) of electroless copper plating, samples displayed a sheet resistance of ~5.2 mΩ/sq –  
which is much better than that of the electrodes fabricated by direct printing of conductive inks 
(~50 mΩ/sq).  The conductivity of these samples at this point is roughly 2.45 x 106 S/m, which 
is only about 24 times lower than that of bulk copper (59.6 x 106 S/m). These results are 
reasonable due to the existence of cellulose fiber inside the deposited copper and high porosity 
of the copper-fiber conductive structure. ELCD process shows promise to provide ultra-low 
sheet resistance in electrodes that has been difficult to achieve with other printing methods. It 
is worth mentioning that the conductivity of these electrodes can be further enhanced by 
increasing the ELCD residence time. Although this is an attractive quality for circuits, it was 
not utilised for the present study because of its inherent trade-offs: any increases to the density 
of the generated copper will result in corresponding decreases to the space between cellulose 
fibers, which an important factor to consider when fabricating SCs. Through trial-and-error, 
we determined that an ELCD duration of approximately 3 hours led to a nice balance between 
electrode conductivity and supercapacitor performance, motivating us to use this as the 
standard ELCD residence time for all electrodes utilised in this work. Recognising that the 
chemical engraving process is in fact a kind of oxidization process, we were concerned that 
there may be undesired losses in conductivity due to copper oxidisation. Hence, the 
relationship between sheet resistance/conductivity and chemical engraving time was 
investigated. Figure 4-3(b) shows the sheet resistance/conductivity change of samples with 3h 
electroless plating time over a 48h period of chemical engraving. Data was collected every four 
hours using the same four-probe measurement station. The resistance of samples increases at 
a near-constant rate of about 0.46% per hour from the beginning (~5.1 mΩ/sq), to its final 
value (~6.2 mΩ/sq) attained after 48h. This increase in sheet resistance, totalling 22% 
throughout the entire process, can be attributed to the oxidization of the metallized cellulose 
fibers. In summary, the chemical engraving process does in fact introduce a conductivity loss 
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of ~22%, but when that is held in context to its exceptionally low initial sheet resistance, the 
loss in conductivity is minimal and has little appreciable impact on its ability to be used in high 
performance devices. 
 
Figure 4-4. Graphs showing (a) cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves at different scan rate of 
10, 20, 40, 80, 100, 200 mV/s respectively, (b) galvanostatic charge/discharge profiles 
with different current density of 1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 20 mA/cm2, specific capacitance versus 
area (c) and mass (d), (e) capacity retention as a function of cycle number with current 
density of 20 mA/cm2 and (f) Nyquist plots collected at open circuit potential of the as-
prepared SCs. 
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Symmetric planar SCs-with as-prepared, binder-free electrodes-were assembled using KOH-
PVA gel as the solid-state electrolyte. The cyclic voltammetry (CV) studies were performed 
to analyze the electrochemical behaviour of the assembled device using a two-electrode setup 
with potential ranging from 0 to 0.6 V at different scan rate of 10, 20, 40, 80, 100, 200 mV/s 
respectively. The results are shown in Figure 4-4(a). Each CV curve consists of a pair of strong 
redox peaks which are attributed to the Cu2+/Cu+ and Cu+/Cu2+ transition, revealing the pseudo-
capacitance behaviour of the electrodes.[272, 273] It is further noted that when the scan rate 
increases, the shape of the CV curve changes. The cathodic peaks show right-shift to high 
voltages, while the anodic peaks shift to lower values at higher scan rate. To reveal more about 
the electrochemical capacitive performance of the electrode, galvanostatic charge-discharge 
was measured at various current densities (Figure 4-4(b)). None of the resulting six curves 
exhibit the ideal triangular shape, whose deviance suggests contribution from the faradaic 
redox reaction. The initial drop in voltage whilst discharging the SCs can be attributed to the 
internal resistance of the assembled device. Both the capacitance per unit area and the 
capacitance per gram at different scanning rate were calculated according to the CV curves, 
area of the electrodes and the total mass of the active materials on the electrodes. The total 
mass of the active materials was determined by measuring the difference in weight before and 
after washing the sample in 1M HCl solution. The results are shown in Figure 4-4(c) and Figure 
4-4(d) respectively. The specific capacitance of these samples was found to decrease as scan 
rate was increased. This is to be expected, as ions passed at lower current densities can 
penetrate deeper in to the three-dimensional structure of the electrode material, providing them 
access to a greater number of pores; at higher current densities, utilisation of electrode material 
was limited to only the outer surface of electrodes. At a scan rate of 5 mV/s, the material 
exhibited its highest specific capacitance of 384.2 mF/cm2 (Figure 4-4(c)) and 537.8 F/g 
(Figure 4-4(d)). It is worth mentioning that, other researchers have investigated the super-
capacitive properties of nano-structured, binder-free CuxO electrodes.[273, 274, 287-289] 
Unlike the presented work however, these electrodes were produced on non-porous copper 
tape or foil where electrochemical active CuxO grew only on the top surface, limiting its aerial 
capacitance in a great extent. In this work, taking advantages of the micro-porous structure of 
paper, the loading of CuxO expand from a 2-D surface to a three-dimensional architecture of 
cellulose fibers, resulting in boosted specific capacitance. Moreover, the 3D nanostructured 
architecture provides a fast, ionic transportation path, contributing to the improved 
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performance as well. To the best knowledge of the authors, the aerial capacitance of the 
presented samples exceeds those of all other CuxO electrodes produced by any means of 
printing. 
To determine if the proposed technology is robust enough to withstand the endless number of 
charge-recharge cycles demanded by industry, the printed capacitors’ cycling performance was 
investigated. Capacitance retention as a function of cycle number was explored using the 
charge-discharge curves at the highest current-density (20 mA/cm2; Figure 4-4(e)). As 
illustrated, a sharp decrease in specific capacity can be observed during the first few hundred 
cycles, levelling out to roughly 85% of its initial capacity by cycle 1000. At this point the slope 
evens out, losing only 3% capacitance over the subsequent 9000 cycles (Figure 4-4(e)). The 
observed loss of capacitance is believed to have resulted from a combination of collapsed CuxO 
nanosheets, ineffective electrode-electrolyte contacts, and deteriorated ionic transfer pathways. 
Electrochemical impedance test was conducted at open circuit potential in the frequency range 
from 0.01 Hz to 100 kHz, to further show the properties of the as-prepared devices. The 
Nyquist plots were created for samples having underwent 0, 5000, and 10000 charge/discharge 
cycles (see Figure 4-4(f)). It can be seen that all three samples displayed similar shapes in both 
high frequency (semi-circle) and low frequency (linear) circuit potentials. The shifted intercept 
of impedance, down the real axis at high frequencies, reflects the equivalent series resistance 
(ESR) of the device. This is closely related to the electrolytic resistance, the intrinsic electrical 
resistance of the CuxO nanostructured layers, as well as the contact resistance between 
electrolyte, electrodes, and current collectors. The ESR values of the three tested samples were 
0.27, 1.56, and 1.90 Ω, corresponding to samples having undergone 0, 5000, and 10000 
charging/discharging cycles respectively. The resistance to charge-transfer (RCT) can be 
estimated from the Nyquist plot using the diameters of the semicircles plotted along the real 
(x) axis, confirming the findings in the cycling tests. The devices’ RCT increases as a function 
of cycle number, reflecting the large initial drop in specific capacitance followed by the 
levelling out after the first few hundred cycles. 
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Figure 4-5. High resolution XPS survey spectra of Cu 2p, Cu LMM and O 1s of samples 
(a)before and (b) after chemical engraving process. 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used initially to determine out the precise species 
of copper present on the surface of the samples. XPS survey spectra of samples both before 
and after chemical engraving process are shown in Figures 4-5 (a) and (b), respectively. In the 
sample analysed prior to chemical engraving (left), the high resolution XPS captured a strong 
peak of 932.6 eV, suggesting the presence of Cu 2p3/2 (Figure 4-5(a1)). This peak may reflect 
the presence of Cu metal, Cu(I) oxide, or more likely, a mixture of both. It is difficult to 
confidently ascertain which copper species is present here due to the close proximity between 
characteristic peaks of Cu metal (932.6eV) and Cu(I) oxide (932.7eV). Cu LMM was scanned 
to further identify the copper species on the surface. The Cu LMM spectrum, shown in Figure 
4-5(a2), reveals two distinct peaks, 916.8 eV and 918.6 eV, which can be ascribed to Cu(I) 
oxide and Cu metal, respectively, implying the presence of both Cu2O and Cu metal on the 
surface. By calculating the integral area of the two peaks, the relative proportions of the two 
identified copper species were determined to be 23% Cu2O and 77% Cu metal. This result 
indicates that the majority metal found on the surface of the electrode-prior to engraving-was 
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Cu metal. The O 1s high resolution spectrum is shown in Figure 4-5(a3)). As expected, a weak 
O1s metal oxide peak was found at 529.5 eV, further confirming the existence of Cu2O on the 
surface. When characterising the sample which had been chemically engraved, a similar 
process involving XPS was employed. As illustrated in Figure 4-5(b1), the Cu 2p3/2 spectrum 
presents two peaks, one at 934.8 eV and the other at 932.7 eV. The peak at 934.8 eV can be 
ascribed to Cu(OH)2, whilst the peak at 932.7 eV requires further analysis. The Cu LMM 
spectrum (Figure 4-5(b2)) of the engraved sample shows only one peak which well fits the 
Auger peak of Cu2O at 916.8 eV. According to this, the peak at 932.7 eV from Cu 2p3/2 
spectrum can be identified as peak from Cu2O species and there is no Cu metal on the surface. 
By calculating the integral area of the two peaks from Cu 2p3/2, we found that the proportion 
of Cu (OH)2 and Cu2O was 39% and 61% respectively. In the O1s spectrum presented in Figure 
4-5(b3), a strong peak at 529.4 eV was observed. This peak belongs to the metal oxide found 
on the surface of the sample and corresponds to the chemically engraved Cu(OH)2 and Cu2O.  
In brief, the XPS survey provides direct evidence that Cu(II) and Cu(I) species are both 
successfully introduced onto the surface through chemical engraving. It is acknowledged 
however, that XPS study can only reveal the insights into the surface layer (<5 nm thickness) 
and not further. To fully characterise the constituents of these samples, X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
was employed to better understand the composition and crystalline structure of the electrodes.  
Figure 4-6 shows the XRD spectra of three different paper substrates. The first was taken just 
before metallization (top), the second was shortly after metallization by ELCD (middle), and 
the third sample was analyses after chemical engraving (bottom). The freshly metallized 
sample (middle) shows three clean and sharp peaks at 43.46o, 50.43o and 74.25o, which 
coincide with the Cu metal crystal planes (111), (200) and (220), respectively (JCPDS Data 
04-836). Interestingly, the XRD spectra is absent of any peaks pertaining to the presence of 
Cu(OH)2, which contrasts that of the previous XPS survey (Figure 4-5(a)). This finding implies 
that Cu(OH)2 only exists on the very top surface of the sample, as there are no detectable 
quantities for the XRD machine. In the samples which had been chemically engraved for 48 
hours, the same three peaks observed in the freshly prepared sample are present but are 
accompanied by five others as well. The three familiar peaks appear to be of similar shape to 
those of the freshly metallized sample, but the peaks at 50.43o for Cu (200) and 74.25o for Cu 
(220) are considerably weaker, indicating that copper metal with such crystal structures may 
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tend to get oxidized more easily during the chemical engraving process. A number of new but 
weaker peaks appear in the XRD spectrum; the peak at 23.8o corresponds to the (021) plane of 
Cu(OH)2 crystal (JCPDS Data 80-0656), while the peak at 36.4o corresponds to the (111) plane 
of Cu2O (JCPDS Data 05-0667) crystal. The three peaks clustered together at 35.7o, 38.7o, and 
61.5o can be ascribed to the (11-1), (111), and (11-3) planes of the CuO crystal respectively 
(JCPDS Data 48-1548). As observed in the fresh sample, different results were obtained in the 
XRD survey when compared to those of the XPS, which is again likely due to the much deeper 
detection depth of the XRD equipment. Based on the results obtained using XRD and XPS, we 
conclude that the electrochemically active materials generated by the engraving process are 
mainly CuxO, with small amounts of Cu(OH)2 below the surface.  
 
Figure 4-6. X-ray diffraction spectra of treated paper substrate before metallization 
(top), sample after electroless copper deposition (middle) and sample after chemical 
engraving (bottom). 
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Figure 4-7. As-fabricated SCs with various form factors as object-tailored and 
monolithically integrated power sources. (a) Charging and (b) discharging of four SC 
cells connected in series. (c) The as-fabricated device operating as intended in bend 
state. (d) Charging and (e) discharging of electronic art with four monolithically 
integrated SCs (one in letter “U”, two in letter “W” and one in letter “O”) connected in 
series. (f) The device working properly when rolled into a cylinder.  
One of the most attractive advantages of inkjet-printed SC is the strong ability of 
monolithically integration with other devices and its provision of aesthetic versatility. Using 
the fabrication method proposed in this work, the printed SCs can be readily connected in series 
or parallels without the use of extra metallic interconnects. To demonstrate the versatility of 
the proposed technique in real world applications, a flexible SCs array with four cells 
connected in series is fabricated on regular cellulose paper, which is able to provide a total 
voltage of ~1.9 V (Figure 4-7(a)). The printed SCs adopted a planar design with 26 fingers 
crossing with each other. Each finger was 2 cm long, 400 µm wide, and was separated by a 
400 µm gap in between. Charging ports (positive, negative) were printed on each side of the 
SCs array to accommodate the attachment of alligator clips, as shown in Figure 4-7(a). Once 
charged, the two charging ports were each patched over by a piece of copper tape, closing the 
circuit with the single mounted light-emitting diode (LED). Note that the charging ports used 
in this example are arbitrary and could easily be replaced by a switch or a diode for the simple 
control of charging/discharging in real-world applications. The LED remained fully lit even 
when the device was bent and creased (see Figure 4-7(c)), reflecting excellent device flexibility.  
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To demonstrate its capability of integrating with its intended application, a second pattern was 
created using the well-known abbreviation of the authors’ institute, “UWO” (see Figure 4-
7(d)). The electronic art utilised four SCs (one in letter “U”, two in letter “W” and one in letter 
“O”) connected in series, which when combined were enough to power the LED lamp with 
ease (Figure 4-7(e)). To demonstrate the devices flexibility yet again, the device was rolled 
into a cylinder and showed changes to its performance as an LED-powering supercapacitor 
(Figure 4-7(f)). The above demonstration is evidence that the inkjet-printing-based technique 
proposed herein allows for the easy control of electrical properties (i.e. voltage, current) of the 
produced power sources through simple designing of the printing patterns. In addition to the 
facile control of the power source properties, the printed SCs can be seamlessly integrated into 
any printed circuits or even art work.  
4.4 Conclusion 
The demand for cheaper, more efficient, more reliable, safer, and environmentally sustainable 
alternatives to current energy storage systems is unquenchable. By exploiting the perfectly 
imperfect, overlooked properties of regular cellulose paper, we present a scalable method of 
fabricating low-cost, high-performance, all-solid-state supercapacitors which are more flexible 
than any other comparable solution. The binder-free SCs capitalize on the randomly oriented 
cellulose fibers to house porous CuxO nanosheets, all using little more than a common inkjet 
printer. For the first time, we bridged the emerging printed electronics technology with a low-
temperature chemical engraving method to construct nanostructured CuxO-in-situ-on highly 
conductive current collectors. The new SCs can be seamlessly integrated to any printed circuit-
artwork or otherwise-demonstrating their exceptional versatility and promise for applicability 
as a new generation of object-tailored power sources. The utilization of low-cost cellulose 
paper in tandem with electroless copper deposition and chemical engraving, has led to 
substantial improvements to the printed supercapacitors all whilst significantly lowering their 
production cost. Moreover, with the involvement of inkjet printing, the printed SCs can be 
easily connected in series or parallel, allowing the user-customized control of the properties of 
the power sources. Thus, we believe that the facile, low-cost and large-scale method proposed 
here provides a promising way to produce a new class of monolithically-integrated high-
performance power sources, which are badly needed by the booming flexible/wearable 
electronics and IoT industries. 
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Chapter 5 
5. A Solvent-Free Laser Printing Approach for Printed 
Electronics 
5.1 Introduction 
Printed electronics, flexible electronics and wearable electronics, with the potential of 
reforming the electronics industry and changing our daily life, constitute a rapidly growing 
area of research.[291-294] Various printing techniques, such as inkjet printing,[295, 296] 
gravure printing,[297] screen printing,[298, 299] aerosol-jet printing and laser-induced 
forward transfer printing (LIFT),[300-303] have been adopted to fabricate electrical and 
electronic devices for a broad variety of applications. High-efficiency and scalable printing 
techniques are always appealing to printed electronics community. In this study, a high-speed 
and solvent-free laser printing technique has been developed for printed electronics. In this 
technique, special toners that are synthesized with desirable function(s), can be loaded into 
office laser printers to print electronics on either flexible or rigid substrates. This new laser 
printing based printed electronics approach is robust, reliable and scalable, which opens a new 
avenue for printed electronics.  
R&D of printed electronics have been significantly advanced these years. Most of the existing 
printed electronics techniques are solution-based methods, involving solvent(s). Usually, 
solution processable and electrically active materials, such as metal nanoparticles or 
conductive polymers, are formulated into different inks for printing. Metal nanoparticles like 
Ag nanoparticles have been widely explored as conductive inks, playing a major role in printed 
electronics. However, for the existing conductive inks composed of small metal nanoparticles, 
large amounts of stabilizing, capping and/or modified agent(s) are required in order to prevent 
the nanoparticles from aggregation, precipitation and oxidization,[304-306] resulting in a low 
solid loading and high impurity content, and consequently, causing a high electrical resistance 
of the printed patterns. Though many efficient sintering methods such as selective laser 
sintering,[307] pulsed light sintering,[308, 309] plasma and microwave flash sintering have 
been employed to anneal the printed patterns and yield an improved conductivity up to 60% of 
the bulk materials,[295, 310] the resistance of these printed conductive traces are still high due 
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to the thin (<1 µm) conductive layer, making the printed electrodes hard to fulfill the 
requirements of the electronics industry. In addition, the preparation of high-quality ink is 
usually complicated and costly.[307, 311, 312] In terms of ink formulation, it often has strict 
requirements for viscosity and surface tension. The printing quality can be easily affected by 
the intrinsic limitation, like pinhole formation, and the adhesion of the ink to the substrate is 
also a common challenge for all wet processing techniques.  
Here we report a high-speed and solvent-free printed electronics approach based on the laser 
printing mechanism. In this method, catalyst(s)-containing toners are synthesized and printed 
on the substrate followed by electroless deposition (ELD) to achieve a thick and high-
resolution metal pattern, and thus to achieve good electrical performance. This approach, 
printing catalysts followed by ELD, can significantly improve the printing speed (few times 
faster than traditional inkjet printing), as a result, productivity and efficiency, while lower the 
manufacturing costs.[67, 217, 313-315] In our previous work, we demonstrated a strategy of 
printing catalyst followed by a low cost ELD-based method for fabricating flexible electronics 
on regular photopaper via inkjet printing which offers a low-cost additive technique for rapid 
prototyping of circuits.[316] In this work, the toner particles were functionalized with catalyst 
additive(s) and printed using laser printers. Here we demonstrate high-performance copper-
based flexible electronics (e.g. an LED array display as a demo) can be fabricated.  
Laser printing is a solvent-free, high-speed, and electrostatic digital printing process that 
rapidly produces high quality patterns by passing a laser beam over a charged drum in order to 
define a differentially charged image and has been widely used in our daily life. Although laser 
printing has been widely utilized in graphic printings, using laser printing for device fabrication 
is rarely reported except few cases such as laser-induced forward transfer printing, [301, 302, 
317] laser printed pattern for controlling the growth of carbon nanotube and fabricating 
microfluidic devices[318-320] . Here we report a study of laser printing of electronics using 
an office use laser printer, the first demonstration of using laser printing technology for printed 
electronics. In this approach, toners containing catalyst(s) are synthesized first, and then loaded 
into a office laser printer to print desired patterns. Taking the advantages of ELD, a thick metal 
layer is deposited on the patterns of the substrate. Thus high-resolution and high-conductivity 
electronic circuits are fabricated. Importantly, the toner acts as an adhesion-promoting buffer 
layer, forming as a strong adhesive between the deposited metal and the substrate. In addition, 
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the easy metallization of printed patterns makes it an especially effective method for massive 
production of flexible printed circuits. The high-speed, solvent-free laser printing process is a 
high throughput, low cost, efficient and environmentally benign method for flexible electronics 
manufacturing. 
5.2 Experiment Details 
Materials 
The transparent PET substrate used for laser printing was bought from 3M Canada. 
Ammonium tetrachloropalladate (II) ((NH4)2PdCl4, 97%) and [2-(Methacryloyloxy)ethyl] 
trimethylammonium chloride used for synthesizing toner additive were bought from SIGMA-
ALDRICH. Chemicals used for ELD process were copper (II) sulfate pentahydrate 
(CuSO4•5H2O, 98%, SIGMA-ALDRICH), potassium sodium tartrate tetrahydrate 
(C4H4KNaO6.4H2O, 99%, SIGMA-ALDRICH), formaldehyde solution (HCHO, 36.5-38% in 
H2O, SIGMA-ALDRICH) and Sodium Hydroxide (NaOH, 97%, CALEDON). 
Synthesize of toner additive 
Poly (2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl-trimethylammonium chloride) (PMETAC) was synthesized 
by solution polymerization of 2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl-trimethylammonium chloride in 
water at 50 wt % concentration, the prepared solution was then catalyzed by 1 wt % potassium 
persulfate at 75 oC for 1h. Excessive acetone, a poor solvent for PMETAC, was added to the 
solution after cooling down to precipitate the produced PMETAC. The supernatant liquid was 
removed and the precipitate was washed by acetone for 3 times. The outcome was dried in 
vacuum at 60 oC for 12 hours yielding white crystal powder. 3.32g synthesized PMETAC was 
then dissolved in 10mL DI water yielding a PMETAC aqueous solution with a concentration 
of 1.6 M. 4.55g (NH4)2PdCl4 was added into the solution, making the molar mass ratio of these 
two chemicals 1:1. Brown precipitation was formed right after the adding of (NH4)2PdCl4. The 
solution was stirred for 24 hours to make the immobilization thoroughly. The generated brown 
precipitation was washed by acetone for 3 times to eliminate the water inside it and was then 
put into vacuum chamber for drying for 12 hours at 40 oC. The PdCl42- loaded PMETAC 
showing in a light brown color was generated after 12 hours drying and was ready to use. 
Preparation of the modified toner 
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2g PdCl42- loaded PMETAC toner additive was ball milled for 3 hours and then 20g regular 
laser printing toner was added. The regular toner was standard capacity toner for a Xerox 
Phaser 3300mpf laser printer. The ball milling continued for another 2 hours to generate a 
uniformly mixed modified toner. The prepared modified toner was then filled in a cleaned 
toner cartridge for Xerox Phaser 3300mpf laser printer. 
ELD of copper 
ELD process was conducted to apply copper pattern onto the printed feature. The detailed 
process of ELD can be found in former literatures.[12] Briefly, patterns printed with modified 
toner were put into a plating bath containing 1:1 mixture of freshly prepared solutions I and II. 
Solution I consists of 13 g/L CuSO4•5H2O, 12 g/L NaOH and 29 g/L KNaC4H4O6•4H2O which 
were added into distilled water in sequence. Solution II is 9.5 mL/L HCHO in distilled water. 
Deposition time was controlled to 10 minutes to 110 minutes with an interval of 10 minutes. 
Deposited copper lines were air dried and were ready for characterization. 
Characterization 
A Hitachi S-4500 field emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to observe the 
surface morphologies of the plated patterns. Atomic force microscope (AFM, Dimension V 
equipped with a Nanoscope controller V and Nanoscope software 7.30, Veeco) was used to 
obtain height and roughness information. Adhesion was determined by the use of a cross scotch 
tape test, following ASTM D-3359 using 3M # 600 tape. A four-probe station (Lucas Labs s-
302-4 with SP4 four point probe head) together with the M2400 Keithley Multimeter was used 
to carry out the measurement of the sheet resistance, from which conductivity was calculated. 
X-ray diffraction analysis was done using Rigaku Ultima-IV XRD goniometer. 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
Figure 5-1 schematically illustrates the fabrication procedure. The toner cartridge was filled 
with modified functional toner. During printing, the photosensitive drum was uniformly 
negatively charged. Then a laser beam was raster scanning to expose a designed pattern on the 
photosensitive drum, which will neutralize the exposed part, leaving the negative charge on 
the unexposed surface to repel the negatively charged toner particles. Then the patterned 
functional toner particles were absorbed and transferred onto the substrate by electrostatic 
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attraction. Finally, the toner particles were melted and fixed tightly on the substrate by fuser 
roller and pressure roller.  
 
Figure 5-1. Schematic diagram of laser printing of catalyst-based toner for copper 
patterning. 
The printed catalyst-containing patterns were then put into a fresh prepared ELD bath to induce 
copper deposition on the toner pattern, yielding high-resolution metal patterns with good 
conductivity. The central strategy of this solvent-free laser printing method is the preparation 
of a functional toner additive that is compatible with the regular laser printer. The catalyst 
additive was introduced without affecting the electric charge properties of the original toner. 
In addition, the additive was uniformly mixed to allow a strong adhesion with the printed toner. 
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To achieve all these attributes, a polyelectrolyte molecule was employed as a linker between 
the functional catalyst additive, tetrachloropalladate (PdCl42-), and the toner. Briefly, the 
ammonium tetrachloropalladate (II) ((NH4)2PdCl4) was mixed with the polymerized 2-
(methacryloyloxy) ethyl-trimethylammonium chloride (PMETAC) in the solution, forming a 
new water-insoluble polyelectrolyte with tetrachloropalladate (II) groups taking place of 
chloride ion of PMETAC. The new palladium-containing polyelectrolyte contained a lot of 
functional groups and was well compatible with toner particles mainly composed of polyester. 
Once mixed, they can interact with toner particles to form strong bonding and thus does not 
impair printability of the toner. Figure 5-2(a) shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
images of the resulted polyelectrolyte additive after drying. The as-prepared polyelectrolyte 
particles have an average size of ~600 nm, which is not fine enough for optimized mixing with 
the toner. Therefore, finer polyelectrolyte powder was obtained by ball milling using a high 
energy ball mill machine for 10 minutes before mixing with regular toner powders. Another 2 
hours’ low-speed ball milling of toner particles and palladium-containing polyelectrolyte was 
conducted to get a uniform and well-mixed functional toner. Finally, the synthesized 
polyelectrolyte particles were well dispersed and mixed with the regular toner particles, and 
the size of modified functional toner powders ranges from ~3 µm to ~12 µm (Figure 5-2(b)). 
It can be observed clearly that the small polyelectrolyte particles adhere onto the surface of the 
original toner particles (Figure 5-2(c)). 
 
Figure 5-2. SEM images of (a) polyelectrolyte particles; (b) the mixed toner particles; 
(c) single toner particle; (d), (e) optical images of laser printed toner pattern with 
different line width; (f) SEM image of cross-section of laser printed toner. 
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Figures 5-2(d) and (e) show a microscope image of a line array printed on a pristine PET 
substrate with a width of ~50 µm and ~100 µm, illustrating that the modified toner particles 
are uniformly aligned on the substrate creating high quality patterns. In addition, the cross-
section image of printed toner on PET (Figure 5-2(f)) indicates that the toner layer presents 
uniform thickness of ~6 µm on the whole pattern. More importantly, the catalyst-containing 
toner pattern adhered to the substrate tightly, which will function as adhesion promotion layer 
for the metal layer.  Subsequently the metal pattern was deposited by ELD of copper. The 
printed patterns were immersed in a fresh made ELD solution, prepared according to the recipe 
used in our previous study.40 Under the help of catalyst, copper was deposited along the printed 
pattern to keep high controllability. Immersion time and temperature are two important factors 
for controlling copper deposition thickness and rate, 41,42 which will directly influence the 
performance of printed pattern, like the roughness of the pattern and especially the resistivity 
of the deposited copper. Figure 5-3(c) shows the copper layer thickness with respect to the 
deposition time under room temperature. For the first 30 min, copper grew slowly, and the 
resistivity was high (more than 5 times bulk copper). But after the copper grew continuously 
with a higher speed of ~22 nm/min, the resistivity gradually went down. After 110 min of 
deposition, the copper layer achieved a thickness of ~2 µm and a resistivity of ~2.55 × 10-8 
Ω∙m which is only 1.5× of bulk copper (1.68 × 10-8 Ω∙m). AFM analysis was conducted to 
investigate the surface profile of copper layer and the results were shown in Figure 5-3(c). The 
relative height value curves of a selected scanning area of 10 µm × 10 µm (Figure 5-3) and the 
average roughness value were given in Figure 5-4, indicating that the surface roughness 
decreased with increasing of copper deposition time. 
 
Figure 5-3. Height information of printed toner, 30min after ELD of copper, 60min 
after ELD of copper (from left to right). 
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Figure 5-4. AFM section profile and area roughness information of selected parts 
shown in Figure 8with white dashed lines corresponding to the printed toner on PET, 
30min after ELD of copper, 60min after ELD of copper (from bottom to top). 
The original printed toner has a high roughness value of ~778 nm, resulting in the initial 
deposition of discontinuous copper particles, giving an explanation to the low conductivity of 
the copper layer in the first 10 minutes. High roughness also makes the growth rate of copper 
uneven in the first few minutes since the newly deposited copper particles tend to fill the 
sunken area, deducting the copper growing speed. After 30 minutes, surface roughness was 
reduced to ~110 nm and a faster copper growth rate was observed in the following 60 minutes 
(Figure 5-5).  
Copper clusters grew larger and larger as the immersion time increased, creating a copper layer 
with lower roughness and better conductivity. Figures 5-6 (a), (b), (d) show the surface of the 
deposited copper layer after 110 minutes of ELD, which is dense and uniform and also shows 
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a crystalline structure, leading to a high-quality copper pattern with the conductivity close to 
that of the bulk material. 
 
Figure 5-5. The curves of deposited copper thickness and resistance versus deposition 
time (the blue dash line shows the resistance of bulk copper). 
The cross section of the printed pattern was shown in Figure 5-6(e), and a layer of copper with 
a thickness of ~2 µm was observed on the surface, bonding tightly with the printed toner. In 
this method, the printed toner layer also acts as an adhesion-promoting layer, which can 
significantly enhance adhesion of the copper layer to the substrate and thus facilitate the 
formation of thick copper layer that is necessary to improve electrical performance of the metal 
pattern to meet the quality requirements of the current electronics industry. This is essential 
for printed electronics technology to become industrially viable. Both adhesion and electrical 
performance were common challenges in the existing printed electronics techniques. X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) was conducted to further study the crystalline structure of the resultant 
copper layer. For reference, XRD measurement of the original PET substrate and substrate 
with printed toner were also conducted, the results are shown in Figure 5-7. 
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Figure 5-6. (a) copper pattern on PET film; (b) copper pattern with the line width of 
100 μm; (c) AFM 3D images of surface morphology of copper layer with different 
deposition time; (d) SEM images of copper surface after ELD of 110 min; (e) SEM 
images of cross section of copper layer after ELD of 110 min. 
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Figure 5-7. XRD Results of PET film, printed toner on PET and copper layer after 
ELD. 
XRD pattern shows two narrow characteristic peaks at 43o and 51o corresponding to the (1,1,1) 
and (2,0,0) planes of the FCC structure of copper, indicating the high crystallinity of the 
deposited copper.  Oxidizing test and bending test were also conducted to evaluate the stability 
and flexibility of the as-prepared samples, the results are presented in Figure 5-8. Four groups 
of line arrays were produced and the copper deposition time of 110 min was applied, and each 
of them had 5 lines with width of 500 µm, length of 2 cm, and spacing of 500 µm. Group 1 
was stored in open air under room temperature for more than 120 days, and group 2 was heated 
up to 120oC in open air for 3 hours to study the oxidation resistance of the deposited copper. 
Resistivity was measured using a four-point-probe station. Inward bending and outward 
bending tests were conducted on Group 3 and Group 4, where samples were connected to a 
high accuracy M2400 Keithley Multimeter by the four-probe station to record the resistivity 
under different bending curvature. Samples stored under room temperature with ~30% 
humidity in open air experienced a continuous increment in resistivity but leveled off to a stable 
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resistivity (~3.7× bulk) after 60 days due to oxidization (Figure 5-8(a)). The resistivity of the 
oxidized samples under heating in the open air with the same humidity condition continuously 
increased in the first 2.5 hours with a decreasing rate and reached a stable value in 2.5 hours 
and remained nearly constant (~ 4.1× bulk) (Figure 5-8(b)). Therefore, the resistivity of copper 
patterns fabricated by this technique will reach a plateau of resistivity of ~4× of bulk copper 
and then remain unchanged thereafter. Though a rapid increment in the resistivity was observed, 
the fabricated copper patterns still shows a very low bulk resistance because of the large copper 
thickness and therefore perform better than patterns fabricated by directly ink-jetting metal 
nanoparticles which has a thickness of only ~500 nm. For the flexibility of the fabricated 
copper pattern, as is shown in Figure 5-8(c) and (d), the increment of resistivity was barely 
observed when bending inward. It is intuitive because that the copper crystal and cluster get 
closer with each other, and even when counteracting slight damage due to internal stress, the 
conductive path is still active. However, when bending outward, the resistivity increased as the 
bending curvature increased, which might be caused by the tiny cracks occurred on the surface 
during bending. Most of the decrements in conductivity are reversible. When patterns are 
restored to their original shapes, the resistivity will then go down to ~1.6× bulk copper, almost 
the same as the initial value before bending (~1.5× bulk copper). 
Thanks to the adhesion promotion layer, the copper pattern showed great adhesion on the 
substrate. The adhesion strength was examined by the use of a cross scotch tape test, following 
ASTM D-3359 using 3M #600 tape.43 Only a few tiny copper particles were observed on the 
tape after the first time tearing and no peeling off was observed in the next two tape tests, 
indicating a strong adhesion between the copper and the toner as well as the toner and the PET 
substrate. The copper particles left on the tape in the first type test are seen as residue copper 
particles during ELD process, since the resistivity was not changed after the tape test.  
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Figure 5-8. Chemical and mechanical stability of deposited copper pattern. The 
resistivity with the relation to (a) storing time; (b) heating time; (c) inward bending 
curvature and (d) outward bending curvature. 
 
Figure 5-9. A typical copper-based circuit printed on PET produced by as-proposed 
laser printing method. 
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A single layer of high resolution flexible printed circuit board on PET substrate was produced 
using the proposed method, the picture is given in Figure 5-9. Double layer flexible LED 
displays were prepared on pristine PET films to demonstrate the fabrication ability of this new 
developed technique. The flexible LED array display was able to display different moving 
patterns and letters. The double layer circuits were printed separated and bonded together using 
commercial instant glue. Through holes were cut using a high resolution mechanical plotter 
and silver glue was used to connect both layers and all mounted components. Figure 5-10 
shows the working display illuminating a total of 25 LEDs, forming a flashing pattern of 
“UWO”. Even under bending, the display can still work well (Figure 5-10(b)), which indicated 
that as-produced flexible circuit by this method is applicable completely in flexible electronics. 
Another LED array display with 32 LEDs fabricated the same way was controlled by a 
programmed single chip microcomputer.  
 
Figure 5-10. As-produced flexible LED display under working, a) without bending; b) 
under bending. 
In summary, this new printed electronics technique based on laser printing mechanism offers 
a high-speed, low-cost and high-resolution fabrication route for printed electronics. Compared 
to the solvent-based printing methods, this solvent-free approach shows a great promise for the 
printed electronics industry. With the utility of ELD technique, high-quality and highly 
conductive flexible metal patterns can be easily fabricated. In addition, with the help of toner 
as adhesion promotion layer, the durability of printed patterns was greatly improved. It’s worth 
mentioning that this method is suitable for a wide variety of substrates such as glass, textile, 
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paper, etc. We can envision that our approach could advance current technique of printed 
electronics and pave a new way for the large-scale production of printed electronics. 
5.4 Conclusion 
In summary, this new printed electronics technique based on laser printing mechanism offers 
a high-speed, low-cost, solvent-free and high-resolution fabrication route for printed 
electronics. Compared to the solvent-based printing methods, this solvent-free approach shows 
a great promise for the printed electronics industry. With the utility of ELD technique, high-
quality and highly conductive flexible metal patterns can be easily fabricated. In addition, with 
the help of toner as adhesion promotion layer, the durability of printed patterns was greatly 
improved. It’s worth mentioning that this method is suitable for a wide variety of substrates. 
With proper surface modification, the developed method can also be extended to fabricate 
conductive patterns on many other substrates such as glass, textile, paper, etc. This solvent-
free, high-speed laser printing technique opens a new avenue for printed electronics.  This 
technique is reliable and scalable. We can envision that our approach could advance current 
technique of printed electronics and pave a new way for the large-scale production of printed 
electronics. 
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Chapter 6 
6. React-on-Demand (RoD) Fabrication of Highly Conductive 
Metal-Polymer Hybrid Structure for Flexible Electronics 
6.1 Introduction 
Printed flexible electronics technology, which takes advantage of the existing manufacturing 
capabilities of the graphics industry to produce circuitries at significantly lower cost and with 
high speed, has gained remarkable attention in the last decade.[224, 225, 321, 322] This vibrant 
new technology is transforming the electronics industry by replacing expensive electronic 
components, devices and even systems fabricated with traditional manufacturing methods. 
Much research has been carried out on flexible substrates and many new applications have 
been explored, such as thin-film transistors,[228, 323, 324] flexible displays,[325] flexible 
energy-storage devices,[326-328] radio frequency identification (RFID) tags,[329] medical 
and cosmetic devices.[330, 331] One can foresee a world full of flexible, wearable, and 
stretchable devices developed by this emerging technology.  
Recently, various printing techniques have been demonstrated to fabricate flexible electronics, 
such as inkjet printing, [64, 332] gravure printing, [333] screen printing, [334, 335] transfer 
printing,[336] extrusion printing, [226] laser printing and aerosol jet printing. [116, 337-339] 
In addition, based on the newly developed integrated 3D printing system, printed electronics 
can be fabricated in a three-dimensional manner, exhibiting huge potential for the 
manufacturing of devices that require arbitrary constructs and unique functions.[239, 340] 
However, these techniques are usually inaccessible to general users, due to the inevitable 
enrollment of special expensive equipment, high energy consumption, intractable 
troubleshooting process, harsh requirement of the ink and extensive need for professional skills. 
As an alternative technique, direct pen writing of flexible electronics is gaining popularity for 
its low-cost, simplicity, ultrahigh portability and ease of use.[341] Despite lower resolution 
and accuracy, pen-writing has no harsh requirement for the ink and can be easily operated 
without professional skills. Circuit prototypes can be rapidly fabricated on-site without use of 
sophisticated equipment, affording great convenience for practical use by end-users and in 
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areas with limited resources. Various writing instruments have been recently adopted to write 
electronics directly, such as with ball pen,[155, 342-344] pencil,[163, 345]  fountain pen, [346, 
347] brush pen and marker pen.[135, 348] Most of the work has been focused on the direct 
writing of conductive inks, including metal nanoparticles inks, carbon-based inks, conductive 
polymer inks and liquid metals. Among these, metal nanoparticle inks hold the advantage of 
relatively high conductivity but are subjected to high cost (compared to metal salt) due to the 
professional equipment and strict synthesis process needed during production. Such metallic 
inks require extensive post-treatment, such as heating, laser annealing, hot pressing and plasma, 
to form patterns with good conductivity. For instance, after the writing of silver nanoparticle 
inks, an extra time-consuming sintering step of ~ 2 hour is needed to further enhance its 
conductivity, where the need for high temperatures (120oC ~ 160oC) further complicate the 
whole fabrication process. [341, 343, 349] Though the sheet resistance of the written trace can 
be greatly reduced by post-treatment to 50 mΩ/sq, it is still much higher than that generated 
by a wet chemistry process due to the limited metal loading in the ink.[350] Self-sintering of 
silver nanoparticles was demonstrated recently by triggering the self-assemble and/or 
coalescence of nanoparticles at room temperature. [174-176] Using similar mechanism, start-
up companies like AgIC (Japan), Nectro Inc. (Canada) were making efforts to commercialize 
conductive ink pen which did not require sintering. However, the conductivity of such self-
sintered traces is still in the low-end range with sheet resistance in the level of several hundreds 
of mΩ/sq and resistivity 2-3 times higher than bulk materials. Meanwhile, the use of 
nanomaterials in the ink greatly increases the cost of the pen and imposes potential safety issues. 
Targeted at end-users with no professional skills and point-of-care applications, safety 
becomes one of the most important concerns for handwritten electronics. The written circuits 
are expected to be handled and touched by users during normal use. Thus, if the circuits are 
not properly treated, the exposed and unsealed nanoparticles will adhere to the skin. Metallic 
inks usually contain large numbers of nanoparticles smaller than 50 nm; at this scale, these 
nanoparticles can permeate skin and enter the bloodstream. [177, 178] Many reports have 
recently addressed the protentional toxicity of metal nanoparticles in the human body,[179-
181] thus it is crucial to develop new techniques to enhance the safety of this emerging 
technology.  
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It is worth noting that although the direct pen writing process has proven to be rapid, simple 
and portable, there are still ways to go before it is an ideal easy, safe and cost-effective method 
for fabricating electronics, considering all the aforementioned challenges and limitations. In 
this paper, we propose a one-step react-on-demand method for fabricating flexible circuits with 
ultra-low sheet resistance, enhanced safety and durability to accomplish this goal. Instead of 
using nanomaterial-based ink, a none-toxic vitamin C functionalized polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) 
coating was introduced as the media for real-time in-situ three-dimensional reduction of silver 
salt ink at room temperature. Utilizing the water-swellable property of PVA, the reduction of 
silver takes place immediately on the surface as well as in between the polymer chains, when 
the ink is written onto the substrate at room temperature. A highly conductive three-
dimensional metal-polymer (3DMP) hybrid structure of about 7 µm thickness can be generated 
in a few seconds after the evaporation of the solvent. The PVA not only serves as the reaction 
media for the in-situ reduction of silver, but also serves to bind and protect the materials to seal 
all small particles inside the film, enhancing its safety and durability. Thanks to the high 
solubility of silver nitrate in water and the unique 3DMP structure, the as-fabricated silver 
traces show an ultralow sheet resistance of down to 4 mΩ/sq without post-treatment, which is 
far better than any other method described in the literature thus far. Since no nanomaterials, 
post-treatment or harsh experimental conditions were required, the proposed method proves to 
be a truly cost-effective, simple and safe alternative to current methods. We believed that this 
work could bring the emerging handwritten electronics technology one step closer to those 
end-users who require performance, safety, ease-of-use and cost-efficiency at the same time.  
6.2 Experiment Details 
Materials 
Poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA) (Mw ≈ 40 000, 98-99% hydrolyzed), ascorbic acid (99%), 
anhydrous glycerol (C3H5(OH)3,99%), silver nitrate (AgNO3, 99%), xanthan gum 
((C35H49O29)n, 98%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Ink absorption coating (clear) was 
provided by inkAID. All chemicals were used as received without further purification. 
Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate was provided by 3M. 
Preparation of Coating Solution 
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Poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA) (5 g) was dissolved in DI water (90 mL) with continuous stirring 
for 72 hours at 85 oC, yielding a clear, transparent solution. Xanthan gum (0.1 g) was dissolved 
in DI water (100 mL) at 70 oC with continuous stirring for 3 hours. After the solution cooling 
down to room temperature, excessive amount of ascorbic acid was added into the solution 
followed by gentle stirring for 1 hours. The solution was then filtered with filter paper to 
remove undissolved ascorbic acid, and after the filtration, we got a transparent, clear solution.   
Preparation of the Functionalized PET 
Transparent PET film was cleaned by the mixed solution of 1:1 ethanol and acetone in 
ultrasonic bath for 10 mins, and was air dried at room temperature. InkAID ink absorption 
coating was applied onto the substrate by a foam brush. After the sample was completely dried 
in air (about 3 hours), PVA coating was applied onto the substrate as the second layer using 
foam brush and dried in air. Saturated ascorbic acid solution was then spin coating onto the 
sample using a Laurell WS-650-23B spin coating at 900 rpm. As the final step, the coated PET 
was dried in vacuum overnight. 
Preparation of Ink for Direct Writing 
Silver nitrate solutions with different silver nitrate concentration were prepared by dissolving 
specific amount of silver nitrate in DI water. The as-prepared silver nitrate solutions were 
directly filled into a liquid-ink based marker pen for the following experiment.  
Preparation of ink for Inkjet Printing 
A glycerol–water solution was prepared by mixing anhydrous glycerol and distilled water at a 
volume ratio of 3:2. Silver nitrate was then added, followed by mixing in a VWR mixer for 4 
min to form a 1.2 g/mL silver slat solution. The prepared ink was degassed in a vacuum 
chamber at 2 psi for 2 h to remove dissolved gases and bubbles. The viscosity and surface 
tension of the final ink were 12.3 cp and 50.1 mN m−1, respectively. These values fall within 
the optimum operating range for the Dimatix DMP-2800 printer. A 0.2 µm nylon syringe filter 
was used to remove undesired particles from the ink. 
Inkjet Printing 
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The ink was filled into a cartridge mounted on a 10 pL piezoelectric drop-on-demand inkjet 
print head. Printing parameters were set as following: drop space, 15 µm; meniscus vacuum, 
3.5 in. of H2O; print head temperature, 25 °C; print head angle: 2.1°; jetting voltage ~25.1 V. 
Printing was conducted at room temperature. 
Characterization 
FE-SEM images were taken by a LEO (Zeiss) 1540 FE-SEM. The viscosity of the ink was 
measured with a fully automatic HAAKE Viscotester 262. Surface tension was measured using 
a BZY -3B automatic surface tension meter. Sheet resistances were measured by a four-point 
probe station Lucas Labs S-302-4 (probe SP4) connected to a Keithley 2750 multimeter. X-
ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) was conducted using Kratos AXIS Ultra. X-ray 
diffraction analysis was done using a Rigaku Ultima-IV XRD goniometer. Bending test was 
conducted using a customized bending stage controlled by Anheim Automation DPD75601 
motor controller. 
6.3 Results and Discussion 
Extensive work has been carried out to synthesize silver nanoparticles with controllable shape, 
size and properties in recent years. The development of a biocompatible and environmental 
friendly synthesis process brings popularity to many eco-friendly reducing agents such as 
ascorbic acid, sodium citrate and tannic acid.[351, 352] As a biologically originated compound, 
ascorbic acid (Vitamin C) was chosen as the reductant in this work for its powerful reducing 
property and good stability in cool and dry air. The fabrication of traditional metal 
nanoparticles inks involves large amounts of capping agents, stabilizers and/or dispersing 
agents to control the size, shape of the particles and prevent agglomeration. To achieve a good 
dispersibility as well as a relatively high loading (~ 50%) of silver in the solvent, the size 
distribution peak of the silver nanoparticles needs to be smaller than 100 nm for low-viscosity 
inkjet ink. However, smaller particle size typically means worse conductivity, since a higher 
ratio of additives will wrap and/or bond to the surface of the nanoparticles, preventing the 
nanoparticles from contacting with one another when the ink dries. A post-sintering process 
can help to remove these additives using a high energy method, but the equipment needed for 
post-treatment is inaccessible to end-users, which consequently limits its application to 
handwritten electronics. Thus, we proposed a react-on-demand (RoD) method, which offers a 
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unique approach to fabricate high performance flexible devices by on-site synthesis of highly 
conductive silver plates without any additives. Figure 6-1 shows the general idea and 
fabrication process of the RoD method.  
 
Figure 6-1. Fabrication process of the react-on-demand method. a) The ink absorption 
layer and a thin layer of PVA polymer are brush coated onto PET substrate one by one. 
b) Spin coating saturated ascorbic acid (Vitamin C) solution to functionalize the PVA 
coating. c) Direct writing or printing of silver nitrate solution onto the coated layer, 
generating a metal-polymer highly conductive structure. 
Pristine polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate was washed and brush-coated with 
multiple materials (Figure 6-1(a)). The first layer of coating is a commercially available water-
proof ink absorption material. This kind of coating can absorb excessive solvent, which in turn 
reduces the drying time and helps with the ink bleeding issue.[353] A second layer of polyvinyl 
alcohol (PVA) coating was then introduced as the reaction media for the RoD method. As a 
water-soluble synthetic polymer, PVA is widely used in textiles, paper making and a variety 
of coatings due to its cheap price, non-toxicity and good flexibility. PVA is only soluble in hot 
water (>80 oC), and will swell if the water is at room temperature (~20 oC). The mechanism of 
the swelling of PVA has been well studied and has been widely used in drug delivery 
applications in the past decades.[354, 355] Briefly, small solvent molecules, like water, will 
diffuse into the partially cross-linked polymers in a short period of time and reside in between 
polymer chains. Utilizing the water-swelling property of PVA, we embedded the reducing 
agent into the PVA film by spin coating the saturated ascorbic acid solution, as shown in Figure 
6-1(b). As the solvent evaporates, the ascorbic acid will crystallize and precipitate, forming 
small reducing crystals in between the PVA polymer chains as well as on the surface. The PVA 
film seals the Vc crystals when the solvent dries and protect them from being oxidized in air. 
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The functionalized film retains good reducing ability and function after three months of storage 
in a dark and dry environment.  
 
Figure 6-2. SEM images of the cross-section of a) the multi-coated PET substrate before 
writing or printing silver nitrate ink; b) zoomed-in part of the squared area in a); after 
react-on-demand generation of silver-polymer highly conductive layer using different 
silver nitrate concentration of c) 0.2 g/mL, d) 0.4 g/mL, e) 0.6 g/mL, f) 0.8 g/mL, g) 1.0 
g/mL, h) 1.2 g/mL and 1.6 g/mL. The average measured thickness of the silver-polymer 
layer is shown in the middle right of each image.  
The cross-section of the finalized coating is shown in Figure 6-2(a), and Figure 6-2(b) is a 
zoom-in of the area marked with a box in Figure 6-2(a). From the SEM images, we see that 
the first layer of coating has a thickness of about 20 µm for efficient absorption of the solvent. 
Right above it, the PVA forms a thinner layer (~3 µm) of coating with embedded Vc crystal. 
In Figure 6-2(b), some large Vc crystals are observable at the interface of the two layers, 
illustrating a successful functionalization of the coating. Silver nitrate was chosen as the metal 
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precursor for its ultra-high solubility in water. The solubility of silver nitrate in water can reach 
256g/100mL at room temperature (25 oC). This gives a maximum silver content loading of 
more than 120% (w/v), which is much higher than any commercial available silver ink. High 
solubility facilitates high loading of metal slat without increasing the amount of ink, and further 
contributes to the high metal content in written traces after the on-site RoD reduction. Aqueous 
silver nitrate solution was filled into a liquid ink marker with a chisel tip. This type of marker 
is compatible with low-viscosity ink, and the chisel tip allows users to write traces of different 
widths with ease, offering excellent user experience. When the ink flows out of the tip onto the 
functionalized coating, the three-dimensional reduction of silver takes place in a few seconds 
as the PVA layer swells under the action of water. Silver ions diffuse with water molecules 
into the PVA film, where the ascorbic acid is dissolved at the same time, forming a sectional 
solution system to trigger the RoD of silver reduction. Thanks to the water-swelling property 
of PVA, this reaction takes place both on the surface and inside the film between polymer 
chains. As the solvent evaporates, a three-dimensional metal-polymer highly conductive 
structure will form in a few seconds. The cross-section of the generated 3DMP structure using 
different silver nitrate concentrations with one stroke are shown in Figures 6-2(c)-(i) through 
SEM. The silver-polymer hybrid structures are highlighted with red dotted box with their 
thickness shown right below the structure. As expected, the thickness of the 3DMP structure 
increases slowly with the concentration of silver nitrate. When the concentration is below 0.6 
g/mL, most of the reduced silver particles/flakes present in the upper layer of the PVA film 
which can be explained by the relative low silver ion concentration in the ink (Figures 6-2(c) 
and (d)). Starting from 0.6 g/mL, the reduced silver is able to fill the entire PVA film. The 
increasing silver nitrate concentration brings thicker 3DMP structure and denser silver content 
in the structure, which are clearly presented in Figures 6-2(e)-(i). When the concentration 
reaches 1.6 g/mL, the 3DMP structure is much thicker (~7.5 µm) than that of the functionalized 
PVA coating itself (~3 µm), which can be explained by the newly generated silver metal 
between the polymer chains. It is worth mentioning that when the concentration is higher than 
1.6 g/mL, the thickness of the 3DMP structure barely changes, and the cross-section looks the 
same as Figure 6-2(i). One possible reason for this is that almost all the ascorbic acid in the 
PVA film get consumed when the concentration reaches 1.6 g/mL and thus no more silver 
metal can be generated. The relationship between silver nitrate concentration and 3DMP 
thickness is summarized in a graph, which is shown in Figure 6-3.  
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Figure 6-3. Graph showing the change of the silver-polymer hybrid structure with 
different silver nitrate concentration. 
 
Figure 6-4. (a) SEM image of the site of interest in the EDX analyze. The element map 
of the site of interest for (b) Ag; (c) C; (d) O; (e) N and (f) Os. 
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EDS analyze was conducted to further investigate the 3DMP structure. Single-stroke sample 
written with 1.0 g/mL silver nitrate ink was chosen for EDS survey due to its good performance 
in both conductivity and bending durability, which will be addressed in this paper later. The 
sample was coated by osmium for better conductivity. The site of interest is shown in Figure 
6-4(a) and the maps of different elements are shown in Figures 6-4(b)-(f) followed by the full 
spectrum of EDS as shown in Figure 6-5. There are five elements in total presenting on the 
sample --- silver, carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and osmium. The map of silver and carbon (Figures 
6-4(b) and (c)) well match the shape of the observed 3DMP structure, further confirms the 
existence of the hybrid structure.  
 
Figure 6-5. EDX full spectrum of cross-section of the sample written with 1.0 g/mL 
silver nitrate ink. 
Figure 6-6(a) shows the silver reduction process using the proposed RoD method from 0 to 30 
seconds after reaction at room temperature. The trace was written with 1.2 g/mL silver nitrate 
ink and the photos were taken under the same lighting conditions. For the first 5 seconds, the 
silver trace is barely seen. During this period, the water molecules and silver ions are absorbed 
by the PVA film, while at the same time, the ascorbic acid molecules embedded in the film are 
dissolved, forming a sectional reducing solution which reduces the silver ions immediately. 
The above process continues, and more and more silver ions are reduced; the generated silver 
plates/particles tend to grow larger since no capping agent is used. After 10 seconds, the trace 
shows a silver metallic color with a clear edge. After 30 seconds, a solid silver trace with ultra-
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low sheet resistance is formed. The silver generated by the RoD method is well bonded and 
sealed by the PVA film, and resists erosion when rubbed by fingers.  
 
 
Figure 6-6. a) Optical images showing the surface of the substrate after direct-writing 
with 1.2 g/mL silver nitrate ink at 1s, 5s, 10s, 15s and 30s. b) Graph showing the change 
of sheet resistance with different silver nitrate concentration. The black line with 
square symbol corresponds to traces written with single stroke; the red line with circle 
symbol corresponds to traces written with double strokes. c) Graph showing the change 
of resistivity with different silver nitrate concentration. As a comparison, the resistivity 
of bulk silver, copper, gold and nickel are shown in the graph using dashed lines with 
different color. 
For the silver nanoparticle-based ink, the silver content loading plays a critical role in the 
conductivity of the final product. This is also true in the RoD method. To investigate the 
relationship between the silver nitrate concentration and sheet resistance of the written traces, 
we prepared inks with different concentrations ranging from 0.2 g/mL to 2.0 g/mL. The final 
resistance of the written traces is also affected by the amount of ink, which can be determined 
by the number of repeats. Thus, two groups of experiments were conducted; one without repeat 
writing (single-stroke) and the other with one repeat (double-stroke). The results are shown in 
Figure 6-6(b). For the one-write group, the sheet resistance initially drops drastically with 
increase in concentration and starts showing good conductivity when the silver slat load 
reaches 0.6 g/mL. At this point, it has a sheet resistance of ~35 mΩ/sq, which is better than 
most inkjet printed circuits with silver inks. Beyond 0.8 g/mL (~4.70 mΩ/sq), the decrease in 
sheet resistance slows down significantly, which is attributed to the limited loading of ascorbic 
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acid in the PVA film. The lowest sheet resistance of ~3.66 mΩ/sq is observed at 1.6 g/mL for 
the one-write group. Interestingly, the sheet resistance begins to increase slightly when the 
concentration of silver nitrate is higher than 1.6 g/mL. At this point, there is not enough 
ascorbic acid in the PVA film to reduce all the silver nitrate, and the non-reduced silver nitrate 
embeds in the PVA film, preventing the conductive silver plates/particles from contacting with 
each other and thus increasing the sheet resistance. A similar phenomenon is also observed in 
the double-stroke group. The double-stroke traces show its lowest sheet resistance of 3.62 
mΩ/sq at a silver nitrate concentration of 1.0 g/mL, which is very close to what we achieved 
(3.66 mΩ/sq) with 1.6 g/mL ink by single stroke due to the limiting amount of ascorbic acid 
in PVA film. The sheet resistance then starts to increase at a faster rate than the single-stroke 
group. This was expected as more ink was written onto the substrate. The resistivity of one-
stroke electrode was calculated according to the previously measured sheet resistance and film 
thickness; the result is shown in Figure 6-6(c). As a comparison, the bulk resistivity of four 
popular conductive materials used in printed electronics --- silver, copper, gold and nickel --- 
are also shown in the graph using dashed lines with different color. Similarly, the lowest 
resistivity is observed at 1.6 g/mL with a value of 2.74 × 10-8 Ω•m, which is about 1.7 times 
larger than that of the bulk silver (1.59 × 10-8 Ω•m) but several times smaller than that of nickel 
(6.99 × 10-8 Ω•m). To have a more in-depth understanding of the conductivity change, the 
morphology of the silver trace was investigated with field emission scanning electron 
microscopy (FE-SEM). The results are shown in Figure 6-7.  
Figures 6-7(a-e) show the surface morphology of single-stroke traces written with 0.2 g/mL,0.6 
g/mL,0.8 g/mL, 1.2 g/mL and 1.6 g/mL silver nitrate ink respectively. The reduced silver 
appears to be in the form of small plates with diameters ranging from 5 µm to 10 µm, with 
small silver particles generated through the secondary nucleation on the surface.[356] The size 
of the silver plates is much larger than that in commercially available silver ink, which are 
usually on the nanometer scale. The relatively large silver plates contribute to the good 
conductivity of the silver trace. At a concentration of 0.2 g/mL, the trace is not conductive 
(Figure 6-6(b)) since the silver plates are too spread out with minimal contact (Figure 6-7(a)). 
When the concentration reaches 0.6 g/mL, more silver plates of larger size (~10 µm) are 
generated, distributing in a random orientation and overlapping with one another, as shown in 
Figure 6-7(b). It can be clearly observed that some silver plates are half on the surface, half 
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inside the film (circles by red dot lines in Figure 6-7(b)), illustrating the formation of a three-
dimensional silver-polymer structure. 
 
Figure 6-7. SEM images of the surface morphologies of single-stroke samples written 
with different silver nitrate concentration of a) 0.2 g/mL; b) 0.6 g/mL; c) 0.8 g/mL; d) 
1.2 g/mL; e) 1.6 g/mL. SEM images of the surface morphologies of double-stroke 
samples written with different silver nitrate concentration of f) 0.2 g/mL; g) 0.6 g/mL; 
h) 0.8 g/mL; i) 1.2 g/mL; j) 1.6 g/mL. 
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The silver plates become denser and thicker with increasing concentration of silver nitrate in 
the inks, but the morphology remains essentially the same, as shown in Figures 6-7(c)-(e). At 
a concentration of 1.6 g/mL, the silver plates tend to “bond” with each other to form larger 
plates without gaps. The zoomed in SEM image (Figure 6-7(e2)) provides a close look at the 
boundary of different silver plates, from which we can see that the silver plates seem to “melt’ 
into each other.Expectedly, the trace shows its lowest sheet resistivity of ~3.66 mΩ/sq at this 
concentration. Figures 6-7(f-j) show the surface morphology of double-stroke traces written 
with 0.2 g/mL,0.6 g/mL,0.8 g/mL, 1.2 g/mL and 1.6 g/mL sliver nitrate ink, respectively. The 
second stroke was repeated right after the first stroke after an interval of about 5 seconds. The 
shape of the silver plates is still visible, but the morphology appears to be pressed/flattened due 
to the writing of the second stroke. The growth of the silver plates starts immediately after the 
first layer of ink is written onto the substrate. Thus, when we begin writing the second layer, 
there are already some silver plates on the substrate. Those early generated nucleation centers 
are pressed when the tips pass by them, forcing them to lay horizontally on the surface. The 
newly orientated silver plates continue to grow and eventually forms a dense layer of silver 
metal, as shown in Figures 6-7(f-g). Due to the horizontally orientated silver plates and larger 
volume of ink, the sheet resistance is greatly reduced compared to the single-stroke group when 
the concentration is below 0.7 g/mL (Figure 6-6(b)). We observe the maximum difference in 
morphologies between single and double-stroke traces at the lowest concentration, 0.2 g/mL. 
Despite the increased number of overlapped silver plates in the double-stroke trace, many silver 
nanoparticles are generated and distributed evenly on the substrate, which is reflected by its 
much lower sheet resistance than that of the single-stroke group at the same concentration. We 
did not observe any significant changes in the surface morphology of the double-stroke traces 
after the concentration reached 0.6 g/mL. Though most of the silver plates lay horizontally on 
the surface, they are still randomly orientated inside the PVA film, as shown in Figure 6-7(j2) 
(encircled by red dotted lines). 
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Figure 6-8. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectrums of a) Ag3d; b) Ag MNN; 
c) O1s from traces written with 1.2 g/mL silver nitrate ink on un-functionalized 
coatings. XPS spectrums of d) Ag3d; e) Ag MNN; f) O1s from traces written with 
1.2g/mL silver nitrate ink on Vc functionalized coatings. 
The chemical state of silver on the surface was investigated by X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS). The binding energy (B.E.) of Ag 3d was calibrated while considering the 
charge shift observed for the sp3 C-C and C-H bonds that are supposed to be centered at 285 
eV. Figures 5(a)-(c) show the Ag 3d, Ag MNN and O 1s regions obtained from a single-stroke 
trace written with 1.6 g/mL silver nitrate ink on un-activated coating as a control group. Both 
the Ag 3d peak (368.63 eV, Figure 6-8(a)) and Ag MNN Auger peak (355.20 eV, Figure 6-
8(b)) match the silver nitrate standard spectrum, indicating a single chemical state for silver. 
Combining this with the obtained Auger parameter (723.83 eV), we can confirm that only 
silver nitrate is presented on the surface. The O 1s region (Figure 6-8(c)) presents a strong peak 
at ~533 eV, which can be attributed to the nitrate groups and PVA film. Figures 6-8(d)-(f) 
show the same regions obtained from a single-stroke trace, written with the same concentration 
except on activated coating. Different from the control group, the Ag 3d peak appeared at 368.2 
eV and the Ag MNN Auger peak appeared at 358 eV, which matches well with the silver metal 
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standard spectrum. With an Auger parameter of 726.2 eV, the surface can be confirmed to be 
covered in silver metal with no presence of other chemical states. Compared to the control 
group, a slightly larger area of C=O is observed in the O 1s region (Figure 6-8(f)), which can 
be explained by the newly loaded ascorbic acid. It also worth mentioning that we also 
conducted an XPS analysis on samples written with higher silver nitrate concentrations, up to 
2.0 g/mL. However, the results looked almost identical to those shown in Figure 6-8-(d)-(f), 
with silver only present in the Ag0 state. 
 
Figure 6-9. a) Optical images of a silver electrode in flat state with initial length of L0 
(a1) and bent states with length of L (a2) and maximum bend radii with Lmin (a3). The 
change of electrical resistance in electrodes written with different silver nitrate 
concentration with c) single-stroke trace and d) double-stroke trace as a function of 
bend rate (ΔL/L0%); e) single-stroke trace and f) double-stroke trace as a function of 
bend cycles; g) single-stroke trace and h) double-stroke trace as a function of time.  
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To investigate the mechanical flexibility and stability of the metal-polymer structure, several 
resistance measurements were conducted. For the bending-resistance tests, traces with length 
of ~10 cm and width of ~3.5 mm was fabricated on PET substrate using the proposed RoD 
method. The electrode-patterned PET was actuated between flat and bent states at a rate of 2 
cm/s using a custom-made stretching stage connected to a computer-controlled step motor. A 
Kethley multimeter was connected to the copper electrodes of the stretching stage in a four-
probe sensing mode for accurate measurement of the resistance of the sample. Figure 6-9(a) 
shows the tested sample at different bent states. Figure 6-9(a1) shows the initial state of the 
sample with electrode distance of L0. We use the initial distance L0 and actual distance L 
(shown in Figure 6-9(a2)) to calculate the distance difference ΔL (L0-L), and then divide this 
value by the initial distance L0 to calculate the “bend rate” (ΔL/L0%) of the sample. For 
instance, Figure 6-9(a3) displays a specimen with a bend rate of 75% (Lmin = 2.5 cm, L0 = 10 
cm). Two groups of data showing the relationship between bend rate and resistance change are 
presented in Figures 6-9(c)-(d), corresponding to the single-stroke and double-stroke traces, 
respectively. We chose samples fabricated using inks of three different concentrations (0.8 
g/mL, 1.2 g/mL and 1.6 g/mL) that gave us satisfactory conductivity. For the single-stroke 
group, as shown in Figure 6-9(c), the increasing rate of sheet resistance is positively correlated 
with the ink concentration, where the 0.8 g/mL trace exhibits the smallest resistance increasing 
rate of ~0.13% and the 1.6 g/mL trace shows the largest increasing rate of 0.8 % at the highest 
bend rate. The bending strain ε can be calculated by ε = hs/2R, where hs is the thickness of the 
sample and R is the bending curvature. [357, 358] The reducing distance between two terminals 
results in the increasing of the bending curvature R, and a thicker electrode has higher hs value, 
both of which contribute to a larger strain value. Thus, the electrode written with 1.6 g/mL 
silver nitrate ink will bear the largest strain value during the bending test, which indeed presents 
the largest resistance increasing rate. In addition, the loss of conductivity is mainly attributed 
to the cracks and separation of silver plates on the PVA surface when bent outwards, and thus 
samples with a sparser silver layer (lower ink concentration) exhibited smaller increases in 
resistance. When the bend rate is less than 40%, the resistance is almost unaffected (<0.1%), 
and even when the bend rate reaches its maximum value (75%), the resistance increment is 
still smaller than 1%. As for the double-stroke group, as shown in Figure 6-9(d), the three types 
of traces show almost identical results, with a near-linear response to the bend rate. This can 
be explained by their similar surface morphology, as shown in Figures 6-7(h)-(j). Similarly, at 
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the maximum bend rate, all samples exhibit a similar resistance increasing rate of ~0.75%. 
Overall, the silver trances demonstrate excellent conductivity under bending thanks to its 
unique metal-polymer structure and the good flexibility of PVA film.  
Flexible electronics are regularly subjected to bending, and its bending durability is an 
important consideration for its overall performance. Thus, we measured the electrical 
resistance change of traces written with different ink concentrations as a function of the number 
of bend cycles, and the average R/R0 values obtained from five traces of each group are 
presented in Figures 6-9(e)-(f), corresponding to single-stroke and double-stroke samples, 
respectively. During the first 1000 cycles, the resistance initially undergoes a large increase, 
possibly due to newly formed cracks on the surface, but subsequently increases at a much 
slower steady speed for both groups. For the single-stroke trace, higher concentrations produce 
larger increases to the resistance as cycles increase. Similar results can be seen in the double-
stroke group, with the only difference being that the 1.2 g/mL and 1.6 g/mL traces appear to 
be almost identical. After 10000 cycles, all samples exhibit a relatively small resistance change, 
with a maximum value of ~5% (double stroke, 1.2 g/mL) and minimum value of only ~2% 
(single stroke, 0.8 g/mL), reflecting superb bending durability. Compared to traditional 
surface-only conductive features, the bending durability is greatly enhanced by the metal-
polymer conductive structure.  
The three-dimensional metal-polymer structure greatly enhances its conductivity, adhesion and 
durability; however, due to the hydrophilic property of PVA, the silver may have higher risks 
of being oxidized in air and resultantly lose some conductivity. Hence, the relationship between 
resistance, ink concentration and storing time was investigated. All samples were left out in 
open air in a room without any temperature or humidity control. Figures 6-9(g) and (h) show 
the resistance change of single-stroke and double-stroke traces, respectively, at different 
concentrations over a period of 90 days. A steady increase in resistance is observed for the 
single-stroke group in the first 30 days, after which the resistance remains almost unchanged 
in the following 60 days after formation of an oxidizing balance. The double-stroke traces 
exhibit a much better stability over time than that of the single stroke, which may be largely 
attributed to its dense and pressed morphology. Overall, the single-stroke group shows an 
average resistance increase of ~1.4%, while the double-stroke group shows an average 
resistance increase of ~ 0.4% over a period of three months. An ASTM standard tape test was 
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conducted to evaluate adhesion of the conductive film in the previously prepared samples. 
During the test, the as-fabricated 3DMP structure conformally adhered to the surface during 
all iterations for electrodes written with different ink concentration except the first, when a 
small amount of surface particles was removed. The sheet resistance also remained unchanged 
throughout several iterations, demonstrating excellent adhesion according to the ASTM D3359 
standard. 
 
Figure 6-10. X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra of a) freshly prepared single-stroke 
electrode written it 1.2 g/mL silver nitrate ink; b) after stored in air for 180 days. 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) was conducted to study the crystalline structure of the resultant silver 
layer and surface metal composition of fresh samples compared to samples stored for 180 days. 
Figure 6-10 presents the XRD patterns of the freshly drawn silver and silver traces stored in 
air for 180 days. Both samples show peaks at 38.06o and 53.41o, which can be assigned to the 
silver crystal plane (111) and silver oxide crystal plane (220), respectively (JCPDS Data 04-
0783, 41-1104). For the sample stored in air for 90 days, the peak for Ag2O is slightly stronger 
than that of the freshly made sample, illustrating that a small amount of oxide is generated over 
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time. Both silver oxide peaks are very weak, and the peaks for (111) silver remain almost 
unchanged. Thus, we concluded that the samples are relatively stable in dry air over time. 
 
Figure 6-11. a) Optical images of LEDs powered by the hand-written metal-polymer 
conductive traces fabricated using the proposed RoD method operating as intended in 
normal flat state; b) when bent inward and c) when bent outward. d) Optical images of 
high resolution functional circuits fabricated by inkjet printing using the RoD method. 
To demonstrate the versatility of the RoD technique in real world applications, we wrote 
conductive letters on PET and powered two LEDs through the conductive traces, as shown in 
Figure 6-11(a). The circuit maintains its function when subjected to inward bending (Figure 6-
11(b)) and outward bending (Figure 6-11(c)). With the pen filled with silver nitrate ink, many 
types of functional circuits can be fabricated within in a few minutes. It is worth mentioning 
that the RoD method can also be used for manufacturing high performance and high resolution 
flexible circuit via inkjet printing at ultra-low cost. As a proof of concept, a silver nitrate 
solution was filled into a commercial available inkjet printer after tuning to the proper viscosity 
and surface tension. High quality functional circuits can be generated in a few seconds with a 
single click of “print”. Figure 6-11(d) shows some of the functional circuits fabricated by RoD 
based inkjet printing. Since no post-treatment is required for the RoD method, the as-printed 
circuits can be used immediately for electronic component mounting or deposition of other 
materials. The RoD approach can also be used in other printing system, such as aerojet printing 
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and gravure printing, to achieve higher resolutions or higher speed of roll-to-roll (R2R) 
production of high performance flexible electronics. 
6.4 Conclusion 
In summary, we proposed a react-on-demand (RoD) approach for cost-effective fabrication of 
high performance flexible circuits with enhanced safety and durability. The RoD method 
brings the emerging handwritten electronics technology one step closer to end-users, who 
require performance and ease-of-use at the same time. By adopting a three-dimensional on-site 
synthesize of silver plates, a metal-polymer hybrid structure of ~ 7 µm thickness with ultralow 
sheet resistance of 4 mΩ/sq can be achieved within a few seconds. With little effort, the RoD 
approach can be extended to various printing systems, offering a particle-free, sintering-free 
solution for high resolution, high speed production of flexible functional circuits and devices. 
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Chapter 7 
7. Conclusion and Future Work 
7.1 Conclusion 
Flexible electronics and devices represent an important direction of future electronics 
manufacturing and mechanical engineering. A lot of effort has been focused on the fabrication 
of printed electronics in recent years, however, many of these studies are still in infancy and 
mostly rely on sophisticated and expensive nano/microfabrication processes and facilities and 
involve high processing temperatures and toxic wastes. It is therefore highly desirable, yet 
extremely challenging, to develop low-cost and scalable facile methods that use inexpensive 
materials to make integratable and high-performance flexible electronics and devices. My PhD 
work focused on developing novel fabrication methods for printed flexible electronics, aimed 
to solve the above-mentioned challenges in the manufacturing of printed electronics (PE). By 
utilising recent developments in material and chemical sciences, several fabrication strategies 
have been demonstrated, accomplishing all the objectives proposed in Chapter 1. 
Instead of using expensive nanomaterials, electroless deposition (ELD) technique was adopted 
and a particle-free, scalable and cost-effective method to for selective metallization of different 
substrates was developed. A special engineered coating composition which was used for fast 
surface modification of polyethylene terephthalate and cellulose paper was successfully 
developed. The coating can immobilize transition metal ions and form covalent bonding with 
the substrate and eliminate the diffusion of the deposited copper during   ELD process, 
enhancing resolution and the adhesion between the metal and substrate in a great extent. With 
the proposed method, circuits with sheet resistance down to 5.4 mΩ/sq was achieved on highly 
porous cellulose paper, which was nearly 10 times better than regular PE product on the market 
(50 mΩ/sq). Furthermore, utilizing the unique properties of porous media, the proposed 
method enables the creation of highly conductive interconnects (VIAs) with ultra-low sheet 
resistance down to 2.6 mΩ/sq without the need for drilling or punching holes of in the substrate. 
Based on the proposed method, high performance double layer battery-free device with drill-
less VIAs were successfully fabricated for the first time. It is worth mentioning that, with 
minimal additional development, the proposed fabrication strategy can be extended to other 
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fiber-based and porous substrates, expanding its usefulness to countless applications. To 
further explore the versatility of the proposed strategies, in Chapter 4, a scalable fabrication 
method for flexible, binder-free and all-solid-state supercapacitors was proposed based on the 
low-cost chemical engraving technique, to construct CuxO nanostructure in-situ on the three-
dimensional metallized cellulose fiber structures. Benefitting from both the “2D Materials on 
3D Structures” design and the binder-free nature of the fabricated electrodes, substantial 
improvements to electrical conductivity, aerial capacitance, and electrochemical performance 
of the resulting supercapacitors (SCs) are achieved, fulfilling the increasing demand of highly 
customized power systems in the IoT and wearable electronics industries.  
All commercial available printers are using liquid ink for PE production and clogging of 
printers is unavoidable. To solve the problem, a digital solvent-free printing method based on 
the existing laser printing technique to produce PE was proposed in Chapter 5. The solvent-
free toner is used as the “ink”. Special functional groups, which can trigger the growth of 
copper, were grafted to the thermoplastic toner particles. The special modified toner was then 
printed out to form desired patterns and got metallized in the following ELD process. The 
whole printing process does not evolve any liquid ink, and thus, the clogging of the printer is 
completely eliminated. It is worth mentioning that this was the first demonstration of using 
electrostatic laser printing method to make PE. ELD technique was chosen for selective 
metallization of the substrate mainly because of its ability of generating highly conductive 
patterns and low cost. However, ELD process takes long time (hours). To solve this, a React-
on-Demand (RoD) method for low-cost one-step fabrication of highly conductive electronics 
was proposed in Chapter 6. A special water-swellable functionalized coating with the ability 
of reducing metal salt was developed. When the silver precursor touches the coating, on-site 
synthesis of silver nano-plates was triggered in a three-dimensional manner, forming a highly 
conductive metal-polymer hybrid structure. Ultra-low sheet resistance down to 2.6 mΩ/sq was 
achieved by one-step RoD printing or writing in a few seconds.  
7.2 Future Work 
The main driving force of PE has been its promise of providing versatile electronics 
functionality with a price that will be eventually comparable to the price of producing regular 
printing products in a traditional printing press manufacturing plant. The printing processes 
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used today are extremely productive and cost-effective compared to the processes used to make 
silicon-based electronics. The fundamental of these benefits is low production unit costs and 
high production capacity. Printing production volumes per spent time can be very high with 
standard mass-printing equipment compared to the silicon wafer processing. The utilization of 
roll-to-roll (R2R) high speed printing process as a mean of manufacturing reduces the marginal 
cost of producing products, making it very close to the cost of raw-materials used to produce 
printing products. The ELD-based fabrication strategies proposed in this thesis greatly lower 
the cost of raw-materials and enhance the performance of the printed circuits, thanks to the 
nanomaterials-free process and thick deposited metal layer. However, traditional ELD process 
usually takes long deposition time to achieve that. This impose critical challenges for the 
implementation of the proposed fabrication strategies to a R2R system. High-speed electroless 
deposition formula which can deposit metal layer with a thickness of several microns in a few 
minutes has been developed in recent year. However, these formulas target at the rapid 
metallization of VIA holes and the thickening of the whole piece of copper layer on FR-4 or 
other substrates, in which selective metallization is not required. The deposited metal particles 
in these formulas will not only grow vertically, but also grow horizontally. When it comes to 
the printed electronics where only the metallization of selective area of the substrate is required, 
such high-speed formulas will cause significant loss of resolution, making them incompatible 
with the PE industry. Thus, it is recommended that one of the future projects focuses on the 
development of high-speed vertical-growth only electroless copper deposition formula to 
enable the low-cost R2R process for high resolution PE production. 
Though porous substrates are not preferred by the fabrication process based on direct printing 
of functional materials due to all kinds of drawbacks as mentioned in Chapter 2, their unique 
micro structure of porous substrate can significantly speed up the electroless deposition rate of 
metal per unit area. The printed solvent-free catalyst ink will penetrate in to the substrate and 
create three-dimensional catalyst-loaded section which will trigger the following electroless 
deposition process in a three-dimensional manor. Meanwhile, the metallization depth can be 
controlled with the proposed method in Chapter 3, enabling the creation of multilayer 
functional features on the substrates without additional printing or physically drilling process. 
In addition, the porous structures are highly desired in energy storage and sensing systems. 
Such unique properties of porous substrates make them a promising candidate for a new 
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generation of PE. The investigation of PE fabrication on one of the nature-fiber based porous 
media — cellulose paper — is presented in this paper with promising results. It is therefore, 
recommended that future project focus on the fabrication of single/multilayer circuits and 
devices on other porous media such as cotton, wool fabric, porous polyimide, etc. The ink 
penetration behaviour on these porous substrates should be investigated thoroughly. The ink 
penetration depth is affected by the properties of inks (viscosity, surface tension, boiling point, 
etc.), the properties of substrate (surface energy, fiber diameters, porosity, etc.) and ambient 
environment (temperature, humidity, etc.). It is also recommended that research efforts focus 
on the development of a mathematical model to describe the ink penetration behaviour 
accounting most of the factors mentioned above.  
Laser printing holds the advantages of solvent-free process, fast printing speed and reduced 
chemical waste. The proposed laser-printing fabrication approach in Chapter 5 still requires 
ELD process to complete the metallization of the printed pattern, which offset its advantage in 
printing speed. The main content of the toner is a type of thermoplastic materials, and for a 
conventional office-use laser printer, the printed toner usually has a thickness of more than 10 
microns, much thicker than that achieved by inkjet printing (a few hundred nanometers). By 
proper modification of the toner composition to load sufficient amount of metal precursor as 
well as sufficient amount of thermoplastic-based reducing agent, the laser printed patterns hold 
the potential be directly converted to thin metal films with high conductivity. The newly 
developed intensive pulsed light (IPL) sintering system can provide enough energy in a short 
period of time (<1 second) to evaporate the polymer in the toner and, at the same time, trigger 
the metallization of the modified toner. Thus, it is recommended that future work focus on the 
development of metal precursor loaded laser printable toner composition and the development 
of IPL post treatment process to achieve the direct metallization of laser printed patterns.  
The proposed RoD method in Chapter 6 also points a promising way for low-cost production 
of high performance PE. It holds the potential for R2R high-speed production of PE. The 
resultant 3DMP conductive structure also eliminate the safety concerns of PE products. The 
functionalized coating can be applied onto the substrate in one of the rolls prior to the printing 
of metal precursor ink. One of the challenges facing here is how to efficiently dry the coating 
in a short period of time (a few seconds) to fit the high speed R2R production line, while at the 
same keep the chemical activity of the coating. One of the promising solutions is to develop a 
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UV curable water-swellable polymer composition as the coating composition. Currently, UV 
curable PVA and other water-swellable polymer has been developed, however, after the cross-
linking reaction during the UV curing process, the cured polymer film will no longer show 
water-swellable property. Thus, it is recommended that future work also focus on the 
implementation of the RoD method to the R2R printing system.   
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